ANA hears that TV is overly sensitive to federal pressure. p25
Kennedy meets with tobacco-industry leaders on advertising. p30
King stations take FCC fairness-doctrine ruling to court. p36
TVQ scores underline movies' top position with viewers. p40
“CATV broadens broadcasting with workshops for new ideas”

“...it is no secret among TV broadcasters that a great need exists for experimental programming...for new scheduling approaches...for new audience segmentation techniques. In short, broadcasters need a low-cost laboratory for new ideas. That laboratory can be the vast network of CATV operations throughout the nation.

“In fact, the most logical choice to become the mainstay of the CATV industry is the TV broadcaster, for the broadcaster is knowledgeable of the public's needs, and possesses the production capabilities to fill them.

“As a channel for creative talent, CATV cannot be surpassed. And all this can be achieved while extending TV broadcasting to fringe areas with greater program variety and better picture quality. The broadcasting industry, its regulatory agencies, Congress, and the TV viewer should welcome CATV as a powerful entertainment, educational, and experimental medium.”

Allen Gilliland, President
Standard Radio and Television Company
San Jose, California

This statement courtesy of Standard Radio and Television Company
The Missouri Association for Mental Health presents to KTVI TV Channel 2 in St. Louis its 1967 Television Award for their distinguished service and contributions to mental health.

St. Louis, October 6, 1967. The Missouri Mental Health Association presents its 1967 Television Award to KTVI. General Manager Ralph M. Hansen accepts the award from Missouri Mental Health Commissioner Jack Stapleton, Jr.

We’re proud of this state-wide recognition of our successful community service to Greater St. Louis.
Housewives first choice

To sell food items, health and beauty aids, hosiery, or any of the multitude of products purchased principally by the housewife, select the station that delivers more. In the nation's 12th ranked television market, KRLD-TV reaches 19.6% more housewives per average quarter-hour than the 2nd station; 57.1% more than the 3rd station; and 130.0% more than the 4th station*.

Contact your H-R representative for a most efficient schedule on the housewives' preferred station.

*February/March, 1957, ARB Market Report
Television audience estimates
Sunday thru Saturday
9:00 A.M. to Midnight
One no, one maybe

CBS-TV network officials, who've been wrestling for nearly two years with idea of going into late-night programming, have decided not to do it, and were expected to advise affiliates over weekend or early this week. Main reason was said to be inability to come up with program idea that seemed strong enough to put CBS out front in late-night audiences. Another reason: likelihood of inadequate clearances. High percentage of affiliates reportedly said they were interested in CBS late-night, but after discounting those who said they'd clear for only this or that type of program, or would carry only on delayed basis, percentage was said to have dropped well below 85 percent level CBS had deemed necessary.

Although they've written off late-night, at least until more promising program format can be found, CBS officials are still thinking of extending half-hour Cronkite evening news to full hour. CBS News would obviously like extra half-hour; question is whether CBS-TV network will make extra half-hour available and, if so, what station clearances might be. Subject is due for discussion at affiliates board meeting with CBS-TV network officials Nov. 14-16 at North Key Largo, Fla.

Union pressure

Sponsor boycotts induced by striking National Association of Broadcast Employes and Technicians are said by union to be spreading. NABET claims that 37 sponsors have responded to its pleas and have ended or will end campaigns on ABC owned stations. (No network sponsorships are affected to date.) Among advertisers advising NABET of intention to cooperate, union said, are Thom McAn shoes, McDonald hamburgers, J. C. Penney, Stella D'Oro Coffee, Ballantine beer, Lion van and storage, Gil-Hile and White Front stores.

NABET is continuing its "leaflet informational distribution" effort at premises of companies still advertising on ABC, including Sears, Roebuck, Chevrolet division of General Motors and Pan-American World Airways. ABC said to its knowledge only five sponsors have said they would stop advertising until strike is concluded (see page 63).

Word from the top

In its quest for guidance on how to cope with "communications explosion," President's Task Force on Telecommunications picked brain of one of world's foremost authorities last Friday at off-record luncheon. Brigadier General David Sarnoff, chairman of board of RCA and for 60 years in forefront of communications, answered questions put to him by panel of task-force members. He was accompanied by H. R. Hawkins, president of RCA Communications Inc., and Charles M. Oderizzi, RCA group executive vice president. Task-force has been meeting periodically with outstanding authorities, but it hasn't yet named its executive director. Commissioned by President Johnson last Aug. 14, group of 16 was ordered to report within year.

Fewer originals

Economy, more than ever, has become name of TV production game in Hollywood. There's widespread indication that networks are cutting back number of first-run episodes they will turn out for some series this season, particularly hour and 90-minute ones. Feeling is that this will be way of compensating for finished episodes that have exceeded budgets. Also with influx of hour and longer specials preempting regular shows across board, belief is that some series can afford maybe two fewer first-run episodes than previously planned.

Another indication of retrenchment is increased reliance on feature-fill TV projects serving as pilots for long length projected series. It's coming to time when hour pilots no longer will be produced, because if unsold there's little chance of recouping investment. With TV movies, even if series concept is rejected, product is salable on own.

Buyers' market

Predictions for improved 1968 first quarter may materialize, but current network reports indicate orders aren't coming through at pace expected. Last week network executive offices were still awaiting signs of dramatic upturn from dismal last half, with all three networks singing blues.

Until networks are able to sell their leftover minutes at regular, rather than discounted, rates, spot business likewise will probably lag, based on recent experience. One top agency executive said last week that weekend bargains on networks are still available and "$50,000 minutes can be bought as low as $10,000 if you wait until Friday afternoon to buy."

Up at sunrise

Daytimers are riding off in separate directions in aftermath of FCC action adopting new presunrise rule. Group of undisclosed but apparently growing size will resist effort of Association on Broadcasting Standards, which represents some 75 fulltimers worried about possible disruptive early-morning interference, to block implementation of new rule permitting 6 a.m. standard-time sign-on. Washington counsel has been hired to oppose AAS's request for court stay of commission order hearing scheduled for Nov. 13 in Second Circuit Court of Appeals, in New York.

Meanwhile, Daytime Broadcasters Association, as formal voice of daytimers, is considering going to Congress for whole loaf of presunrise operation. Some DBA members are seeking over rule which prevents them from broadcasting as early as 4 a.m., as many had for years. And they feel they would do better in Congress, especially House where they have already seen evidence of support, than in court.

Clearance problem

Those "anticommercials" criticizing TV ads that Public Broadcast Laboratory was to carry in inaugural program last night (Nov. 5) may not have been seen on all ETV network stations. Word late last week was that some ETV's, at suggestion of local trustees, who in many cases include businessmen, intended to cut to own promos or to other material when PBL anticommercials came on. As planned, PBL show was to include attacks on credibility of aspirin commercials and health hazards implicit in exploitation of 100mm cigarettes (see page 32).

Urban bind

One of two remaining city-owned broadcast operations — WJAX-AM-FM Jacksonville, Fla. — may go off block. Under consideration is proposal by special committee that city retain ownership but move to new location or, as alternative, that stations be sold to private enterprise for not less than $1.3 million. WJAX-AM, which has been on air since 1925, is assigned to 930 kc with 5 kw and is represented nationally by H-R Reps. WJAX-FM was authorized in 1949 on 95.1 mc with 7.7 kw. (Other city-owned facility, but noncommercial, is WNYC-AM-FM-TV New York.)
WHY WDCA-TV HAS APPOINTED AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

WDCA-TV offers advertisers a way to beat the traditional high cost of television exposure in the vital eighth market. After our first year of amazingly successful growth, WDCA-TV's 'counterpoint' programming has led to a sales formula which delivers Washington's reach-and-frequency goals at a fraction of former budgets.

"Many leading advertisers have already grasped this greater profit-making opportunity. Effective November 1, 1967, Avery-Knodel, Inc., through its expanded national sales organization, will present this concept for us at all levels in the national marketing field."

MILTON GRANT,
President and General Manager
Channel Twenty, Inc.

"Much of the success of Avery-Knodel stems from the many well-managed stations we have been privileged to represent since their formative days—working in a coordinated effort of programming, research, market development and sales to create better marketing opportunities for advertisers."

"Selling WDCA-TV is both a familiar pattern—and an excitingly different challenge. Familiar because it calls for the same creative developmental processes which have worked so well before. Excitingly new because WDCA-TV is our first major-market independent station."

J. W. KNODEL,
President
Avery-Knodel, Inc.

WDCA-TV CHANNEL 20 WASHINGTON, D.C.
Sold nationally by AVERY-KNODEL, INC. 
New York - Chicago - Detroit - Atlanta - St. Louis - Dallas - Los Angeles - San Francisco
WEEK IN BRIEF

Nation’s top advertisers at ANA 58th annual meeting hear Peter Allport, group president, charge medium is overly sensitive to government pressure; call TV code arbitrary and suggest it restricts use by advertisers. See...

TV LACKS COURAGE...25

Tobacco-industry leaders parley with Senator Robert Kennedy, discuss possible lowering of percentage cutoff for youth component of TV show’s audience above which program is deemed not suitable for cigarette ads. See...

SMOKE SIGNALS...30

King Broadcasting joins others at courthouse door protesting fairness doctrine. Appeals FCC ruling on stations’ editorials that endorsed political candidates. What is “reasonable” rebuttal offer at issue. See...

ANOTHER FAIRNESS CASE...36

Movies on TV are better than ever, according to TVQ tally. Though average viewer likes new entries about as much as last fall’s shows, teen-agers are not “moved” by new programming. See...

MOVIES HOLD LEAD...40

Talk shows should not shock, titillate or inflame audience prejudices, FCC’s Cox says to Illinois Broadcasters Association convention. Cites that unless stricter controls occur, consequences could be serious. See...

RESTRANINT ON SENSATIONALISM...46

NBC Radio affiliates in sunny Puerto Rico told business is bright, no drastic program changes are planned. NBC’s Goodman cites net’s “highly favorable position” as result of “our experience, leadership and ability.” See...

NBC RADIO ROLLS...58

Robert W. Sarnoff assumes RCA reins as corporation’s chief executive officer. Dr. Engstrom requests that former NBC head man assume his duties, will continue as chairman of RCA’s executive committee. See...

SARNOFF TAKES OVER...64

FCC’s new station ID rule draws fire from Loevinger who calls it another rule adopted for sake of regulation, Johnson who is disappointed FCC didn’t take up question of licensing stations to individual communities. See...

STATION-ID CROSSFIRE...68

FCC’s Johnson urges broadcasters at NAB regional fall meeting to grant access to their facilities to “everyone” not just spokesmen in community; proposes commission set up Office of Urban Communications. See...

NEW ROLE IN URBAN CRISIS...70A

U.S. news executives at International TV News Directors meeting shakeup European counterparts with presentations that show U.S. techniques result in far more news at demonstrably lower budgets. See...

COSTS PERPLEX EUROPEANS...73
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A news story is where you look for it. WLBW-TV News Director Ken Taylor found stories galore in Viet Nam and interviewed 85 Florida service-men. Unusual assignments are the order of the day at Colorvision Ten News. That’s why more and more South Floridians are getting their news fast — and first, on WLBW-TV.
KING bows, agrees to meet with candidate

Confronted with adverse court decision and wire from FCC, King Broadcasting Co., Seattle, said Friday (Nov. 3) it will talk further with city council candidate who claims King stations have not abided by fairness doctrine in dealing with him.

Court order earlier in day lost bid in U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Washington for stay of commission order requiring negotiations with candidate George E. Cooley (see page 36).

Several hours later, commission wired stations that, in view of court action, it expected prompt compliance with order. Vote to send wire was 5-to-1, with Commissioner Lee Loevinger dissenting.

Commission sent telegram after King spokesman had indicated broadcaster would ignore commission order despite setback in court.

Appeal is based on stations' argument that commission is seeking illegally to substitute its judgment for King's in determining what constitutes "reasonable" offer of reply to editorial campaign King is waging in behalf of five city council candidates.

Court verdict on stay request was unsigned and came after 10-minute argument between Washington attorney William Potts Jr. for stations, and John Conlin for FCC. Participating were Circuit Judges Warren E. Burger, Edward Allen Tamm and Harold Leventhal.

Earlier in day, FCC denied petition by Mr. Cooley for cease and desist order that would have required King to stop broadcasting editorials in behalf of other candidates and which he said were doing irreparable harm to his election chances. Commission said fairness doctrine looks to opportunity to respond to editorials and is not intended to prevent stations from broadcasting such material.

CBS, NBC half point apart

NBC-TV narrowed CBS-TV lead in 30-market Nielsen Report out Friday (Nov. 3) covering weekend Oct. 29. Averages, 7:30-11 p.m., were CBS 18.6, NBC 18.1 and ABC 17.2.

Top 10 programs: Dean Martin on NBC; "The King and I" Wed. movie on ABC; Lucy and Griffith on CBS; "Hud" Sun. movie on ABC; "Charlie Brown" special on CBS; "The Chalk Garden" Sat. movie on NBC; Jackie Gleason on CBS; Carol Burnett on CBS: "Don Knotts—Comedy" special on CBS.

KAUZ-TV sold; WLEE, WXEX-TV sale okayed

Sale of KAUZ-TV Wichita Falls, Tex., by Paul Harron to Bass Broadcasting Co. for $3.1 million reported Friday (Nov. 3), subject to FCC approval.

On same day, FCC approved ownership transfer of WLEE Richmond and WXEX-TV Richmond-Petersburg, both Virginia, to group broadcaster Nationwide Communications Inc. for $7,150,000. In Wichita Falls sale, buying group owns KFDI-TV Amarillo, Tex.; KFDW-TV Clovis, N. M.; KFD-O-TV Sayre, Okla., and 25% of KAAR-TN San Diego.

Mr. Harron, who continues to own WTVU-TV Utica-Rome, N. Y., has bought WMTW-TV Poland Spring, Maine, from entertainer Jack Paar for aggregate $5 million; application is still pending FCC approval. Mr. Harron bought Wichita Falls channel 6, CBS outlet in 1963 from Sydney A. Grayson and group for $2,360,000.

Richmond-Petersburg transfer is by Thomas G. Tinsley and Irvin G. Abell, both broadcast pioneers. Mr. Tinsley owns 100% of WLEE, and Mr. Abell owns channel 8, ABC affiliate in dual Virginia cities. Five years ago, Mr. Tinsley sold his WTVU to AM-FM Baltimore to Reeves Broadcasting Co. for $642,700. WLEE is fulltime on 1480 kc with 5 kw, MBS affiliated.

Nationwide is former Peoples Broadcasting Co., and is wholly-owned subsidiary of Nationwide Insurance Co., Columbus, Ohio. Nationwide owns VHF in Knoxville and holds UHF construction permit for Columbus. It also owns radio in those cities. plus Cleveland.

ABC using new Ampex hand-held color cameras

ABC-TV was scheduled to make use of what's claimed to be "first truly hand-held color camera on air" in regional telecast of Army-Air Force football game on Saturday (Nov. 4).

Developed specifically for ABC by Ampex Corp., new camera weighs total of 35 pounds operated over miniature cable of total of 50 pounds operated as battery-powered unit via built-in micro-wave. It's designed for one-man coverage of news and sports events. ABC has rights to first couple of units, with general distribution to others expected by spring of next year. No price has been established as yet for unit.

Last month, Philips announced development of lightweight color TV cameras (Broadcasting, Oct. 23).

Media concentration in Fort Smith is FM issue

FCC has designated for hearing application of Donald W. Reynolds, owner of broadcast properties and newspapers in Southwest, for FM channel in Fort Smith, Ark. Issue—unusual one for commission to invoke in such cases—is local concentration of control of mass media.

Mr. Reynolds, sole stockholder of applicant, owns only television station in Fort Smith (KFSA-TV), its only daily and Sunday newspaper, and one of its four AM stations (KFSA). He is seeking what would be city's third FM outlet.

Mr. Reynolds' newspaper and broadcast properties are under name of Donrey Media Group. Commission vote was 5-to-1, with Commissioner James J. Wadsworth dissenting.

FCC, ETV stations weigh PBL anti ads

Public Broadcast Laboratory's plans to present anticommercials in its maiden program attacking believability of advertising for various products Sunday (Nov. 5) provides no basis for FCC action.

Commission sent that message Friday (Nov. 3) to Norman E. Cash, TVB president. He had asked that licensees carrying initial program be informed that fairness doctrine requires rebuttals be carried within or contiguous to that program (see page 32).

Commission message was disclosed as indications were received that displeasure over PBL's planned "noncommercials" was shared by some ETV stations as well as advertisers and their agencies.

Commission said its role is determining whether licensee has acted responsibly and in good faith. "In any event, even if it is determined that 'fictionalized commercials' express a viewpoint on a controversial issue of public im-
WEEK'S HEADLINERS

Robert W. Sarnoff, RCA president, named RCA's chief executive officer, effective Jan. 1, succeeding Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, who will continue as chairman of the executive committee (see page 64). Brigadier General David Sarnoff continues as RCA board chairman.

Richard W. Jencks, CBS's deputy general counsel for past two years, elected VP and general counsel of CBS Inc. He succeeds Leon Brooks, who died Oct. 28 (see page 77). Mr. Jencks, who had been assistant to general counsel of National Association of Broadcasters, joined CBS West Coast law department as attorney in 1950; became resident attorney there in 1953 and in 1959 resigned to become president of Alliance of Television Film Producers Inc., and upon its merger with Association of Motion Picture Producers in 1964, became VP and TV administrator of merged organization.

Richard Forsling, VP, business administration, CBS Television Stations Division, named VP, administration, of newly formed CBS Television Services Division, part of CBS/Comtec Group (Broadcasting, Oct. 30). Other appointments to CBS Television Services Division include Joseph L. Stern, formerly VP, engineering services, CBS Television Stations Division, to VP, engineering; Harvey Struthers, previously VP, station services, CBS TV Stations Division, to VP, CATV operations; Norman E. Walt Jr., VP, special projects, CBS, to VP, CATV development; Herbert S. Orneststein, assistant controller, CBS Television Stations Division, to controller. Frank J. Shakespeare Jr. previously had been named president of CBS Television Services Division.

For other personnel changes of the week see FATES & FORTUNES

Company lodged protest with New York ETV outlet wnut(tv), but Wellcome spokesmen said it could do nothing about content of PBL programing.

‘Thief’ series to ABC

Universal Television revealed Friday (Nov. 3) that it sold It Takes a Thief, new hour series starring Robert Wagner, to ABC-TV as midseason replacement. Series is spinoff of two-hour feature, originally called The Magnificent Thief. It’s scheduled to premiere on ABC-TV on Jan. 9 in two-hour version. This is second Universal midseason sale of two-hour TV feature. Other is The Outsider, scheduled to play NBC-TV first as “World Premiere” selection, and then as weekly hour series, probably also beginning in January.

Award to Sarnoff

Brigadier General David Sarnoff, RCA board chairman, is to receive 1967 “sword of Loyola” in Chicago Nov. 21, Loyola University there announced Friday (Nov. 3). College president, Very Reverend James F. Maguire, S. J., said tribute is to entire field of communications as well as to General Sarnoff. Sword is replica of original 16th century sword of Ignatius of Loyola, soldier saint who founded Society of Jesus.

Viewing is unplanned now in TV, IRTS told

Viewer selectivity is most distinguishable characteristic of this television season, participants in International Radio and Television Society “newsmaker” luncheon in New York were told Friday (Nov. 3).

Michael Dann, senior vice president, programs, CBS-TV, told guests that “for the first time in broadcast history, the viewers has become selective” in his choice of programs. No longer does the “viewer make up his mind in the fall. He decides what he will watch next when the program he’s watching now ends,” Mr. Dann said.

Also participating were Mort Werner, vice president, programs, NBC-TV, and Leonard Goldberg, vice president, programming, ABC-TV. Discussion was moderated by Richard A. R. Pinkham, IRTS governor and senior vice president, Ted Bates & Co.

Mr. Werner said trend toward “long form” programming and movies was distinguishing characteristic of new season. He foreshores trend continuing.

All three program heads indicated that while dwindling supply of feature films presents problems, there would probably be seventh “movie night.” Feature films are now presented by three networks on six evenings of week. Mr. Werner said NBC’s “World Premiere” policy was helping to alleviate shortage of feature films. Mr. Goldberg said present film supply would last for another three years, and then would be filled by increasing amount of films now in production.

Mr. Goldberg and Mr. Dann said their respective networks hoped to increase amount of original drama, but that one obstacle to more of this material was lack of suitable scripts.

Mr. Dann said original TV drama was necessary if only to “lure back” to television “light viewer” and people who criticize medium for poor programs. He said both network management and sponsors want more quality drama.

All three programers agreed that it was television’s responsibility to “lead” public taste and not follow it.

‘Maya’ bowling out

NBC said Friday (Nov. 3) it’s cancelling MGM-produced Maya (Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m. EST) in February. This will be second show cancellation by NBC this season—other to be axed is Accidental Family. Maya is adventure series centered on two boys and elephant, and filmed in India. NBC said it hasn’t decided on replacement.
Why Texans fought to give away their Treasure Island.

Padre Island is still giving up buried treasure from Spanish Galleons. But its real treasure is its worth as a natural recreation area, to draw visitors and vacationers from all over the country. Texans were always pretty well agreed on that. What they disagreed on was how to go about it. The Great State chose up two sides.

One side wanted free enterprise with no fences. They promised that the island, all 117 miles of it, would be developed in a sort of commercial way, and wind up like some of the large resort cities. The opposing side said no, that idea would only build an overgrown seaside amusement park. This group believed that part of the island, at least, should remain natural and undeveloped; that its big stretches of white sand, its exotic vegetation and its flourishing marine life should be preserved in its natural state for everybody, including future generations. The only way to carry out this plan was to have Padre Island made a National Seashore.

Both sides went along fairly nip and tuck until Texas' Senator Yarborough succeeded in getting Washington to agree to its part in the National Seashore. This put more fight into the opponents back in Texas, who proposed that Padre should become a State, not a National Park, leaving about half of the Island out of the plan.

But Governor Connally had promised Texas a National Seashore, and he stuck by his guns. Support rallied.

A newspaper, the Corpus Christi Caller-Times, carried the cause right into South Texas, the hotbed of opposition. Largely through the work of newspaperman Ed Harre, and a committee of private citizens in Corpus Christi, the tide finally turned. Now America has a beautiful new National Seashore. The biggest yet!

Texans are proud to have you come and enjoy the near-tropic sun, the swimming, the surf-casting for man-size lunkers. You're even welcome to poke around for bits of Spanish treasure. (The fun is yours, but any treasure goes to the government!)

What's true in Texas is true all over. Officials want and need the help of private citizens like Ed Harte and his neighbors. This is why Sinclair, which has long been dedicated to conserving natural resources, encourages people to take an active part in preserving our natural heritage. For additional information on Sinclair's conservation program and on the oil industry's conservation efforts write Sinclair, Public Relations Department, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020.

Discover America by Car—it's worth Seeing and Saving
We've taken the
Today's lowest cost high band machine for making and playing color tapes.

Here's the newest member of the RCA tape line. This recorder is designed for high band color quality ... plus economy. All high band color modules are solid state RCA standard types. It's factory tested before shipment—ready to produce high band color as soon as you get it. The TR-50 is the most economical high band color recorder available today.

The equipment is compact in size, occupying only 24 x 33 inches of floor space. It's a total-capability recording and playback machine, with finest professional monitoring (pulse cross picture monitor). Features include precision-aligned tape deck (built to SMPTE standards), and expanded waveform monitoring. Also air-bearing headwheel and air-lubricated tape guide.

It's part of the complete "Matched Line" of equipment for broadcasters—matched in features, styling and performance. It's all engineered and built by RCA. There's single source responsibility ... a better investment for the purchaser.

For further information about this low-priced high band recorder, call your RCA Broadcast Representative. Or write RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment, Building 15-5, Camden, New Jersey 08102.
A calendar of important meetings and events in the field of communications.

**Indicates first or revised listing.**

### NOVEMBER

**Nov. 5-8** - 44th annual convention of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters. Speakers include Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara; Leonard H. Marks, director of the U.S. Information Agency; FCC Chairman Rosal Hyde; Frederick W. Ford, president of National Cable Television Association; R. Buckminster Fuller, author and designer; Thomas Hoving, chairman, National Citizens' Committee on Public Broadcasting; and Ginnie Cob, chairman of the board, National Association of Broadcasters. Denver Hilton hotel, Denver.

**Nov. 5-8** - Meeting of the North Carolina Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include Harry Taylor, vice president for affiliate relations, CBS Radio. Kings Inn, Freeport, Grand Bahama, Bahamas. 

**Nov. 6** - Special stockholders meeting. Twenty-First Century Corp. to vote on two-for-one split of common stock, to increase authorized common stock by 10 million shares, create new class of two million shares (no par value) of preferred stock and on eliminating preemptive rights of holders of common stock. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York City.

**Nov. 6** - Luncheon meeting of the Canadian Club of Toronto. Featured speaker will be Lawrence H. Beadle, president of Taft Broadcasting Co. Toronto. 

**Nov. 6-8** - 8th Annual Forces Technical Conference. Speakers include Thomas D. Morris, assistant secretary of defense for manpower; Lowry Air Force Base, Denver. For further details write: Plans/Operations Directorate, Lowry Technical Training Center, Lowry AFB, Colorado.

**Nov. 9** - Annual stockholders meeting, Four Star Television, to elect directors; vote on increasing authorized common shares to 3 million and creating class of 1 million shares of preferred stock. 400 Radford Ave. North Hollywood, Calif.

**Nov. 9-11** - Fourth annual FM Day of Georgia Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include William Greene, director of CBS/FM, New York.

**Nov. 9-11** - Fourth annual Achievement Day Dinner of William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo. Principal speaker will be Julian Goodman, president of NBC. Hotel Muehlebeck, Kansas City, Mo.

**Nov. 9-10** - Annual fall meeting of Oregon Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include Representative John DeLainch (R- Ore.); John J. O'Mara, vice president and director, western division, Television Bureau of Advertising; and James A. Murphy, president of Washington State Association of Broadcasters. Sheraton motor hotel, Portland.

**Nov. 9-10** - Western conference on broadcasting sponsored by the group on broadcasting, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Papers on interference-producing ground-coupling, lasers, satellite broadcasting, antenna design, color TV and CATV. Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles.

**Nov. 9-10** - Board of directors meeting of the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters. Arizona Billmore hotel, Phoenix.

**Nov. 10** - Third annual Radio Commercials Workshop of the International Radio & Television Show. Luncheon speaker will be Dan Seymour, president of J. Walter Thompson Co. Other speakers include Herbert M. McLeod, vice president and media director, BBDO; Miles David, president of the Radio Advertising Bureau; Jerry Della Femina, president and creative director, Jerry Della Femina & Partners; Bob Klein and Alan Barzman, partners in Klein/Barzman Inc., Los Angeles; Martin Solow, president and creative director, S･W･Weston Inc., New York; president of Heller Corp., and Heller-Ferguson Inc., Hollywood. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.

**Nov. 10** - Sixth district, American Advertising Federation, annual all-day conference. Sherman House, Chicago.


**Nov. 12-15** - Fall meeting, California CATV Association. San Francisco. 


**Nov. 17-19** - Pacific Pioneer luncheon, special entertainment industry audience. Houston Hilton, Santa Monica, Calif.

**Nov. 17** - Pacific Pioneer luncheon, special entertainment industry audience. Houston Hilton, Santa Monica, Calif.

**Nov. 19** - Deadline for comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking concerning the public value of preservice operation by class II stations via-a-via co-channel U.S. A nighttime services "which they would inevitably limit to some degree" and circumstances "under which such usages should be allowed and the degree of skywave interference protection to be afforded." U.S. A stations, which at present derive their basic protection from the exclusivity of the U.S. A nighttime priority within the North American Region.

**Nov. 20** - Twentieth annual dinner of the Motion Picture Pioneers. Leonard H. Goldenson, president of ABC, New York, will accept the society's "Pioneer of the Year" award in recognition of his years of service to the entertainment industry. Americana hotel, New York.

**Nov. 22** - Special stockholders meeting, CEIR Inc., which owns American Research Bureau, for the purpose of electing number of director of CEIR into Control Data Corp. (BROADCASTING, Sept. 25). Key Bridge Marriott motor hotel, Arlington, Va.

**Nov. 24** - Deadline for reply comments
He is learning to read from a computer. Someday a single computer will give individual instruction to scores of students—in a dozen subjects at the same time.

The computer will very probably revolutionize teaching—and learning—within a decade. It is already happening in its early stages.

Computerized instruction can practically (and pleasurably) allow each student to learn more, faster, but always at his own pace. Individualized instruction, the ultimate dream of effective education, is well within the range of possibility. And, by spurring students to think experimentally, computers may eventually spark imaginative, independent thinking.

Computerized education will require huge tonnages of steel. In addition to computers themselves, this method of education will necessitate construction of new buildings, special communication systems, new steel furniture, movable interior steel walls and partitions. Required will be improved sheet and bar steels, and untold miles of highly dependable steel pipe and tubing.

Republic Steel has anticipated the steel needs of the future. New mills, new processes, and intensified research and development will assure that the new, weight-saving, more durable steels will be ready when needed.

At this moment, the long reach of steel from Republic is probing into every area where man's imagination needs it—from schoolroom to satellite, from the heartbeat of man to the drumbeat of defense. Republic Steel Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

You Can Take the Pulse of Progress at

REPUBLIC STEEL

CLEVELAND, OHIO 44101
The way we see it,
Joyce is as big as Marvin.

At John Blair & Company, we offer the same top quality services to every time buyer in the business.

Marvin Antonowsky is Vice President and Director of Media Research at J. Walter Thompson. Each year, Marvin is responsible for placing 67 million dollars worth of spot television. Joyce LaTerre buys spot television at J. Walter Thompson, too. About 4 million dollars worth.

When Marvin calls Blair Television, it may involve long-range planning. When Joyce calls, she may want hot f. D.'s in three cities. At Blair, it's a big deal when Marvin calls. And it's a big deal when Joyce calls.

Big-budget time buyers and small-budget time buyers get the same service, the same careful attention at John Blair & Company.

So will you.

BLAIR TELEVISION
We get channels you can't get anywhere else.


on FCC's proposed revamping of VHF translator rules and policies regarding competitive problems and increased effective service.


Nov. 28-29—Executive committee meeting, National Cable Television Association, Washington.


Nov. 30—Deadline for reply comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking concerning the public value of preemption operation by class II stations via-a-via co-channel U.S. I-A nighttime services "which they would inevitably limit to some degree" and circumstances "under which such usages should be allowed and the degree of sky-wave interference protection to be afforded U.S. I-A stations, which at present derive their basic protection from the exclusivity of the I-A nighttime priority within the North American Region."

DECEMBER


Dec. 4-5—Third annual engineering/management seminar of the National Association of Broadcasters. Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

Dec. 8—Winter meeting of Arizona Association of Broadcasters. Speakers include Charles Stone, NAB vice president for station services; Thom Winkler, NAB radio code manager. Camelback Inn, Phoenix.


Dec. 8—National conference of radio and TV weathercasting sponsored by the American Meteorological Society. Causeway Inn, Tampa, Fla. For further information contact program chairman Ray Leep, WTVT-TV (Weather Service, Box 1188, Tampa 33601).

Dec. 12-13—Meeting of National Association of Broadcasters television code board. Iowa Beach hotel, Mimi.

Dec. 14—Deadline for filing comments on FCC's proposed rulemaking to specify, and maintain, a standard method for calculating radiation for use in evaluating interference, coverage and overlap of mutually prohibited contours in the standard broadcast service.


JANUARY 1968

Jan. 4—Newsmaker luncheon sponsored by the International Radio and Television Society. Speakers include newsmen Walter Cronkite, CBS; Chet Huntley, NBC; and Peter Jennings, ABC. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.

Jan. 12-13—Annual meeting Rocky Mountain Cable Television Association. Holiday Inn, Albuquerque, N. M.


mdicates first or revised listing.

Objectivity in coverage

EDITOR: Broadcasting's reporting on the society's activities has impressed us here in public information as being of a very high caliber . . . a most objective job during a period when strong undercurrents are at work regarding broadcasting and cigarettes . . . —Theodore Adams, director, editorial services, American Cancer Society, New York.

Why the 30's are better

EDITOR: In [Broadcasting, Oct. 23] Daniel Yankelovich Inc. concludes that 30-second TV commercials are just about as good as 60-second commercials. Most of the 30's are probably better because they usually force the copy people to work harder, omitting what the client thinks is necessary and also what usually doesn't appeal to the viewer.

If the price of 30's goes up and minutes comes down, would you believe that the followers will buy the 30's and the smart money will buy the minutes, when appropriate, and write good copy.

—Harold M. Wheelahan, vice president and general manager, WDSU-AM-FM New Orleans.

Yankelovich study rebutted

EDITOR: In your Oct. 23 article, headlined "30-second spots good as minutes," deck says: "Statistical evidence shows shorter TV commercials not only sell as well singly, but placed back-to-back still prove to be consistently effective."

Reading on . . . we note the researchers talk about "learned about products," "brand you would consider buying," "brand we consider recommending," and "recall," etc. When are we going to learn that there is a world of dif-
To reach more young women at lowest program cost...

(See our doctor)

Boston, for instance, Dr. Kildare delivers more young women per program dollar invested than its Merv Griffin competition.

Why? Because Dr. Kildare concentrates on the 18-34 women while the Griffin show draws its strength from the older group of daytime viewers. This older audience bias appears common to both Griffin and Douglas daytime strips, just as Dr. Kildare consistently attracts more young women viewers.

Compare the cost. Compare the audience. Dr. Kildare can be your station's most effective daytime program buy.

Ask the man from MGM-TV for the facts.
ferences between secondary measures of attitude, awareness, intention to purchase, etc., and the real meat of the problem, sales.

In other words, the researchers do not really know whether the 30-second commercial will sell better than the 60. They are, in effect, guessing.

In fact, the article addresses itself to this question very specifically as follows:

"The Yankelovich report on the study expressed confidence that, although it was conducted in a laboratory environment using techniques not designed to duplicate a real-life situation, "the results do, in our judgment, reflect the truth." (Emphasis mine.)

Testing methodology, to be meaningful, must be conducted in an in Vivo [life] situation, not in Vitro [laboratory] one. . . . Having conducted in Vivo experiments, I would be the last person in the world to make the kind of generalizations that other researchers do not hesitate to do. It is sheer nonsense to say that a 30-second spot is as good as a 60-second spot. The evidence is quite conclusive that each product area and each brand, within each product area, must be judged separately. . .

The use of broad generalizations does not enhance the researcher's experience. It is, in fact, wishful thinking.


Kind words from BPA

EDITOR: I want to extend, on behalf of the board and members of Broadcasters Promotion Association, our thanks and appreciation for the news coverage you gave in your Oct. 23 issue to our Toronto seminar.

I am glad we made some news that you considered important to your readers in the industry.—George T. Rodman, director, advertising, promotion and press information, WBKB-TV Chicago.

MOR report in demand

EDITOR: Your special report on middle-of-the-road radio [Broadcasting, Oct. 23] was excellent. As you conclude, there is no set format that would describe [this programming]. The application applies to the individual market and the competition.

Would you please send us 20 copies of the report and bill us.—Robert Earle, president and general manager, WBRB Baton Rouge.

(Reprints of the middle-of-the-road report are available at $0.25 each in quantities of 100 to 500, and $0.20 cents each in quantities over 500. Write Circulation Department, 1738 DeSales Street, Washington, D. C. 20036.)
Peach of a reach? Prove it!

Join the 300 plus stations who have already subscribed to CP'67, first radio circulation study in seven years.

For the past seven years reach has been claimable, but not necessarily provable. Now Pulse is conducting a 50-state circulation study which will determine all listening to all stations in all counties, and report it for persons, by sex, as well as households. The field work has been going on since January 2, 1967, and was completed in most markets by September, 1967. Where necessary, interviewing has been extended until the end of the year—thus covering just about all of a typical year's ups and downs. CP'67 will be released February-March, 1968, at which time subscribers will know whether that peach of a reach is really a peach... or a persimmon. For full information, write, wire or phone in New York: 730 Fifth Avenue, 212-JUdson 6-3316; in Chicago: 435 N. Michigan Avenue, 312-644-7141; in Los Angeles, 6404 Wilshire Boulevard, 213-653-7733.
Research can conquer the fear of radio's unknowns

Fear of the unknown may well be the strongest fear there is. People like and need touchstones of stability, routine and set relationships. And they fear anything that threatens their known operations.

This fear of the unknown may be the biggest problem radio faces, because our radio-audience data is not as solid as it might be. When I talk with radio salesmen they barrage me with figures. And when I start to talk about traveling radio sets and lack of parental knowledge of the listening habits of children, they fall back on the fact that their audience figures are conservative. But the data isn't conservative. They simply do not take into account certain possibilities. That's not conservatism. It's inaccuracy. It's lack of knowledge.

The fear of the unknown in radio, however, transcends lack of audience data. It is even more important, I think, in the area of evaluating commercial effectiveness.

This is the day of accountability. Every agency wants its performance measured. At least, Erwin Wasey does. We know we are good and we want proof of our performance on an accepted basis. And our clients are equally ardent in wanting measurements of the effectiveness of their efforts.

Solid Figures • Few people in this business are satisfied with the measurements available for evaluating print ads or TV commercials. But there are measurements. Millions of dollars have been spent on getting them. They have contributed importantly to decisions in their field. They sometimes, at least, shed light on that great unknown, "commercial effectiveness." But we do not have any such measurement readily available for radio.

We know some radio commercials have been effective. I am told a huge business has been built for Compoz—almost entirely on the basis of slice-of-life type radio commercials. And "Wow! It sure doesn't taste like tomato juice" has made radio-advertising history. Just as Stan Freberg did with "eight green tomatoes." And as Augie Becker and his gang did with "you'll wonder where the yellow went!" The competitive radio war between soft-drink advertisers these days is certainly of heroic proportions—these people certainly do work at measuring their results.

Exacting • But these are basically isolated cases and they permit no real generalization except what we know: Radio can be highly effective when it is used right. But who needs to make the all-out effort it takes to use it right? Sure, the soft-drink people who can get high frequency against their heavy users only through radio must make the effort. But despite the success of Compoz, why should competitors with similar products make an attack via radio when they have been quite successful in TV? And in TV, there are measures of performance available. Fast.

So radio probably isn't living up to its potential as a carrier of advertising. Only the unsophisticated advertisers who make decisions by intuition or the very sophisticated who insist on evaluation based on data are likely to use radio heavily.

To put it bluntly, who needs radio when we find it so difficult to find out how well we do in the medium? The bulk of the advertisers and agencies that insist on tidy rows of numbers that provide direct media comparisons is not going to give radio consideration commensurate with what it deserves because the radio data is not tidy. Radio data too frequently falls into the realm of the unknown. And the fear of the unknown will continue to plague the radio business under these circumstances.

If my observations are accurate, is there a reasonable course of action to solve the problems indicated? I think so—but, first, may I say that the sophisticated approach would demand that you get the data to either confirm or deny the hypotheses set forth here. Find out whether your lack of data and the fear of the unknown this causes create a marketing hurdle.

And if it does, set a course of action to solve the problem if the economics of the solution are feasible. Certainly, the course of action would include:

- Getting adequate audience data. This certainly can be done. All it takes is money. And certainly the money would be well spent in providing you with a sound selling tool. Get a leader to prepare a program. Pay him enough to make it worth his while to secure the participation. (Easy to say, very hard to do.)

- Underwriting commercial-effectiveness research. There are a lot of researchers who could design this work and carry it through, and thereby establish a basis for the accountability of agencies for their radio efforts that would have at least some acceptance.

- Possibly underwriting experimental efforts in radio-commercial writing. It's tough to admit, but in the face of the work in which we must be skilled when doing TV and print, most agencies today do not retain top skills in radio writing.

Leading the Way • So once you have your commercial-effectiveness research measurements, we may need your help in showing us how to get "effective" scores. It's not your job. But if you do it, it just might help get you more business. In short, your program should eliminate the fear of the unknown problem you now face by getting us data to make us knowledgeable, or potentially so.

And then, you should solve the next problem that this will create. Show us how to conquer our "fear of death" by helping us learn to write effective commercials—ones that are demonstrably so according to sound objective data.

Obviously, there's nothing to it.

Fred M. Mitchell is chairman of the board of Erwin Wasey Inc., Los Angeles. Before joining EW in 1965, Mr. Mitchell was senior vice president and management supervisor for Norman, Craig & Kummel for four years. From August 1960 to May 1961, Mr. Mitchell was senior vice president and management supervisor in charge of the Lever Bros., account with Kenyon & Eckhardt. Previously to that he was account supervisor and vice president for Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample.
How much is YOUR time worth?

As a good businessman your time is worth PLENTY, and WE can buy you more time.

Nationwide backs their man with a GUARANTEE

Nationwide will provide the "right man" for your opening! In order to assure complete satisfaction we will back each placement with a full one year unconditional guarantee.

DIAL 312 337-5318 FOR FAST, CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE
Ever seen what a tornado can do to a town? We did. On April 21st, the worst twister in Illinois history ripped through several communities outside Chicago. And we reported it. With movie cameras in color. With helicopters. With reporters wired for sound.

Now, they say our coverage was the best spot television news reporting of the year. Who are they? The Radio Television News Directors Association.

Sure, we're glad to have our work commended by our fellow professionals. But we can't forget the tragedy we witnessed. And we wish none of it had ever happened.

But if you report news, like WGN Television does, you're there when it happens and you tell it like it is. Even if it hurts.
Does television lack courage?

ANA president charges medium is overly sensitive to government pressure; calls TV code arbitrary and suggests it restricts use by advertisers

Leaders of the nation's top advertisers made it clear last week that they felt television is too quick to yield to pressures and carries its self-regulation too far.

Speaking at the 58th annual meeting of the Association of National Advertisers, they also renewed their opposition to FCC's extension of its fairness doctrine to cigarette commercials.

The annual meeting, held Sunday through Wednesday (Oct. 29-Nov. 1) at The Homestead in Hot Springs, Va., with some 600 ANA members and guests on hand, dealt primarily with advertising's government and public relations problems and with improving advertising department organization and advertiser-agency relationships in order to achieve more efficient advertising.

Although television and radio did not receive the detailed attention given them in many earlier ANA meetings, TV in particular figured prominently as a symbol of major concern—the TV advertising code as a symbol of "arbitrary" media action and the FCC's cigarette decision as a symbol of regulatory agencies' attempts to extend their powers without legislative sanction.

Urges a Second Look • Peter W. Allport, ANA president, said the least television should do is take a new look at its position on self-regulation.

In an apparent allusion to ANA's prior contentions that the National Association of Broadcasters' television commercial code is unduly restrictive, Mr. Allport suggested that it may impede advertisers' access to the medium.

"Television is a visible target and perhaps because it is licensed it seems particularly vulnerable to regulation by suggestion or pressure in contrast to law and due process," he asserted.

"While this is understandable, the advertiser too often is the man at the end of the line.

"As a very minimum, it seems to me, the medium should reappraise its position and make sure that under the guise of self-regulation it is not compounding and carrying forward the fault of regulation without due process."

The ANA president explained later that he was referring to television's attitude toward product claims. It continues to pass on them without having the expertise needed to judge whether they are right or wrong and also without giving so-called scientific experts a chance to challenge its decisions or cross-examine concerning them.

"Even the FTC can't do that," he added.

Mr. Allport's reference to TV self-regulation came in a discussion of three "broad issues" confronting advertisers in their relationship with government: issues involving advertising's impact on society generally, its economic role and the extent and nature of consumer protection that is needed.

As opposed to the "broad issues" of concern to advertisers, Mr. Allport cited the FCC's cigarette fairness-doctrine ruling as an example of a "hot war" issue requiring immediate ANA action, in this case the issue of government agencies attempting to extend their powers beyond the limits set by Congress.

ANA Position Clear • "ANA appropriately raised its voice in objection to this move without—not unexpectedly—changing FCC's mind," he said. "The issue is now being taken on to the courts by the NAB and the stations directly involved."

In another panel session, Gilbert F. Weil, ANA general counsel, also cited the cigarette decision as an unauthorized extension of regulatory-agency authority.

He noted that a number of bills have been introduced in the House to exempt product advertising from the workings of the fairness doctrine. But he also pointed out that there is always a logjam of legislation facing Congress and that when special bills of this sort fail to receive action the regulatory agencies involved often claim the inaction re-
DOES TELEVISION LACK COURAGE? continued

fects congressional endorsement of the policies the bills were directed against.

Joseph V. Getlin of Ralston Purina, newly elected ANA chairman, meanwhile put the NAB code's advertising standards at the top of a list of challenges for advertisers, agencies and media.

"Advertisers," he said, "often feel these [standards] are arbitrary."

Other issues listed by Mr. Getlin as challenges "to which we are currently addressing ourselves" related to "derogatory and misleading competitive media claims," local-versus-national rate differentials and "adequate product protection."

On the last, he said: "Reasonable separation from competitive product messages is an increasing concern of advertisers because of the steady growth of advertising messages being beamed at the consumer."

Mr. Getlin expressed confidence, however, that on all these challenges "progress can be made in the future, just as we have [made progress] on equally complex problems in the past."

The new chairman also reported that among major ANA sessions currently being planned is the second television management seminar, to be held next April 28-May 2 at Westchester Country Club, Rye, N. Y.

Case Histories Urged * Dr. Jules Backman of New York University, whose study of "Advertising and Competition" was underwritten by ANA and is widely regarded as the most complete answer thus far to charges that advertising is anticompetitive, urged advertisers to follow up his study by making public case histories of their own.

He also called for studies of the effects of various proposals to limit or tax advertising expenditures and control advertising content.

"It is vital," he said, "to evaluate the economic effects of each of these proposals on our economy as well as upon the several advertising media and the industries affected. These studies must be made promptly because one never knows when some unforeseen event may trigger hasty and unwise legislative action.

"Included should be a study of the effect of a reduced volume of advertising on the prices of newspapers, magazines, radio and television and upon their ability to perform their present services and an examination of the actions that advertisers should be prepared to take to correct any abuses in advertising."

The American Association of Advertising Agencies, it was disclosed by Mr. Allport, is making a film based on Dr. Backman's book, for use on educational television and in schools.

Friendly Foes * Television and radio meanwhile received kind words from a competitor. Charles T. Lipscomb Jr., chairman of the executive committee of the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Association, said in a report on media relationships that TV, radio, newspapers and magazines are "selling the same product more than we are selling competitive products," and that when one medium improves, all media gain.

"The tremendous success of television has helped all media and has made all of us bigger and better," he asserted. He said that all four major measured media "today reach the American pub-

K&E picked

Helena Rubenstein Inc., New York, last week named Kenyon & Eckhardt, New York, to handle U. S. advertising, effective the end of next January. The cosmetics firm spends approximately $3 million annually, of which about $1 million is in TV-radio. K&E will replace Warwick & Legler, New York, and Fuller & Smith & Ross, New York. A spokesman for the advertiser said it is envisioned that eventually K&E will be named worldwide agency for Helena Rubenstein, which allots about $6 million for advertising in all markets.

opinions of tomorrow; too often they merely reflect those of today. Advertisers should encourage media to experiment, to be adventurous, because the marketing messages of the future can be only as exciting as the media through which they take wing."

Economic Growth * The advertisers were assured by Lawrence C. McQuade, assistant secretary of commerce for domestic and international business, that "the prospects are good for continued economic growth in the remaining months of this year and on into 1968."

They also were told that the best way to avoid legislation affecting marketing and advertising is "good performance, visibly seen and understood by the public," and that "a second course is to get a more livable bill by presenting an effective, intelligent case for it."

The fact is, Mr. McQuade said, that "business by and large does not do well enough at making itself understood," even though its performance record has been "remarkably good."

He suggested that business set up a National Marketing Information Center in Washington as "a meeting place where businessmen, educators and government officials could participate in a continuing dialogue of mutual interests."

Whether this is done or not, Mr. McQuade continued, business and government "should talk and work with each other to a greater degree."

This cooperative approach was also emphasized by Michael Perschuk, general counsel to the Senate Commerce Committee, in a subsequent panel that dealt extensively with consumer-protection legislation.

Betty Furness, President Johnson's special assistant for consumer affairs, urged advertisers to take the lead in setting up a program of consumer education, perhaps starting with an ANA committee to "survey the possibilities for action" and building into a "major program area for your association."

"You have made Mr. and Mrs. America the king and queen of the marketplace," she said, and "no one has more to gain than you" from consumer education because it will make today's consumers "better customers in the future."

The advertisers were also given a preview of a campaign being developed through the Advertising Council to attract college students, a notoriously antibusiness group, into business.

The campaign, still in preparation, will appeal to students' increasing orientation toward social-action projects by stressing that "the fastest way to change the world is to work in a business that does." It will feature work being done by specific companies and
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specific businessmen in such fields as urban renewal, rehabilitation and education.

BBDO Campaign - Plans for the campaign were presented by Thomas C. Dillon, president of BBDO, volunteer agency for the campaign, and Henry M. Schachte, executive vice president of J. Walter Thompson Co. and vice chairman of the council.

In a session featuring a preliminary report on an ANA study of the organization of advertising, marketing and public-relations functions within its member companies, Robert M. Prentice of Lever Brothers told of "provocative" findings in a pilot study on a narrower subject: Client approval of advertising plans.

He said the pilot study found, among other things, that "a disturbing proportion" of client people involved in copy approval do not have "creative" backgrounds, and yet one-third of all agency copy that is submitted for approval is rejected or suffers "major revision." About half of these changes reflect client disagreement with the way the proposed advertising is done, he said, adding:

"When we couple the reported general lack of client creative training and experience with this high rate of revision or rejection of advertising due to client dissatisfaction with creative execution, I think we begin to see the dimensions of a very important problem."

The broader ANA study of advertising and marketing organization within member companies will be followed by one showing the organization structures within specific categories of business, from industrial goods to packaged goods.

Agency-advertiser attitudes and relationships that can improve the creative climate and lead to more effective advertising were examined by David B. McCall, president of LaRoche, McCaffrey & McCall, New York; H. Copland Robinson Jr., director of brand management for Liggett & Myers Tobacco, and Lawrence D’Aloise, senior vice president and director of creative review boards at J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

M. Lowell McElroy, retiring in December as ANA senior vice president after 18 years with the association, was presented ANA’s annual Gold Medal Award for Leadership (broadcasting, Oct. 30).

Business briefly...

Peterson Manufacturing Co., DeWitt, Neb., has made its first NBC Radio buy in Monitor. The order, through The Biddle Co., Bloomingdale, Ill., is for Vise-Grip tools.

General Telephone & Electronics, Broadcasting, November 6, 1967.
New York City repertory company, will make their fourth appearance on CBS-TV with this special. Jim Eiler, director of the company, wrote the adaptation, with Ethel Burns as producer and Nick Havinga as director.

The Jell-O Division of General Foods Corp., White Plains, N. Y., has introduced a low-calorie syrup, "Log Cabin Light-Cal," with advertising that includes spot and network TV. Young & Rubicam, New York, is the agency.

J. P. Stevens & Co., through McCann-Erickson Inc., both New York, will sponsor a half-hour TV special on the world premiere of the motion picture "Camelot," produced by Warner Bros.-Seven Arts. The program, featuring opening night festivities (Oct. 25), will be programmed in prime time at different dates on WPIX(TV) New York, KLJ-TV Los Angeles, WHDH-TV Boston, WTG(TV) Washington, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WBBM-TV Chicago, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WENS(TV) Cleveland, WRAP-TV Ft. Worth-Dallas, WTA-EV Pittsburgh, KTVU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco and KMOX-TV St. Louis.

Rep appointments . . .

Profit motive isn't enough

That's the message educators give to AAAA at Pebble Beach convention

Two of the nation's top educators tore into the advertising community last month for allegedly failing to understand that it's not only soap they're selling on television and in other media but standards for living. The criticism was delivered at the fourth day (Oct. 22-25) 30th annual convention of the Western Region of the American Association of Advertising Agencies in Pebble Beach, Calif.

Making the keynote address, Jacqueline Grennan, president of Webster College, St. Louis, and the only woman member of the President's advisory panel on research and development in education, offered the advertising executives little to cheer about. "If the only thing you care about is what you sell and the profit motive, then I don't see how you can like yourself very much," she emphasized.

But apparently there is a path of redemption for the "communicators and the enablers of the great business capitalistic world." For Miss Grennan urged that the admen "have the security to be insecure in all things."

Berwick Takes Baton = Keith Berwick, a professor of history at UCLA, was even more sharp in his attack. He told his audience that "it's a moral responsibility to care about something more than just the profit motive." Zeroing in, he added: "The advertising industry actually established the standards we live by and die by in this country and yet there is not one adman in 100 who knows he's doing anything more than selling catsup or soap." He pleaded for "some social awareness among advertising people of the importance of the part they play in shaping the American way of life." Then he charged: "You, who are so effective and skillful in the art of communications, are so inept in communicating any sense of value."

Other speakers at the convention included Frederick M. Mitchell Jr., chairman of the board, Erwin Wasey Inc., Los Angeles, who also took the advertising community to task for not believing in the importance of what it's doing. Sam Riddle, disk jockey for KJL Los Angeles, asked that advertising treat teenagers as adults. "Kids don't have to be told they have pimples," he said. "They know. Other kids tell them." Edward L. Bond Jr., president of Young & Rubicam and vice-chairman of AAAA, predicted that scientific methods, and not just the human factor, would be applied to solving business problems of the future.

Production Critique = A panel on TV commercial production decided that a production company should be an extension of the agency and voted for an art director or copywriter instead of a producer as the key man in the production of commercials, while voting down the use of story-boards as too confining. Sitting on this panel were John Orloff, Wakeford-Orloff Inc., Los

BAR network-TV billing report for week ended Oct. 29

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day parts</th>
<th>Networks</th>
<th>Week ending</th>
<th>Cume Oct. 1</th>
<th>Cume Oct. 29</th>
<th>Cume Oct. 29</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>$ 247.1</td>
<td>1,282.0</td>
<td>11,842.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign on-10 a.m.</td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>322.4</td>
<td>569.5</td>
<td>2,143.2</td>
<td>17,252.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>1,520.5</td>
<td>5,541.9</td>
<td>55,639.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 a.m.-6 p.m.</td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>3,264.3</td>
<td>12,107.2</td>
<td>129,258.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>2,039.5</td>
<td>6,824.3</td>
<td>31,332.1</td>
<td>261,319.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday-Sunday</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>1,544.9</td>
<td>5,989.9</td>
<td>36,586.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sign on-6 p.m.</td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>1,763.2</td>
<td>7,044.3</td>
<td>28,563.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>985.1</td>
<td>4,273.2</td>
<td>22,054.4</td>
<td>108,447.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Saturday</td>
<td>ABC-TV</td>
<td>399.3</td>
<td>1,873.4</td>
<td>13,179.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>CBS-TV</td>
<td>720.0</td>
<td>2,654.2</td>
<td>23,167.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBC-TV</td>
<td>577.9</td>
<td>2,287.0</td>
<td>25,374.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Network totals ABC-TV $10,988.2 40,189.0 233,389.2
CBS-TV 13,329.3 56,377.7 287,249.7
NBC-TV 11,618.5 55,156.5 308,148.4

Grand totals $36,380.4 $151,964.6 $1,177,318.2

28 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
Atlanta Believes in Metropolitan Opera.
And WSB-TV.

Opera is very much part of life in Atlanta. Opera Week has been a tradition in the city since 1910. One of the many which go to make Atlanta the cosmopolitan community that it is. In Atlanta WSB-TV is also a tradition. The station is always involved in the community, and the community believes in the station. Like the Metropolitan Opera, WSB-TV wins bravos in Atlanta. Want to hit a high note in this market? WSB-TV/ Ch. 2/ Atlanta/ N.B.C. / Petry

WHITE COLUMNS ON PEACHTREE

Cox Broadcastin Corporation Stations: WBAM FM-TV, Atlanta; WHIO AM-FM-TV, Dayton; WDCO AM-FM-TV, Charlotte; WOOD AM-FM, Miami; KTVU TV, San Francisco Oakland; WICTY, Pittsburgh
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Smoke signals from the Hill

Tobacco-industry leaders meet with Senator Kennedy on cigarette advertising

The chief executive officers of nine cigarette companies, the head of the Cigarette Advertising Code and the director of the Tobacco Institute held a top-level conference with cigarette-advertising foe Senator Robert F. Kennedy (D-N.Y.) last week, and advance speculation was that the meeting could mark the beginning of the end for cigarette advertising on television.

But all that emerged after the meeting was an on-the-record assertion that the cigarette industry was "willing to discuss" a possible lowering of the percentage cutoff—now at 45%—for the youth component of a television show's audience above which a program is deemed not suitable for cigarette commercials.

And it seemed quite clear, from private reports by participants of the meeting from both camps, that even on an off-the-record basis no "deal" to trade off TV commercials for support for full marketing freedom in other areas was discussed.

It was speculated that tobacco-industry leaders, viewing situations in some European countries where cigarette sales have continued at a high level in spite of curbs on broadcast and other advertising, might solicit Senator Kennedy's support for an intra-industry agreement to reduce television advertising. Such support might prove useful in avoiding Justice Department complications, it was reasoned.

Key Role • Senator Kennedy became a focus for cigarette-industry concern when he submitted three bills that would require a stronger health warning on packs and in ads; give the FCC control of the type of programs that could carry cigarette commercials, the times of day that exposures would be permitted and the over-all expenditure that could be made for cigarette broadcast advertising, and enact a sliding scale of excise taxes (up to 63 cents a pack) keyed to tar and nicotine levels (BROADCASTING, Sept. 18).

At the time he said he would prefer a cooperative solution by the industry that would eliminate the necessity for legislative action, a position he reaffirmed after the meeting Tuesday (Oct. 31). The senator's main concern, he has reiterated, is that cigarette appeals reach youth, encouraging young persons to begin smoking. He expressed doubt that using a lower youth-in-audience percentage figure would be a meaningful improvement, especially on high-rated programs where even a small percentage can mean large absolute numbers.

Robert Meyner, the former New Jersey governor who now heads the Cigarette Advertising Code Inc., said tobacco advertising served interbrand competition and was not aimed at persuading youngsters to smoke.

Former Kentucky Governor and U.S. Senator Earle Clements, president and executive director of the Tobacco Institute Inc., said that it had long been the industry's view that the decision to begin smoking "was an adult decision," and that advertising was so oriented.

Top Tobacco Men • In addition to Senator Kennedy, Governor Meyner and Senator Clements, the meeting was attended by Michael Pertschuk, Senate Commerce Committee aide; David Hardy, Kansas City, Mo., attorney and consultant to the Tobacco Institute and to the tobacco companies; Edwin P. Finch, president, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.; Milton E. Harrington, president of Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.; Joseph F. Cullman III, chairman, Phillip Morris Inc.; Alexander H. Galloway, president, R. J. Reynolds Co.; W. B. George, chief executive officer, Lorus & Brother Co.; Louis A. Bantle, president, U. S. Tobacco Co.; William Yellen, chairman, P. Lorillard Co.; Robert B. Walker, chairman, American Tobacco Co., and Constantine Stephano, president, Stephano Bros.

Also attending were Dr. Daniel Horn of the National Clearinghouse for Smoking and Health of the U. S. Public Health Service and Dr. Kenneth Endicott, director of the National Cancer Institute of the National Institutes of Health.

Surgeon general sets up antismoking group

TV, radio, newspapers and magazines are going to be on the receiving end of a new campaign against cigarette smoking.

This is one of the four objectives of a new, 11-member federally sponsored task force on smoking announced last week by Surgeon General William H. Stewart.

The group was scheduled to hold its organizational meeting last Friday (Nov. 3) in Washington.

Dr. Daniel Horn, director of the U. S. Public Health Service's National Clearing House for Smoking and Health, is chairman. Among its other 10 members is Emerson Foote, former advertising executive, long known for his antismoking views.

Other aims of the group: encourage young people not to start smoking; reduce the harmful effects of smoking.
To the Boy Scouts at Camp Lewis
Humble is Operation Water Mountain.

Their water system damaged by a summer storm, the Scouts at Camp Lewis, New Jersey, were stuck without fresh water — to drink or use for cooking. And no showers! A group of fellows from Humble's Bayonne, N.J., Refinery moved quickly to remedy the problem. On a Saturday, some 50 Humble men met at the camp to begin Operation Water Mountain. They buried a 10,000-gallon tank in a mountaintop overlooking the camp. Then they painstakingly laid 1200 feet of pipeline and completed connections to the camp's well below. It was no picnic. But sometimes it feels good to have sore muscles. Today, a gravity-feed system supplies the Scout campsite with plenty of clean, fresh water. To these young boys Humble probably isn't America's Leading Energy Company. To them Humble is Operation Water Mountain. This is not the first — or the last —

community service to be rendered by our men at Bayonne. Their spirit reflects a genuine attitude at Humble: that we must constantly respond to the needs of America's most important resource — its people.

HUMBLE Oil & Refining Company
and the people who make it America's Leading Energy Company
among those who already smoke, and "develop a climate of opinion" favorable to the introduction of a less hazardous cigarette.

Dr. Stewart pointed out that 42% of the adult population of the U.S. continues to smoke, and that 1 million young people begin each year.

TVB flays PBL's anticommercials

The Public Broadcast Laboratory was to present anticommercials attacking the credibility of aspirin advertising and commercials for 100mm cigarettes during its maiden program Sunday (Nov. 5).

The decision to go ahead with the presentation of anticommercials was made despite unease among advertisers—some of whom have supported noncommercial programming in the past—and advertising agencies over the PBL decision and despite a strong message to FCC Chairman Rosel Hyde from the Television Bureau of Advertising.

Listings include new commercials being made for national or large regional radio and television campaigns. Appearing in sequence are names of advertisers, product, number, length and type of commercials, production manager, agency with its account executive and producer.

Delta Films International Inc., 357 Ponce de Leon Avenue, San Juan, P. R. 00901.


Lever Brothers, New York (Silver Dust); one 30 for TV, on film, color. Agency: Sullivan, Stauthfer, Colwell & Beyles, New York.


Lexus Ltd., 3620 South 27th Street, Arlington, Va. 22206.


Pepper Sound Studios, 2076 Union Avenue, Memphis 38104.


Mr. T. Tape Centers, Cleveland (audio tape); one 60 for radio, jingle. Bud Smalley, production manager. Agency: Saul Isler Advertising, Cleveland. Saul Isler, account executive.


Chevrolet, Detroit (cars); one 120 for TV, live on film, color. Richard E. Evans, production manager. Agency: Campbell-Ewald, Detroit. Art Mele, agency producer.

Southwestern Bell Telephone, St. Louis (Yellow Pages); two 60's, three 30's, one 10 for TV, live on film, color. Richard E. Evans, production manager. Agency: Gardner Advertising, St. Louis. Gene Duncan, agency producer.

WX2-TV Commercial Videotape Division, 2077 West 10 Mile Road, Southfield, Mich.


The announcement of PBL's plan to present anticommercials came Oct. 27 and immediately sparked what were described as "negative" reactions among advertisers, agencies, and some broadcasters (BROADCASTING, Oct. 30). While advertisers withheld comment on the proposed PBL programing last week, TVB President Norman E. Cash reacted to the PBL announcement with a telegram to Chairman Hyde which said in part that "we believe [the PBL] program will be flagrant violation of 'fairness doctrine.' . . . Though fictionalized, commercials are said to refer to Federal Trade Commission statements, but we are unaware of any provision within program (for) rebuttal by advertisers and/or their agencies involved to opinions expressed by [PBL]. . .

"We feel every effort should be made to ensure ETB licenses planning to carry the program aware of potentially flagrant violation of noncommercial programs. . . . We are able to develop a climate of opinion favoring those who already smoke, and to create a climate of opinion that will carry each year."

Poor Communications • Mr. Cash's wire was sent on the evening of Oct. 27, but spokesmen for Chairman Hyde's office said Thursday morning (Nov. 2) they had not yet received the message. TVB later that day re-sent Mr. Cash's message to the commission chairman.

PBL spokesmen late last week said that while there had been no time allotted for rebuttals on Sunday's program, the anticommercials would be followed by an announcement which reads:

"PBL believes public television should permit expression of divergent points of view, and stands ready to provide opportunity for responsible comment on the preceding message."

Copies of the statement were sent to the 119 noncommercial stations carrying the PBL program, officials said.

PBL officials denied earlier reports that the Ford Foundation-supported PBL would not attack the credibility of automobile commercials. "We will definitely comment on car commercials as well as package goods," said a PBL source. Auto manufacturers, according to their spokesmen in New York, like other advertisers who have or may be criticized by PBL anticommercials, were reserving comment until the program is aired.

Agency appointments...

• Holzer Watch Co., New York, distributor of Universal Geneve watches, has appointed Kane, Light, Gladney Inc., that city, as its agency.


• Roos/Atkins Inc., San Francisco, has appointed the local office of Lennen & Newell Inc. to handle its advertising account, estimated at $500,000 a year. The new agency will be responsible for all broadcast advertising, among other media planning, for the outfitter of men's, women's and children's wear.

Walton new Midwest rep

Walton Broadcasting Sales Corp., a new regional station representative for both radio and television, has been formed in Chicago by Robert J. Walton, formerly broadcast farm director in the Midwest for John Blair & Walton. Walton will specialize in farm accounts as well as general consumer accounts within an eight-state area: Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska and Colorado. Address: 20 North Wacker, Chicago 60606; phone (code 312) 236-8888.
Here's Another Reason Why WHO RADIO Should Be On Your Top 20 Market List:

**DRUG SALES!**

WHO RADIO DELIVERS THE 16TH MARKET!

Rank our Iowa WHO PRIME MARKET AREA drug sales right between Houston and Newark*. We’re not just Metro Des Moines. Let’s compare facts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHO P. M. A. (79 Pulse Surveyed Iowa Counties)**</th>
<th>Metro Des Moines (1 Iowa County)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retail drug sales: $92,575,000*</td>
<td>$17,296,000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail drug outlets: 769</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population: 1,911,000*</td>
<td>280,400*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*1967 **Survey of Buying Power **Sept.-Oct., 1966, 93-County Area Pulse

---

WHOA

DES MOINES, IOWA
1-A CLEAR CHANNEL • 50,000 WATTS
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This brings you complete information on the best video tape you can put on your recorder.

Yes, I'd like to know about the 79 Series video tape you designed especially for my recorder.

My recorder is manufactured by__________________________
Model number__________________________
Name__________________________
Title__________________________
School or Company__________________________
Address__________________________
City__________________________
State__________________________ Zip________________

No matter which recorder you use, we have a 79 Series video tape that can bring out the best picture and sound your machine is capable of providing. That's because each tape in our 79 Series has been specifically designed for a different type of helical scan recorder. Each has its own formulation, its own configuration.

Memorex precision video tape will perform on your recorder with fewer dropouts than any other video tape. It remains picture-perfect long after other tapes have failed. It offers an unusually long still-frame life. What's more, its special formulation guarantees it won't stick and get out of sync. And its special binder eliminates the problem of flake-off and head-clogging, while keeping head-wear low.

If this sounds like the tape you've been looking for, send us this coupon. Or contact the Memorex distributor nearest you. He can tell you all about our 79 Series video tape, the best tape you can put on your recorder. And he can fill your orders from his local stock now.
Bozell & Jacobs sold to its executives

Bozell & Jacobs Inc., Omaha, advertising and public relations agency, has announced its first change in ownership and corporate management in 46 years. Morris E. Jacobs, chairman, announced the agency has been sold to a group of B&J executives headed by Charles D. Peebler Jr. and Alan J. Jacobs.

Mr. Peebler will continue as president and chief executive officer of the agency. In addition to his position as executive vice president, Alan Jacobs will also be chairman of the executive committee.

Morris Jacobs

Mr. Peebler        Alan Jacobs

Executive of the agency. In addition to his position as executive vice president, Alan Jacobs will also be chairman of the executive committee. Morris Jacobs will become founding chairman of the agency, serve as a consultant and continue as one of its directors.

B&J, which bills $28 million annually, has also recently undergone several major changes. The agency has acquired Emerson Foote Inc. with offices in New York and Atlanta, while the agency's Minneapolis office has been sold to Sam H. Kaufman and Myles Spicer, the Kaufman Company.

Another sore spot in the Romney camp appeared to be the time slot CBS offered—10:10-11:30 p.m. Wednesday. "Dundee and the Cumhale" has been in the 10-11 slot, has produced poor ratings, and is being taken off.

According to Travis Cross, the governor's personal assistant, that Wednesday period was "dog time" for what he called "Romney's report to the people."

Also in advertising...

Country combination - Two country-western radio stations in the Los Angeles market area have joined forces and are being sold to regional and national buyers as a combination. KBQO Burbank and KFOX Long Beach now are being offered as the Los Angeles Metropolitan Country Combination. Adam Young Inc., New York, is acting as national representative for the alliance.

MCA expands into commercials - MCA Inc., New York, the one-time talent agency that has since spread into extensive feature film and television production, now is in the commercial production field. Universal Commercial and Industrial Films has been formed as a division of MCA. It will produce both television commercials and industrial films and will operate out of MCA’s Universal City Studios in North Hollywood. Lou Lichtenfield, veteran producer of television commercials, has been appointed vice president in charge of the new company.

Putter foot - Game manufacturer Leister Game Co., Toledo, Ohio, is now making "one-foot" golf putters in quantity, on an idea taken from a TV commercial approach used on the Johnny Carson Tonight Show on NBC-TV. The putter actually works though it has a small replica of a human foot instead of a club head. It duplicates the club Johnny Carson has "used" on the show to introduce commercials developed by Benton & Bowles for Norwich Pharmacal Co. (NP-27 athlete's foot remedy).
Another fairness case taken to court
King stations in Seattle protest FCC ruling on editorials that endorsed political candidates

Another front was opened last week in broadcasters' spreading courtroom war against the FCC's fairness doctrine. The cause of the new fight: a commission ruling that King Broadcasting Co. stations in Seattle had not fully complied with the doctrine in the opportunity for rebuttal that they had offered a local political candidate.

The issue, as KING-AM-FM-TV see it, is whether the commission may substitute its judgment for that of licensees in determining what constitutes a "reasonable offer in such cases.

The commission wired its ruling to the stations on Wednesday (Nov. 1) concerning a complaint by George E. Cooley, a candidate for the Seattle city council in an election to be held tomorrow (Nov. 7). He said that the stations' offer of six 20-second spots to respond to a 20-second editorial broadcast 24 times to endorse five candidates, including his opponent, was unfair. And the commission's wire, in effect, directed the stations to engage in "good faith negotiations" with him on the matter.

Instead the stations' counsel on Friday filed an appeal from the ruling with the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Washington. They also asked the court to stay the commission's order. The stations told the commission earlier that further negotiations with Mr. Cooley would constitute abandonment of a policy they consider fair and reasonable.

Stations' Position: In seeking to require them to abandon their concept of fairness, the stations told the court, the commission has placed an interpretation of "reasonableness" on the fairness-doctrine rule relating to political editorializing that amounts to censorship and a violation of their constitutional rights of freedom of speech.

They also said the commission ruling constitutes an abandonment of a policy of accepting reasonable good-faith judgments of licensees in program matters. The commission, they added, has injected itself into the center of the program-decision-making process—an area from which they say it is barred by Section 326 of the Communications Act—the so-called no-censorship provision of the statute.

The commission, in its ruling, did not specify any number of spots the stations should grant Mr. Cooley for rebuttal. But it did state that the number that the stations offer is of as much importance in meeting their fairness-doctrine requirements as the total amount of time they make available. And the stations, the commission added, gave no reason for not dividing the time offered into a greater number of spots.

The commission vote was 4 to 0, with Commissioners Robert E. Lee, Kenneth A. Cox, James J. Wadsworth and Nicholas Johnson participating. Chairman Rosel H. Hyde and Commissioners Lee Loevinger and Robert T. Bartley were absent.

Background: Apparently contributing to the King stations' decision to challenge the commission in court was the fact that their concept of fairness evolved out of their experience in the primary campaign in September. Then, the stations had backed five of a slate of 28 candidates with a campaign that included 30 exposures of a 20-second editorial. Nonendorsed candidates were offered two one-minute spots each—and one of the nonendorsed candidates complained to the commission.

The result was a commission directive to the station to negotiate with the candidate. This in turn led to an agreement under which the stations afforded the complainant six 20-second spots that were aired mornings and afternoons on the Saturday and Sunday preceding the primary, on Sept. 19 (BROADCASTING, Sept. 25).

In the general election the 20-second editorial was broadcast over each of the stations between Oct. 22 and Nov. 6 eight times during the early daytime, eight times during daytime and eight during prime time. Each of the eight nonendorsed candidates in the contest was supplied with a copy of the editorial and invited to have an authorized spokesman record a 20-second spot which would be broadcast on separate days twice during early daytime, daytime and prime time, for a total of six times on each of the stations.

Thus, each of the nonendorsed candidates was offered a total of 120 seconds as against the total of 480 seconds the stations intended to devote to its editorial campaign in behalf of all five candidates whom it endorsed.

Candidate Upheld: However, the commission staff, which issued the initial ruling on Mr. Cooley's complaint, agreed with the candidate that the offer of six exposures to respond to 24 editorials did not constitute compliance with the fairness doctrine. The staff, in a wire to the stations on Oct. 27, noted that the stations apparently believe that broadcast time can most effectively be used by frequent repetition of a brief statement rather than by a lesser number of longer announcements, and said the "complainant seeks to avail himself of a comparable opportunity."

The staff requested the stations to "inform the commission immediately of the manner in which you intend to comply with [the fairness doctrine] and of such action as you may take." The stations were also told that the issue was "a matter for the immediate good-faith negotiation" between the stations and Mr. Cooley.

The stations, however, asked the commission to review the staff's order. They contended that it "represents a significant variance from basic commission policy, and a repudiation of the essential role assigned to broadcast licensees by the Congress. . . . They also said they had followed the commission's directive in the primary campaign only because they felt "the public would suffer from a continued challenge to the order"—not because they believed that the commission was within its statutory or constitutional authority in issuing it.

In denying the petition for review, the commission said that licensees "may make a good-faith judgment as to what constitutes a 'reasonable opportunity to respond' in the particular circumstances of each case." And Mr. Cooley, it said, is concerned about "a disparity of four to one" in the number of King-stations endorsements as against the number of spots offered to him.

Why Not More Spots?: The commission added that "while Mr. Cooley has requested opportunity to make additional responses, you have denied this request without advancing any basis upon which the commission can make a judgment that this restriction is reasonable." It said that reason is given, for example, why a "10-second announcement, resulting in 12 opportuni-
Lookit the EXTRYs you get with this extry TOWER!

LISTEN, you wheels who have been buying WDAY-TV for all these years — just listen to the extrys you now get because we now got a “twin” up there between Devils Lake and Grand Forks!

EXTRY! — you now get North Dakota’s second market as well as the first — 35,370 new, unduplicated TV homes.

EXTRY! — you now get the Grand Forks U.S. Air Base, with 17,000 sojers and their families.

EXTRY! — you now get the two major colleges in our state — U. of North Dakota in Grand Forks, N.D. State College in Fargo, with their 12,000 students, teachers, etc.

EXTRY! — you now get the entire Red River Valley, including all Northeastern North Dakota, Northwestern Minnesota, plus a hunk of Southern Manitoba. This now gives you total coverage of 149,460 Grade B TV homes.

So now you get 31% more than you’ve ever gotten before from WDAY-TV. Which, all by itself, gives you actually the biggest, best, etc., etc. market between Minneapolis and Spokane, Washington!

Don’t jist SET there. Ask PGW!
ties” to reach audiences in different parts of the day “is not feasible. . .”

The King stations’ suit, in which the National Association of Broadcasters is expected to become involved, adds to an already impressive list of challenges to various aspects of the fairness doctrine now pending in various courts. These include woca Red Lion, Pa.’s suit to have the Supreme Court review a lower court ruling upholding the constitutionality of the doctrine; the separate appeals of the Radio Television News Directors Association, CBS and NBC of the commission order adopting the political editorializing and personal attack aspects of the doctrine as commission rules; and the efforts of the NAB (backed by two stations filing their own suits and by a dozen intervenors including the three networks) to overturn the commission ruling applying the doctrine to cigarette advertising.

That last-cited commission action is being appealed also by John Banzhaf III, the New York attorney whose complaint against wcbs-tv New York led to the ruling—but on the ground it doesn’t impose a sufficient obligation on stations to present the anticigarette messages.

Another suit that doesn’t fit the mold has been filed by atheist Madeline Murray O’Haire. She has asked the U.S. District Court in Washington to enjoin the commission from enforcing the doctrine in a manner that, she says, permits licensees “under color of authority of the commission” to deny her and her co-believers use of the airwaves.

Free-time requests blasted by Campbell

One of the many broadcasters that were circulated by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare with a request for free commercial time in behalf of air-pollution abatement responded with a letter saying exactly what effect HEW’s request had on him.

Eldon Campbell, vice president and general manager, WPRM-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis, noting that his stations had devoted “a great deal of time on news, local and national, editorials and special reporting activity” in the anti-pollution cause, told HEW that he could only assume a similar letter was mailed to newspapers and magazines, requesting free advertising space. (“I do not mean editorial content,” he emphasized.)

He told the assistant surgeon general—to whom his letter was addressed, with copies to the surgeon general of the U. S. and the entire congressional delegation from Indiana—that the government was working at cross-purposes regarding cigarette advertising, with HEW and the FCC pushing for anti-smoking spots while another branch of the government supports tobacco growing and marketing. He said there was a “growing concern that the government, which we support . . . is constantly finding a way to undermine our effectiveness.

“And if our effectiveness is undermined,” he said, “it won’t be long until you will not have to send your form letters seeking free time from us as we will be out of business.”

By late Thursday (Nov 2), Mr. Campbell’s office noted, he had received no reply.

More feature films, TV series from ITC

Independent Television Corp. outlined last week broad expansion plans in the production of television series and feature films especially for TV. ITC’s expanded role was announced last week by Lew Grade, president of Associated Television (ATV) of London, parent company of ITC, upon his return to Britain following a business trip to New York where he conferred with top executives of the three networks, and with ITC President Abe Mandell.

In the TV-series area, ATV concluded a new long-term agreement with NBC-TV for production by ITC of new segments of the hour series, The Saint, with a limited number of episodes to be produced each year, presumably for use as a summer replacement. Mr. Grade also disclosed that ITC will begin production in March on two new series, Department S and Acres High.

ITC’s feature-film activities will include the production of two “The Saint” motion pictures, starring Roger Moore, to be made especially for TV. Mr. Grade revealed that out of The Prisoner TV series, starring Patrick McGoohan, has come an agreement with CBS for three motion pictures. The films will be produced for ITC-ATV by Mr. McGoohan’s independent production company and will include two primarily for television and a major feature, starring Mr. McGoohan, that will be released to theaters initially.

Mr. Grade noted that CBS-TV has bought The Prisoner but the network has not as yet scheduled it. In addition, he said, the series has been sold in Canada, all of Latin America, Germany and Australia and last week an agreement was signed for sale in Japan.

FCC rejects ACLU fairness complaint

The FCC has denied a request to order New York radio and television stations to provide free time for arguments by opponents to the proposed new state constitution. The constitution is up for voter consideration this Tuesday (Nov. 7).

The request was made by the New York Civil Liberties Union, which asked the commission to issue an immediate “broad ruling” under the fairness doctrine regarding programs broadcast by the New York stations about the pending election. The union stated that previous informal requests for time made to various stations “have been refused.”

In a telegram sent to the union last Tuesday (Oct. 31), the commission termed the request inappropriate because the group had failed to submit any specific complaint, describing the complete factual situation with respect to any licensee. The commission said that although the fairness doctrine would apply to the controversial issue, the critical consideration of any ruling is whether a particular licensee has afforded reasonable opportunity for discussion of the issue, and “that in turn, depends on the facts of each case, and could vary from licensee to licensee.”

Procedures — The commission said that since equal time is not required under fairness rules, a station which has devoted large amounts of time to the issue “might well be able to sell” several additional spot messages “without creating an imbalance in its coverage of the issue.” In any event the commission noted that since the ACLU failed to state the facts upon which a ruling could be made, “we do not reach other possible issues” unless the complaint procedure in the FCC’s fairness primer has been “appropriately” followed.

However, the commission said that because of the imminence of the election, the service of any complaint on the stations involved will assist it in expediting the processing of such a complaint and in issuing a prompt ruling.

Stanley Newborn, ACLU attorney, said last Thursday (Nov. 2) he had prepared a reconstructed schedule of broadcasts and ads on WNBC-TV New York since Sept. 24, which demonstrates an “imbalance in advertising regarding the church-state issue of the proposed constitution.” This schedule, he said, would be sent to the FCC.

However the attorney remarked that “frankly, I’m not too optimistic that we will be able to accomplish anything this way.”
RADIO FOLK

Are you tired of being Vibrated, Swizzled and Loved with Power?
Are you sick of jingle series that are recorded for 'planned obsolescence'?
Well . . . read what other leaders in contemporary Radio are saying about our little company's new jingle series.

WQXI, Atlanta, Kent Burkhart, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
"The best idea since the logo."

WSAI, Cincinnati, Ted Hepburn, Vice Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
"It has to be just about the most sensational thing in the way of a jingle package I have ever heard. We at WSAI are proud to be a part of this innovation."

WKBW, Buffalo, Jefferson Kaye, Program Mgr.
"Jim Long and Tom Merriman have created the finest sounding jingles to come along in years."

WTRY, Albany, George Williams, Program Mgr.
"Finally, a package that adds something to your overall sound and serves a definite need."

WIFE, Indianapolis, KISN, Portland, KOIL, Omaha
Steve Brown, National Program Director Star Stations
"A logical extension of the process of keeping your call letters tied to the music that accounts for seventy five per cent of your sound. Tom Merriman and Jim Long have produced a calling card with class."

Also on the air at: WIBG, Philadelphia
KIMN, Denver
WMEX, Boston
WLEE, Richmond
WDRC, Hartford
CKFH, Toronto

If you're ready to forget all you ever knew about jingles, call or write:

TOM MERRIMAN, INC.
701 NOEL PAGE BUILDING
DALLAS, TEXAS 75206
A/C 214 368-1318

PS: For you television folk, we've got animated I.D. and title goodies in full color.
Movies hold lead as viewers’ favorites

TVQ scores show no major changes in response to new season

The average viewer likes this season’s parcel of new evening network tele-
vision programing about as much as he liked last fall’s entries, but teen-agers
particularly are not “moved” by the new batch of shows.

The number of evening network pro-
grams continues to decline, with the
major casualty in this trend being
the situation comedy, which is at its low-
est point in five years.

These highlights emerge from a spe-
cial study, one in an annual series conducted for Broadcasting by the TVQ
service of the Home Testing Institute,
marketing research firm, of Manhasset,
N. Y. The TVQ score is based on na-
tionwide surveying and represents the
proportion of respondents who, having
said they are familiar with a program,
also call it “one of my favorites.”

Down a Point • TVQ reported that
interviewing during a 10-day period be-
ing on Oct. 7 resulted in an average
score of 28 for all nighttime network
programing—down one point from last
year but equal to or exceeding the
levels attained in three previous years,
dating back to 1963 (see table below).

Network movies registered a TVQ
score of 36, the highest for all program
types, but declined from the 38 achieved
in 1966. Last year movies ousted west-
erns as the leading program type (38
to 35) and this fall features widened
the lead (36 to 30).

Categories that recorded gains in the
October 1967 TVQ averages over 1966
were musical shows (up from 27 to 28);
quiz and panel (from 22 to 28),
and variety (from 23 to 24).

Three categories turned in TVQ aver-
ages topping the all-program average of
28: movies, with 36; news and docu-
mentary, with 30, and westerns, also
with 30.

Among groupings that dropped in
averages this fall as compared with last
year were adventure (down to 24 from
28); drama (from 26 to 25); network
movies (from 38 to 36); news and
documentary (from 32 to 30); suspense
and mystery (from 31 to 27), and
westerns (from 35 to 30).

Fewer New Shows • The number of
new programs on the networks this fall
dropped drastically to 25 from 35 in
1966, reflecting, TVQ said, “the trend is
in movies and more hour-and-a-half
shows.” The major casualty, it said, is
the situation comedy group, which is
now at its lowest number in five years
(total of 20, as compared with 28 last
year and 38 in the fall of 1964).

The average TVQ score for all new
programs this fall was 27, the same as
last year. Except for suspense-mystery,
all categories in the new program study
exceeded the 27 average. New comedy
series recorded an average 28, up from
25 last year, and this category was the
only one to show an increase over
scores gained by new series in 1966.

TVQ noted that in new evening pro-
grams there was a considerable shift
in audience appeal, with the most dra-
matic change represented by the loss of
teen-age appeal. It stated that the TVQ
score of the average new show is at its
lowest since the 1950’s among this

Average TVQ scores for new evening network programs by selected program types
Totals and by age groups 1963-1967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total new programs</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8-11</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adventure</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8-11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comedy</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8-11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8-11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspense &amp; mystery</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8-11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westerns</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average TVQ</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 8-11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-17</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-49</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50+</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excludes ‘Good Company’ on ABC, whose familiarity level is below minimum acceptable standards.

40 (Programming)
age group.

"The average new show's appeal is also down, but slightly, among 18-34 year olds," TVQ observed, "while it is at its lowest since the 1950's for the 35-49 year age group. The only age group that likes the new shows better this year than last is the 50-and-over age group."

Three network movie programs made the list of TVQ's "top-10" evening shows, in which 12 programs are represented because of ties. This compares with four network movie presentations that made a similar listing last year.

## Network axes sharpened

**NBC and CBS plan only one killing apiece; ABC schedules demise of three**

Though this is a season noted for new-show failures in the ratings, the television networks were depicting last week as gingerly approaching decisions that could drastically change their nighttime schedules and drive up their financial risk in program production.

Spokesmen for CBS-TV, which continues to lead in the Nielsen's, attested to but one change; officials at ABC-TV acknowledged several moves and the cancellation of three series, two new, one a carryover; while at NBC-TV, where only one program cancellation has been made public, there was a reluctance to speak of additional shuffles.

NBC's desire for a status quo in the schedule, despite persistent reports of several changes underway including a possible direct switch of the Monday and Tuesday 9-11 p.m. schedules (Broadcasting, Oct. 30), was noted at advertising agency offices. Agency executives said reports from NBC indicated a hold-the-line attitude "if at all possible."

CBS-TV, a consistent winner in the ratings, was on top again in the fast weekly report out last Wednesday (Nov. 1). For the week ended Oct. 22, 7:30-11 p.m., CBS had 19.9, NBC 18.0 and ABC 16.5, figures that reflect the overall relative performance in the Nielsen's by the networks this season.

**Movies Drop** In the new report, the movies didn't score as high as they had in most of the past reports, and the new shows continued the weak performance that's been evident all season. The top ranking went to old favorites.

While ABC-TV plans to cancel three shows, it will replace them with but one new series, while inserting a former "second season" veteran series (The Avengers) and returning an additional half-hour to the stations.

The new series is To Catch a Thief, produced by Universal. Thief goes in on Tuesday, 8:30-9:30, replacing The Invaders, which moves to Tuesday, 10-11. The Hollywood Palace, now occupying 10-11 on Tuesday, goes back to its familiar Saturday period (9:30-10:30), bumping Iron Horse. Also being dropped are two shows that were new starters this season, Custer (replaced by the British-produced Avengers on Wednesday, 7:30-8:30) and Good Company (Thursday, 10-10:30), a period that will be returned to the stations, giving them a full hour, through 11 p.m., for local programming).

Back To The Stalwarts * ABC affiliates, as a result of the changes, will have a total of 90 minutes weekly in night hours turned back to them by the network. ABC at present does not program Thursday, 10:30-11, and Saturday period, 10:30-11, is currently open to stations to opt for the feed of ABC Scope or to program locally. ABC's changes will go into effect starting Jan. 9.

CBS and NBC last week said they have given cancellation notice to one program series each, CBS to Dun-
Two former radio station executives have collaborated to produce one of the year’s most instant hit records. It’s called “Open Letter to My Teen-Age Son,” a patriotic declaration spoken in emotional style over the music-church background of “The Battle Hymn of the Republic.” The record was composed by Victore E. Lundberg (who says he’s a conservative Republican) and Robert R. Thompson, partners in ADMAN Inc., a Grand Rapids, Mich., advertising agency. Earlier, Mr. Lundberg was general manager of WMAX Grand Rapids, with Mr. Thompson serving as his program director.

Inauspicious Start = The words to the record were written by Messrs. Lundberg and Thompson, both of whom have teen-age sons, last May. It was meant as a way to “give the American youth food for thought.”

The master record, with Mr. Lundberg performing (through his agency he performs in commercials, mostly for furniture store clients), was first played on several stations in Grand Rapids. Based on success achieved there, the record was picked up for national distribution by Liberty Records. It was released about a month ago without creating much of a stir. Then WGN Chicago began playing it regularly about two weeks ago, generating the first sales impact. But Liberty still was having difficulty getting its non-music record sampled by radio stations.

Late last month the record was sent to Jack Thayer, vice president and general manager of KLAC Los Angeles, a nonmusic, all-talk station. The record was introduced on the Joe Pyne Show Oct. 27. Soon it was being played on KLAC and such other Los Angeles stations as KMPC, KFPI, KHJ and KNX at least once and sometimes as many as four times an hour. Between Oct. 25 and Oct. 27, the record sold 250,000 copies. As of late last week it had sold 500,000 copies.

The record addresses itself to the most controversial issues of the teen-age rebellion. It states the

Lundberg-Thompson reaction to long hair or beards on young people (if it’s done for a principle it’s OK), to judging young people merely as teen-agers (“if you will judge every human being on his own individual potential, I will do the same”), and to the question of whether God is dead (“remember that God is a guide and not a storm trooper”).

The shocker is left for last. Discussing draft-card burners, Mr. Lundberg says: “And if you decide to burn your draft card, then burn your birth certificate at the same time. From that moment on—I have no son.”

Already rebuttals to these opinions are being prepared. Reportedly at least one record company other than Liberty is preparing to release such an answer record. The Messrs. Lundberg and Thompson, meanwhile, are planning to record an album of philosophical statements that will involve opinions about such current, troubling and controversial subjects as sex and psychedelic drugs.

de and the Culhane on Wednesday, 10-11 p.m., to be replaced by a new variety program starring Jonathan Winters, NBC to Accidental Family, Friday, 9:30-10 p.m. "Dundee and the Accidental Family" were new this fall. Replacement for Accidental Family has not been set.

Old favorites—Lucy on CBS, Bonanza on NBC, Gomer Pyle and Andy Griffith on CBS, Bewitched on ABC, Jackie Gleason and Gunsmoke on CBS and Dean Martin on NBC—led the weekly Nielsen through the eighth ranking, followed by NBC’s Saturday movie ("Mr. Moses") and NBC’s Tuesday movie ("That Funny Feeling"). The Saturday and Tuesday movies were tied at ninth position with NBC’s Virginian.

ABC’s "Johnny Belinda" (taped show placed in the Sunday movie period) tied for 25th position with a 19.9 rating (other show was Carol Burnett’s vehicle on CBS). CBS Playhouse, a dramatic special, "Do Not Go Gentle into that Good Night," received a 17.3 rating.

TV series sales ...

Comedy Capers (Sandy Frank Program Sales): WJBA-TV Binghamton, N.Y., and WSBJ-TV Boston.

High and Wild (Sandy Frank Program Sales): WBAI-TV Lancaster, Pa.

ABC-TV revamps its daytime schedule

ABC-TV last week announced a new daytime program schedule effective Jan. 1, including the daytime premiere of Bewitched (noon-12:30 p.m. EST) and a new audience participation show, That’s My Baby, (2:30-2:55 p.m.).

Two other new shows, whose premiers have been delayed from Oct. 2 by the NABE strike against the network, Temptation and How’s Your Mother-In-Law, will be seen at 11-12:25 a.m. and 11:30-noon, respectively, starting Monday, Dec. 4.

Tropicana, the fifth new program in the daytime lineup, will have its premiere Monday, Dec. 18 (12:30-1 p.m.), in the period currently held by The Donna Reed Show, which will move to 10:30-11 a.m.

Five programs remain unchanged in the rescheduling: The Fugitive, The Newyork Game, General Hospital, Dark Shadows and The Dating Game.

ABC-TV said its daytime schedule as of Jan. 1 (with interim changes indicated) will be as follows:

- 10:30-11 a.m. The Donna Reed Show effective Dec. 18; Dateline: Hollywood, last telecast Dec. 1; The Family Game, telecast Dec. 4; 11-11:25 a.m. Temptation, effective Dec. 4 (Honeymoon Race, last telecast Dec. 1); 11-12:25 a.m. The Children’s Doctor (moves from 10:55 a.m. on Dec. 4); 11:30-Noon How’s Your Mother-In-Law? effective Dec. 4 (Family Game moves to 10:30 a.m. Dec. 4-15).

- Noon-12:30 p.m. Bewitched, effective Jan. 1 (Everybody’s Talking, last telecast Dec. 29); 12:30-1 p.m. Treasure Isle, effective Dec. 18 (Donna Reed Show moves to 10:30 a.m.); 1-2 p.m. The Fugitive (unchanged); 2-2:30 p.m. The Newyork Game (unchanged); 2:30-2:55 p.m. The Baby Game, effective Jan. 1 (Dream Girl, last telecast Dec. 29); 2:55-3 p.m. News with Marlene Sanders (unchanged); 3-3:30 p.m. General Hospital (unchanged); 3:30-4 p.m. Dark Shadows (unchanged); 4-4:30 p.m. The Dating Game (unchanged).

Radio series sales...

All Time Heavyweight Championship Tournament (Woroner Productions Inc.): WJPP Ishpeming, WCSR Hillsdale and WGN Munising, all Michigan; KKAR Hope, KTLK Mountain Home and KMAG-FM Ft. Smith, all Arkansas; CFPC Chatham and CKOY Ottawa, both Ontario; WSL Logansport, Ind.; KONC Amarillo, Tex.; KGGF Coffeyville and

BROADCASTING, November 8, 1967
Yes, Station WFLD-TV in Chicago is for sale—20 seconds at a time.

A statement by Bailey K. Howard
President, Field Enterprises, Inc.

Someone started the silly rumor that Station WFLD-TV is for sale:
Here's our answer:

We have signed the Chicago White Sox for the next 5 years, with an additional five year option, and will broadcast their home and away games.

We've just opened our new studios in famed Marina City—$1,800,000 investment right there.

We have the best news facilities in Chicago because we also publish the Chicago Daily News and the Chicago Sun-Times.

We didn't just buy an existing TV station. We built one to our own specifications. This was the intent of the late Marshall Field, who wanted to create something important in broadcasting.

And it is the intention of those of us who succeed him.

We have all the financial resources of Field Enterprises behind WFLD.

We recently appointed a new General Manager for Station WFLD-TV. E. H. (Ernie) Shomo, after 31 years with CBS, brings a world of know-how to us.

If this statement makes you and your media people take another look at Station WFLD-TV, we both will have gained. Chicago is a great market. It deserves our great new station. Take a good look at Station WFLD-TV, Chicago.
WXUR official tells of boycott

The top official of wxur-AM-FM Media, Pa., told last week how an economic boycott of the station’s advertisers has slashed wxur’s monthly commercial income from $7,000 to $500.

“This boycott thing has really demolished us,” John H. Norris, president of Brandywine-Mainline Radio Inc. and general manager of wxur, testified during the fourth week of an FCC hearing on wxur’s license renewal.

Brandywine Mainline, which operates the station, is owned by Faith Theological Seminary of Elkins Park, Pa. Dr. Carl McIntire heads the seminary.

Nearly 20 religious and civic organizations have asked the commission to deny renewal of the wxur license for alleged fairness doctrine violations.

Mr. Norris spoke of the boycott while undergoing questioning about the station’s effort to service its listening public.

He said the boycott began shortly after Faith Theological Seminary purchased the station in April 1965, and is still continuing.

Mr. Norris said he believes the boycott is the work of people who feel they can change wxur’s programming, criticized by many as being slanted to the extreme right wing, by forcing advertisers to stop sponsoring wxur programs. He charged that the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and B’nai B’rith were among the groups pressuring the boycott.

Mr. Norris testified that the station’s advertisers were “harassed” by telephone calls and pressured into cancelling advertising through additional means. He testified that the station had increased its religious programming, for which it had ready sponsors, to help make up for lost revenue.

Philadelphia Voice = One of the reasons the seminary wanted to buy the radio station, he testified, was so Dr. McIntire’s 20th Century Reformation Hour would have an outlet in the Philadelphia area.

Mr. Norris said the program was one of several described by a magazine writer in 1964 as the “nine hate clubs of the air.”

The reference was to an article in The Nation by writer Fred J. Cook. It dealt with radio programs the author believed were right wing and peddled hate.

The other eight were Christian Crusade, Life Line, Marian Forum, Church League of America, Dan Smoot Report, America’s Future, Christian Economics,
Mr. Norris said all nine of the programs have appeared at one time or another over WxUR. He said he disagreed with the "hate club" label, however. All parties in the hearing then took to referring to the programs as "love clubs."

Mr. Norris underwent extensive questioning by Washington attorney Thomas Schattenfield, who represents the Greater Philadelphia Council of Churches, one of 19 groups opposing WxUR's license renewal.

Through it all, Mr. Norris contended that WxUR "is freer in putting on various points of view on controversial issues than any other radio station in the Philadelphia area." He testified the station doesn't "discriminate" against any type of program and opens its airwaves to all points of view. "The only restriction is subversive organizations," Mr. Norris, who spent nearly all week on the stand, said, "The air is open to everyone except those advocating the overthrow of the government by violence."

WxUR's licenses have been up for renewal since Aug. 1, 1966, but FCC action has been withheld pending results of the hearing.

### Three stations grab for commutation

Three Puerto Rican radio stations, which twice had received death sentences in initial decisions of an FCC hearing examiner, have offered to take without further argument the reduced sanction of a $10,000 fine the examiner has proposed in a third initial decision in the case.

The stations are WKYN and WFQM (FM), both San Juan, and WORA-PM Mayaguez, all under the common ownership of Radio Americas Corp. The principal charge against them was that they had violated commission rules by rebroadcasting Armed Forces Radio Service news programs in 1962 without permission.

Examiner Forest L. McClennan has held that the president and principal stockholder of Radio Americas, Alfred R. de Arellano Jr., was personally innocent of wrong doing. The licensee corporations, the examiner said, however, must shoulder ultimate responsibility for the material the stations broadcast (BROADCASTING, Oct. 2).

The two licensees involved—Quality Broadcasting Corp. (WKYN and WFQM) and Radio Americas— notified the commission last week that they were prepared to waive their right to file exceptions to the examiner's cumulative initial decision issued last month, provided only that the commission make the decision final with respect to them. They enclosed a check for $10,000 to cover the forfeiture.

Commission acceptance of the decision would not end the case. Still to be determined would be the existence or extent of responsibility of George Mayoral for the violations the examiner said were committed. The examiner in all three of his initial decisions pinned principal responsibility on Mr. Mayoral, a former official of and stockholder in WKYN.

### McClellan to probe media's role in riots

The Senate opened its full-scale study of riots and civil disorders last week with an affirmation by Investigations Subcommittee Chairman John L. McClellan (D-Ark.) that charges of radio's and television's possible "inflammatory impact" would be among those causes and contributing factors to urban unrest that his panel would investigate.

But the first witness, from a city that has so far escaped community-wide disorders—Houston—praised his community's commercial radio stations for cooperation in quickly disseminating the facts when exaggerated rumors of incidents threatened the spread of violence.

Houston's mayor, Louis Welch, said that his city's experience in avoiding widespread disturbances led to two general guides: keeping lines of communication open with all segments of the population and dispelling all rumors, using local radio or even "door-to-door fact sheets" if necessary. (Houston's disturbance last May, he noted, was campus oriented and did not involve other major segments of the community.)

Senator McClellan, in his introductory statement, said that the panel would focus on a group of cities that would "give a fair cross-section of riot activity." Future witnesses were not announced but Houston was picked as the first city to be scrutinized. Indications were that the hearing would be lengthy and exhaustive.

Complaints—Senator McClellan said his committee has "received complaints that television camera crews... frequently gave intensive coverage to incidents of violence and scenes of arson and shooting..." Thus it is argued, he noted, that as a result of the excitement engendered, "other riots were sparked and ignited in cities within tele-
vision range of the large city where the pictures originated.

"This was certainly a phenomenon observed in connection with the riot in Detroit, which was quickly followed by riots in Flint, Pontiac, Saginaw, Grand Rapids, and other cities in Michigan and Ohio," he added. He also cited the spread on rioting in Newark, N. J., to nearby cities.

Senator McClellan noted other complaints that television cameras "seldom film and the stations rarely show attacks upon policemen, firemen and other officials on the scene, but that the cameras become more active when the police move to subdue their attackers..."

Departing from his prepared text, however, the senator said that it was "not the purpose or intent of the committee to seek to curb the right of free speech or dissemination of the news" by investigating the role of the news media in civil disturbances. Rather, he said, the committee would seek all pertinent facts to ascertain the causes that might spark another riot in a city in proximity to a disturbance.

Other committees in Congress have been investigating aspects of urban rioting that are germane to specific bills under consideration by the McClellan subcommittee, which has been charged by the Senate with conducting an overall probe of domestic disorders. None of the other hearings have touched directly on the part played by radio and television, although criticism in Congress was widespread during the height of the disturbances that took place last summer.

Cox wants restraint on sensationalism

IBA ALSO HEARS REPORT ON ABC RADIO SERVICES

Public complaints about open-mike talk programs on radio are rising at the FCC and there should be some measures taken to curb excessive sensationalism, Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox told the fall convention of the Illinois Broadcasters Association last week in Chicago.

The IBA also heard a progress report on plans for the four new ABC Radio Network program services, a major agency executive's warning that some TV stations are too careless in scheduling commercials and a report on the FM medium's growing acceptance on Madison Avenue.

Commissioner Cox restated his concern that some open-mike shows tend to be programed for their shock value rather than their information value to the audience, a view he expressed earlier this year before other broadcaster groups (Broadcasting, May 1).

He also urged stricter management control over talk programs and more careful selection of talk show hosts. He admitted "my ideas will make such programming more costly and less sensational" but felt that without such controls the consequences could be serious.

"Talk programs have great potential for the discussion and airing of all points of view on controversial issues," he said, but this comes about only when the station really tries to inform the audience and "not shock or titillate it or inflame the prejudices."

No ID Needed • Those attacked on the air during a talk program should be given opportunity to reply under the commission's fairness doctrine, he indicated. Telephone callers need not be identified on the air, he thought, but the station should require identification and should keep the names on file to supply later if asked for them. Talk shows should employ tape delay, he said, and they also should be taped for the record.

Ralph W. Beaudin, group vice president for radio of ABC Inc., reported favorable agency reaction to the company's plan for inauguration of four network program services on Jan. 1. But he admitted that the strike by the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians had slowed the executive echelon down a little in affiliate negotiations this fall. The four new network services, however, will kick off on schedule, he said.

The four services are: American Information Network, American Entertainment Network, American Contemporary Network and American FM Network (Broadcasting, Aug. 28, et seq.).

"To date we have made 18 major agency presentations, many of them at the request of the agencies themselves," Mr. Beaudin said, "and some of which are essentially television-buying shops. When we get to the agency we find in many cases that the president of the agency himself is at the head of the table. When was the last time we had a crack at him?"

Mr. Beaudin said that for a long time "we in radio have been approaching the national multibrand advertiser from the wrong angle. They don't think local, they think national first and local second, if they think of stations at all."

The ABC official said that when the four new program services begin the national multibrand advertiser "for the first time will be able to buy a national medium to a target audience. In other words we are in the marketing business today instead of the rating business."

ABC is not after spot radio advertising dollars, Mr. Beaudin said, "because there just are not enough of them. But our new concept of a target audience has to bring new dollars into radio."

He said 30 people are being added to radio news so that each of the four networks will have its own distinct news organization, each competitive with the other. Another innovation, he said, will be an $80 gadget to attach to the local station's tape system so that ABC headquarters in New York can trigger the station machine and enable it to function unattended during the night hours for recording of program material.

A new station compensation policy is to be initiated for the ABC Entertainment Network, Mr. Beaudin explained. In the five-minute network segments, he said, the network will pay the stations for these periods regardless of
whether the network is able to sell them or not.

**Loose TV Scheduling** • Edward M. Stern, vice president and director of media, Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, warned that too many television stations today are indulging "extremely loose scheduling practices" for spot commercials.

Mr. Stern cited one major station on which commercials that were supposed to be rotated during the two-hour time period were all run in a single early time thereby losing considerable total circulation. He said another big station ran late movie spots at 2:30 a.m. in an undisclosed second feature instead of the first.

Lynn Christian, president of the newly formed Dawson Communications Inc. (see below) reported to IBA on the sales success of FM today in many parts of the country and especially its acceptance by top New York agencies. He cited the July report of the Marschalk Co. division of Interpublic, which concluded that FM ultimately will supplant AM and found that even today FM has developed sufficiently "so that there is no longer any need to distinguish between AM and FM stations in terms of either media planning or buying."

Mr. Christian also noted the April study of FM by Ogilvy & Mather, which found that "for media selection purposes, FM has reached that point where no distinction should be made between it and AM radio."

Ed Wallis, WIND Chicago, was elected IBA president succeeding Guy F. Main, WCIA-TV Champaign, Ill. Mike Douglas, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. TV program personality, was honored as the IBA man of the year.

**CBS/FM gets Midwest rep**

CBS/FM and a newly formed company, Dawson Communications Inc., Dallas, have effected an agreement in which Dawson will represent CBS/FM program service in the syndication of its "The Young Sound" music in the Southwest. The new company will own KKLX-FM Oklahoma City, and has entered into a conditional contract for purchase of KOCW(FM) Tulsa, Okla., and is negotiating for an FM station in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.

At a news conference held Thursday (Nov. 2) at CBS in New York, plans for the new broadcast company were announced by L. Raymond Dawson, president of KKLX-FM. Mr. Dawson is chairman of Dawson Communications, and Lynn Christian, who has resigned as general manager of WPIX-FM New York, is president and chief executive officer. William D. Greene, CBS/FM director, noted that the music concept developed by the CBS operation is now broadcast by 21 stations, including the seven CBS-owned FM outlets.

**CBS at night**

CBS-TV managed to garner a formidable share during its presentation of a National Football League game between the Chicago Cardinals and the Green Bay Packers during a weekday evening (Monday, Oct. 30). According to the national Arbitrons, the telecast of the game garnered a 44 share, higher than regularly scheduled shows, which have been averaging a 39 in dominating the 9:30-11 p.m. period.

In representing CBS/FM in "The Young Sound", Dawson Communications will confine its selling to markets where FM is being developed and would not take over major FM markets where "The Young Sound" is already in operation. Mr. Christian said Dawson has an agreement with WWMT(FM) New Orleans to begin broadcasting the CBS FM service on Dec. 1. Stralem & Co., a Wall Street company, managed the financial aspect of the company's formation.

**CBS/FM and a newly formed company, Dawson Communications Inc., Dallas, have effected an agreement in which Dawson will represent CBS/FM program service in the syndication of its "The Young Sound" music in the Southwest.**

**KIST-Radio, the station that's first in almost everything in Santa Barbara, is now represented by Edward Petry & Co.**

**Pigskin draws at night**

CBS-TV managed to garner a formidable share during its presentation of a National Football League game between the Chicago Cardinals and the Green Bay Packers during a weekday evening (Monday, Oct. 30). According to the national Arbitrons, the telecast of the game garnered a 44 share, higher than regularly scheduled shows, which have been averaging a 39 in dominating the 9:30-11 p.m. period.
Copyright extension moves fast in Congress

A routine bill that at one point might have figured importantly in the CATV copyright dispute appeared headed for swift passage by Congress last week—but without the CATV complication. The bill extends copyrights on works that would normally enter the public domain but that would remain under protection under the longer terms envisioned in major copyright legislation pending before the Senate Judiciary Committee.

The extension bill was seen as a vehicle by CATV forces for an amendment that would have frozen any CATV copyright lawsuits until a compromise on cable liability can be worked out in the major revision. Unofficial agreements were reached, however, between copyright proprietors and cable interests that new suits would be held in abeyance until court appeals on a test case were exhausted.

The extension bill, therefore, was submitted in the same form as previous bills, promptly passed the Senate, and last week gained House Judiciary Committee approval.

The residual checks are bigger than ever

With two months still to go in the year, Hollywood writers already have collected some $510,000 more in residuals than they did during all of 1964, their best previous year. As of Oct. 27 of this year, a grand total of $3,852,478.29 had been received by members of Writers Guild of America West for domestic residuals, foreign residuals, royalty percentage compensation and films-to-TV residuals. In all of calendar 1964, the grand total came to $3,342,696.94.

The breakdown on the residual figures so far this year shows $3,371,279.29 for TV writers from foreign and domestic residuals and royalty percentage compensation. Another $481,199 was paid to screen writers whose feature films are now playing on television. WGAW estimates that residual income this year averages out to $90,455.74 per week. The guild projects additional residuals of some $1.1 million for the year. It believes that final figures may show a grand total of almost $5 million in residuals for the year.

Trans-Lux plans TV acceleration

A substantial expansion in the TV program and CATV activities of the Trans-Lux Corp. was announced at a news conference last week by Eugene Picker, president of Trans-Lux's entertainment division.

In the TV area, according to Mr. Picker, Trans-Lux Television Corp. soon will begin distribution of Wide, Wide World, 39 color half hours on various places throughout the globe; Break Out, a series of 26 half-hours keyed to the top-50 rock-pop tunes, which is being produced in color tape by Pathe Pictures Inc., and "A Stranger

You don't have to feel the Negro pulse in New Orleans...

WBOK will show it to you!

Pulse Proves It... all day in every time period from 6 A.M. until 6 P.M. WBOK IS THE LEADER... more Negro men... more Negro women listen to WBOK than any other station in the Metro New Orleans Negro market. Over 37% of the New Orleans city area is Negro. 295,000 Negro population — the second largest city in the State... Purchasing power $450 Million.
Most original music created for television is licensed through BMI.

Over half of the 82 prime-time network TV programs of the current season include themes or original music written by BMI affiliated composers. Some of them have both. Further proof of the importance of the BMI repertoire is its increasing use on the 17 additional prime-time variety and feature film programs... The art of matching music to a storyline takes highly creative and original talent. BMI is proud that the composers affiliated with it create music that reaches millions of television viewers daily.

All the worlds of music for all of today's audience.
The 'now generation's' favorites

What television and movie personalities does the so-called "now generation" dig the most? What is its favorite television show? Which segment of this audience remembers TV commercials best?

The clues to the thinking and action patterns of 12-25-year-olds throughout the country are to be found in an in-depth study of this market prepared for ABC by Media Research Associates, Los Angeles. The study, released last week, is concerned with areas closely related to marketing—radio; television; newspapers and magazines; brand identification and preferences; use of time and activities; income and outgo; motion picture and star preferences; records; travel; automotive, and outside influences that directly affect action. National sample return for this study was 1,248. Methodology used was oral interview-discussion groups, written questionnaires and personal interviews.

Among the findings of the study:
- David Janssen, David McCallum, Bill Cosby, Marlo Thomas, Don Adams, The Smothers Brothers and The Monkees were among the most favored television personalities.
- Most of the "preferred movies to see" had received heavy TV promotion, and favorite male stars, such as John Wayne and Robert Mitchum, had a strong, "cool" image. Theater attendance was highest among 19-25-year-old males.
- Females 12 to 15 and 16 to 18 lead in their ability to remember TV commercials, 84% and 82%, respectively. Benson & Hedges stood out in all age breakouts as having the most appealing commercial.
- The Monkees is the favorite TV show of both males and females, 12-15; The Smothers Brothers the favorite for both males and females, 16-18; I Spy the favorite for males, 19-25; Dean Martin Show the favorite for females, 19-25.

Media Research Associates pretests for contemporary music stations around the country. It also pretests motion pictures, TV pilots, scripts and story concepts. The company is headed by Rex Sparger, one-time investigator for a House Commerce Committee subcommittee.

Knocks,” a controversial feature film. In addition, Trans-Lux is in the final stages of negotiations for the TV syndication rights to the American Hockey League games, which will be aired either late this year or in 1968.

In CATV, Trans-Lux has established a film-buying service to serve more than 1,806 systems now operating in the U.S. Trans-Lux will act as a "one-stop" source of feature-film and syndicated programing material to CATV operators, according to Mr. Picker. One of the areas of concentration will be in children’s programing with Trans-Lux providing CATV systems with 16 half hours or more of programs for use during the daytime schedule.

National TV poll
catching on fast

That national instant TV poll in October (BROADCASTING, Oct. 16) has generated interest among other stations coast-to-coast that would like to participate in the next test of public opinion. Scheduled for Nov. 8, the instant poll will ask viewers to register a "yes" or "no" opinion on the question: "Do you think that federal, state or local government agencies should distribute birth-control information and materials?"

WHTL-TV Philadelphia, which had created the nightly TV poll and coordinated the first national effort, expects the November project to involve 20 more stations than the original 13 outlets. Nov. 8, following an election day, was selected as an "ideal" night because people "will be keyed up to the whole notion of voting."

Program notes...

No duffer = Golf immortal Bobby Jones will be the subject of a one-hour color TV special to be produced by Walter Schwimmer Inc., Chicago. Special entitled Golf's Emperor Jones is scheduled for release in 1968 and will feature Bing Crosby as host-narrator. Charles Price, author of several golf books, will write the script.

Big Top = KTSN-TV El Paso, Tex., recently played host to the Shrine Cir-
In its studios. The station broadcast a live, color 30-minute circus show not only to promote the Shrine event but also to test out KTSN-TV's new 3,000-square foot studio facilities.

All-around production = Ken Berger, an independent Hollywood commercial producer, and Barry Weinstein, a West Coast commercial producer and director, have joined forces to form B & B Productions. Based at 1313 North Vine Street, Hollywood, the new company is currently producing both TV and radio commercials and has just completed preproductions on 18 three-minute industrial films. B & B also is producing a radio talk show, tentatively entitled, Hollywood Talk-in. It is being produced as a joint venture with Jonathan Productions for national syndication.

The five-minute daily interview show, the program stars Jon Provost. A TV pilot, along the same line as the radio series also is being planned.

International location = Universal Television's World Premiere project of two-hour movies for NBC-TV is going on location in Europe for the first time. The latest movie in the project, “The Big Train,” starts filming this month in Paris, Istanbul, Belgrade, Venice, Switzerland, and in Svetengrad on the Turkish border. Gene Barry and John Saxon will star in the feature film for television which also will be used as a pilot for a projected new series for NBC-TV.

The tax bite

Viewers of Taft Broadcasting Co.'s new series Cross Section are finding out that they're being pretty good to both Uncle Sam and to the state and local tax collectors.

One of the shows, “Your Taxes and How They Stack Up” analyzes the assessments on the average tax payer in the Taft station markets and comes up with these state-city tax bills: Buffalo, N.Y. — $825; Scranton, Pa. — $799; Cincinnati — $600; Birmingham, Ala. — $598; Kansas City, Mo. — $593; Columbus, Ohio — $531.

The survey also showed that the average taxpayer in these cities pays $600 annually in federal income taxes.

The Cincinnati-based group's stations are: WKRC-AM-FM-TV Cincinnati; WTBY-AM-FM-TV Columbus, Ohio; WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, N.Y.; WDAF-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Mo., and WNEP-TV Scranton, Pa.
Contract amortization argued

Tax court hears Corinthian and IRS testimony on legality of depreciating network affiliation contracts

A second round in Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.’s battle to convince the Internal Revenue Service that it’s legitimate to amortize network affiliation contracts took place last week when the group broadcaster challenged IRS in a three-day hearing in the U. S. Tax Court in Washington.

This time Corinthian is seeking to overthrow an IRS ruling that disallowed amortization for the CBS affiliation contract when Corinthian bought KHOU-TV, Houston in 1956 from Paul Taft and associates for $4.8 million. Corinthian allocated $2.7 million of the purchase price to the CBS affiliation, and has been amortizing this sum over a 14-year period. IRS challenged this deduction from income for the three years, 1957-59. The disputed sum amounts to almost $250,000 for the three years.

Corinthian’s first case involved the amortization of network affiliation contracts when it bought WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis and WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., in 1956 from C. Bruce McConnell and associates for $11 million. It placed a $4,625,000 valuation on the CBS affiliation contract with both station properties, and began amortizing them. IRS denied this claim. Corinthian won a favorable ruling from U. S. Tax Court Judge Howard A. Dawson Jr., who specified that the contracts could be amortized on a straightline basis over a 20-year period. A U. S. Court of Appeals reversed this ruling, and early in 1966 the U. S. Supreme Court denied Corinthian’s petition to review (BROADCASTING, Feb. 7, 1966).

Group’s View - Corinthian claimed that a 14-year amortization period is logical, because industry history shows that it’s “reasonably certain” that a network affiliation will run for the initial period of two years plus six renewals. FCC regulations forbid a station from signing an affiliation contract for more than two years at a time.

IRS contended that affiliation contracts have no useful, determinable life, and amortization should not be permitted.

Testifying in behalf of the Corinthian viewpoint were C. Wrede Petersmyer, president, and Charles H. Tower, executive vice president of Corinthian; Thomas S. Murphy, chairman and president of Capital Cities Broadcasting Corp.; Lawrence H. Rogers II, president of Taft Broadcasting Co., and Howard Stark, New York station broker.

Testifying for IRS were Dr. H. H. Goldin, Boston University, former chief economist of the FCC’s Broadcast Bureau, and Robert J. Rawson, chief of the FCC’s renewal and transfer division, Broadcast Bureau.

The hearing last week was before U. S. Tax Court Judge John W. Kern. The parties have 90 days from Nov. 1 to file briefs.

Actually, this is the third network affiliation amortization tax case to be heard by the federal tax court. In 1962 Westinghouse lost a decision on the same issue and the U. S. Supreme Court declined to review. There are understood to be at least half a dozen similar cases involving broadcasters at issue with IRS on the affiliation question. Among them: Time-Life Broadcasting Inc., King Broadcasting Co., Hubbard Broadcasting Co., Capital Cities and Taft Broadcasting.

ABC Inc. earnings drop 60% in quarter

ABC Inc.’s net earnings from operations during the third quarter were down more than 60% from the same period of 1966, from $3.88 million or 82 cents a share to $1.15 million or 28 cents a share for third-quarter 1967.

For the first nine months of the year, net earnings from operations were 20% lower, $9,515,000 or $2.03 a share in comparison to $12,391,000 or $2.65 a share in 1966.

Leonard Goldenson, ABC president, in a report last week said he anticipates fourth-quarter earnings to rise from their third-quarter level, although not to equal those of the fourth-quarter 1966.

For the third quarter ended Sept. 30:

1967 1966
Earnings per share $0.33 $0.84
Earnings before taxes 2,882,000 7,480,000
Net earnings 1,516,000 2,840,000
( includes net capital and nonrecurring gains of $60,000 or 1 cent a share.)

For nine months ended Sept. 30:

1967 1966
Earnings per share $1.36 $2.78
Earnings before taxes 16,040,000 23,391,000
Net earnings 11,220,000 14,760,000
( includes $255,000 or 5 cents a share net capital and nonrecurring loss; ** includes $460,000 or 8 cents a share net capital and nonrecurring gain.)

Compensation can make a big difference

A little bit of history on network affiliation compensation came to light last week. Lawrence H. Rogers II, president of Taft Broadcasting Co., testifying in the Corinthian tax case (see above), was asked to describe the reasons why the Taft-owned W9BC-TV Birmingham, Ala., changed its affiliation from CBS to ABC in 1961.

Mr. Rogers explained that CBS was paying the station 37.5% on its rate card, but declined to renew the affiliation contract at that figure. ABC submitted a proposal offering to pay a 50% rate, and Taft grabbed it, he said.

ABC officials, asked about the Rogers testimony, said it would have “no comment at this time.”

The change from CBS to ABC affiliation at the time involved not only Taft’s Birmingham station, but also W9BC-TV Cincinnati and its then owned W9KTV-Lexington, Ky. Taft’s WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio, has been affiliated with ABC from its inception. At the time, Hulbert Taft Jr., then president of the Cincinnati-based group, credited ABC’s “meteoric rise” in programing for the moves (BROADCASTING, Feb. 27, 1961).

Jupiter files at SEC as prelude to merger

A stock registration has been filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission by Jupiter Broadcasting of Georgia Inc., Stamford, Conn., as part of a merger agreement between Communications Honolulu Ltd. and investment bankers Fox, Wells and Rogers.

The registration is to offer 350,000 shares of common stock to the public, at $15 maximum. Also included in the statement are warrants that would permit purchase of an additional 104,000 shares, issuable upon exercise of purchasers of $4 million of subordinated notes of the company.

Simultaneously with the stock sale,
Attention TV Stations:

**We've got news for you!**

FILMLINE'S professional color film processors now available for TV NEWS

The FILMLINE Models FE-30 and FE-50 are exciting new color film processors designed specifically for use in television station news departments. The design is backed by Filmline's reputation as the world's leading manufacturer of professional film processors for the commercial motion picture laboratory industry.

Now for the first time the television industry can enjoy the benefits of professional caliber equipment incorporating exclusive FILMLINE features that have paced the state-of-the-art in commercial laboratories, at a cost lower than processors offering less.

After you check these exclusive Filmline features you'll want to install a Filmline processor in your news department NOW!

---

**Additional Features** included in price of machine (Not as extras).

- Magazine load, daylight operation
- Feed-in time delay elevator (completely accessible)
- Take-up time delay elevator (completely accessible)
- Red brass bleach tank, shafts, etc.
- Prehardener solution filter
- Precision Filmline Venturi air squeegee prior to drybox entry
- Air vent on prehardener
- Solid state variable speed D.C.
- Drive main motor
- Bottom drains and valves on all tanks
- Extended development time up to two additional hours
- Camera stops at 50 FPM
- Pump recirculation of all solutions thru spray bar
- Temperature is sensed in the recirculation line
- All solutions temperature controlled, no chilled water required
- Built-in air compressor
- Captive bottom assemblies assure you constant footage in each solution
- Change-over from standard developing to extended developing can be accomplished in a matter of seconds
- Impingement dryer allows shorter put through time.

Partial listing of Filmline Color Installations: — NBC- New York, NBC- Washington, NBC- Cleveland, NBC- Chicago, CBS & ABC Networks, Eastman Kodak, Rochester, Laboratories: De Luxe Labs, General Film Labs (Hollywood), Pathe Labs, Precision Labs, Meca Labs, Color Service Co., Capital Film Labs, Byron Film Labs, MGN, Movie Lab, Lab-TV, Technicolor Film Labs, Telecolor Film Labs, Goffanti Film Labs, A-One Labs, All service Labs, NASA Cape Kennedy, Ford Motion Picture Labs.

TV Stations: WAPU-TV, WPH-TV, WMAL-TV, WZTV, WHTV, WMAR-TV, WNET-TV, KETV-TV, WTMZ-TV, WEAR-TV, WOKT-TV, WAVY-TV, WOTV, WTVT, WXYZ-TV, KTSF-TV, VCPD-TV, KTAR-TV, WSyr-TV.

**When you buy quality Filmline Costs Less**
the company will change its name to Pacific and Southern Broadcasting Inc. It will acquire through a 100% owned subsidiary the licenses of WAIH-TV Atlanta; KHON-TV Honolulu, KAIJ-TV Waikiki and KHAW-TV Hilo, and translator K78AR Lihue, Kauai, all Hawaii and all owned by Communications Honolulu Ltd.; WQXI and WXXI-FM Atlanta, owned by Jupiter Broadcasting of Georgia Inc., and WSAI and WJBI-FM Cincinnati, owned by Jupiter Broadcasting Inc. (Broadcasting, Sept. 4).

Net proceeds of its stock sale, together with anticipated bank borrowings of $10 million will serve to pay $7,912,449 to that portion of the purchase price of WAIH-TV Atlanta which is payable in cash; $1,916,000 to the payment of the purchase price of 49.6% of the outstanding stock of WSAI and WJBI-FM Cincinnati, and $4 million to the payment of bank loans and miscellaneous obligations.

Wave of color-TV sales rides Zenith to records

Color television set sales continue to be the most important single factor in sustained record sales at Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, President Joseph S. Wright reported last week in announcing record sales and profits for the third quarter.

Sales for the quarter topped $167 million, up 9.2% from the same period last year, while profits were nearly $8.2 million (after federal taxes of $7.9 million), an increase of 9.6%. Sales volume in September was the highest for a single month in Zenith's history, Mr. Wright said.

Raytheon to acquire a new subsidiary

The directors of Raytheon Co., Lexington, and The Badger Co., Cambridge, both Massachusetts, have approved a merger.

Under the plan, subject to approval by Badger stockholders, Raytheon will issue five shares of its common stock for each six shares of Badger stock, or, a total of 668,746 shares of Raytheon common for 802,495 shares of Badger stock outstanding.

Raytheon is a diversified electronics company active in government markets, and in major appliances, communications, electronic components and educational and natural-resources exploration. The company's sales for 1967 were estimated at $920 million.

Badger Co. is active in natural-resource processing, specializing in the design and construction of processing plants for petroleum, petrochemicals and chemicals. The company's gross revenue for 1967 was estimated at $170 million. Combined sales of the two companies will provide Raytheon with annual sales exceeding $1 billion.

The Badger Co. will be operated under its present management (Adrian J. Brogginini, president) as a wholly owned subsidiary of Raytheon, of which Thomas L. Phillips is president.

It is expected that the merger will be consummated by the end of the year.

Nielsen's financial rating climbs in '67

A. C. Nielsen Co., Chicago, last week reported consolidated sales of over $74.7 million for the fiscal year ending Aug. 31, an increase of 13% over the year before. Net profit in the same period increased nearly 8.5%.

For the parent company and its subsidiaries:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1968</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share*</td>
<td>$1.18</td>
<td>$1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales of services</td>
<td>74,716,150</td>
<td>86,132,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profit before taxes</td>
<td>12,676,108</td>
<td>11,618,001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal, foreign income taxes</td>
<td>6,013,540</td>
<td>5,097,147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>6,662,668</td>
<td>5,920,854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total shares outstanding on Aug. 31:</td>
<td>5,130,000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Storer's income drops for 9-month period

Earnings for Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach, were lower for the nine-month period ended Sept. 30 than for the same period in 1966.

Storer reported that losses were attributable to the company's 85.7% owned subsidiary, Northeast Airlines Inc., and by its wholly owned Storer Leasing Corp., which leases jet aircraft to Northeast.

In the third quarter ended Sept. 30, the company's profits from its radio and television stations were also below those reported in 1966. A company spokesman said that this drop was because of "generally uncertain business conditions throughout the country which adversely affected station revenues...during the summer months, and continuation of previously anticipated operating losses in development of its relatively new UHF in Boston."

Net income for the third quarter of 1967 was $1,268,699, or 30 cents a share, compared with $3,206,735, or 77 cents a share in the same period of 1966. Gross revenues from broadcast operations were up 1.9% in the third quarter, and up 8.4% in the nine-month period.

The Storer stations are: WJBI-AM-

(Broadcasting, November 6, 1967)
Reach Chicago's quality market best on WEFM

WEFM FACILITIES include the finest technical equipment. Example: Chicago's first antenna with both horizontal and vertical polarization for best reception in homes and automobiles. WEFM, the oldest FM station in the nation, has been owned and operated by Zenith Radio Corporation since 1940. Virtually all programming is in stereo FM, which was pioneered by Zenith and first air-tested on WEFM.

WEFM ANNouncers are professionals with long network experience. Men like Paul Barnes, Norman Barry, Jack Callaghan, Carlton KaDell, Dick Noble and George Stone. These "pros" have a total of 194 years in radio and TV broadcasting. And no WEFM announcers double as "board" men. They can concentrate on delivering your commercial message in a strong, authoritative way.

WEFM PROGRAMMING consists of a tasteful blend of fine music plus news and special features that attracts an audience of adults well above average in income and education. Trend setters. WEFM's commercial standards are high, too. There's no commercial "clutter." Maximum is five commercial minutes per hour. And no message that would detract from WEFM's dedication to the "sound of quality."

For more information on WEFM, write or phone General Manager Jules Herbuveaux or Sales Manager Ron Etter at (312) 263-0445—120 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602.

WEFM / 99.5 FM

Chicago's sound of quality from Zenith
Earnings up 30% for Chris-Craft's 9 months

Consolidated net earnings for the first nine months of 1967 climbed 30% over last year's figures in the same period for Chris-Craft Industries Inc., Oakland, Calif. An 8% increase in consolidated sales was also reported.

Chris-Craft, which manufactures boats and has an automotive-parts division, owns WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, KCPQ-TV Los Angeles and KPTV-TV Portland, Ore.

Third-quarter consolidated net earnings were $467,110 or 27 cents a share on the 1,686,097 shares outstanding Sept. 30. This compares with $544,450 or 33 cents a share on the 1,661,639 shares outstanding at the end of the third quarter of 1966. Consolidated sales for that period in 1967 were $15,405,815 compared with $16,896,442 in 1966.

John G. Bannister, president, reported that the nine months figures "reflect improvement in the boat business over strike-affected 1966 and an increase in the sales and earnings of our three television stations."

For the nine-month period ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share</td>
<td>$1.30</td>
<td>$1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income before taxes</td>
<td>(1,287,256)</td>
<td>(719,458)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes on income</td>
<td>2,563,616</td>
<td>2,140,817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>4,176,973</td>
<td>4,153,811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding</td>
<td>1,661,639</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LTV earnings in '67 more than double '66

Ling-Temco-Vought Inc., diversified electronics company based in Dallas, has reported record results for the third quarter and first nine months of 1967.

Net income for the quarter was $778,000 compared with $3,348,000 last year, and earnings rose from 92 cents a share last year to $1.72 in 1967.

For the nine months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>1,321,050,000</td>
<td>1,234,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income before taxes</td>
<td>5,474,000</td>
<td>2,125,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxes on income</td>
<td>20,000,000</td>
<td>10,130,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income before minority interest</td>
<td>28,979,000</td>
<td>11,180,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minority interest</td>
<td>3,007,000</td>
<td>1,634,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision for preferred dividends</td>
<td>2,946,000</td>
<td>420,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income available for common shares</td>
<td>21,528,000</td>
<td>9,135,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>24,472,000</td>
<td>9,555,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common shares outstanding</td>
<td>2,946,000</td>
<td>420,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average for period</td>
<td>3,409,045</td>
<td>3,135,023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At end of period</td>
<td>3,933,864</td>
<td>3,705,290</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes the Wilson Companies, Allied Radio, Memcor and Jefferson Wire and Cable acquired during 1967 on a pooling of interests basis.

Harris-Intertype sets records in 1st quarter

Harris-Intertype Corp., Cleveland, reported record sales and earnings for the first quarter of its new fiscal year ended Sept. 30.

The company, which manufactures equipment for print media, owns Gates Radio Inc., Quincy, Ill., manufacturer of broadcast equipment.

Chairman George S. Dively and Richard B. Tullis, president, said in the...
Visual has approximately 61% ported record of radio York, a manufacturer of AM-FM transmitters. Corinthian’s purchase of Commonwealth Communications of PA. was reported record six-month sales, up approximately 9% over the comparable period in 1966.

James B. Tharpe, president, said Visual has “entered a memorandum of intent to purchase all of the capital stock of Corinthian Electronics Corp., Bryn Mawr, Pa.”, a producer of AM-FM transmitters. Corinthian’s units have been marketed in the U.S. under Visual’s name, and internationally under other company brands.

The new acquisition will be added to three others purchased by Visual within the last two years: Lake Systems Corp., Newton, Mass. (closed-circuit TV and audio systems), KRS division of Data Pulse Inc., Pasadena, Calif. (audio and instrumentation units), and Allen Electronic, Palo Alto, Calif. (video recording units).

Visual last month inaugurated trading of its common stock and 5½% convertible subordinated debentures, due Sept. 1, 1968, on the American Stock Exchange (BROADCASTING, Oct. 16).

For the six months ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share</td>
<td>$0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>10,973,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>558,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shares outstanding</td>
<td>1,073,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Both periods restated to give effect to pooling with Lake Systems Inc. on Aug. 31.*

Sales, income rise for Cohu’s 9 months

Cohu Electronics Inc., San Diego, manufacturer of broadcast and closed-circuit TV systems, reported a gain in net sales and net income for the nine months ended Sept. 30. Third-quarter results showed that Cohu’s sales rose from $1,816,651 in 1966 to $2,255,521 in 1967; net income was up from $68,944 to $120,568 and earnings per share jumped to 9 cents from 6 cents.

For the nine-month period ended Sept. 30:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1967</th>
<th>1966</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Earned per share</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net sales</td>
<td>6,097,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income before taxes</td>
<td>262,194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provision for taxes</td>
<td>240,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net income</td>
<td>262,194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Financial notes . . .

- Packard-Bell Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, last week reported that in the fiscal year ended Sept. 30 net income from operations was $1.3 million or $1.27 a share, against $796,000 or 83 cents a share the previous year. The company said that net income for 1966 did not reflect a nonrecurring gain of $248,500 or 26 cents a share from sale of a computer division and property. There were no nonrecurring items this year.

- Memorex Corp., Santa Clara (Calif.) based producer of magnetic tape, had net sales of $23.3 million for the nine months ended Sept. 30, 1967. It represented a 37% gain over sales of almost $17 million during the comparable period last year. Net income was $2.3 million, 20% above the $1.9 million in the first nine months of 1966. Earnings per share were $2.24 this year, compared with $1.92 last year.
NBC Radio rolls merrily along

AFFILIATES TOLD BUSINESS BRIGHT, NO BIG PROGRAM CHANGES PLANNED

The temperature was in the 80's and that was as hot as anything got at last week's convention (Oct. 29-31) of NBC Radio affiliates in San Juan, P. R.

The best indication of the mood of the 154 delegates was a resolution coming out of a brief affiliates' meeting that said the affiliates were perfectly happy with the way the network was being run and they voiced support for one network for all affiliates.

Stephen Labunski, NBC Radio president, set the tone of the day in one broad stroke that evoked praise for NBC's operation while taking two unnamed, but not unknown, networks over the coals for having to resort to "revolutionary change" because "their problems have accumulated over such a long time."

Unlike other networks, Mr. Labunski said, "no radical or extremist innovations will be announced at this convention. No scrubbing of favorite personalities. No sacrifice in network services. No quadruple networks, no triple plays with loyal affiliates out, no double talk."

There wasn't one affiliate in the room that wasn't aware that the objects of Mr. Labunski's attack were CBS and ABC.

One network, he said, has announced, "after much analysis and soul searching, that its future still lies in advertiser-supported programming, and yet it will embark on a new course of program experimentation."

The other network, he continued, "has split asunder into four separate programing services, and the principle of network exclusivity—one network affiliate per market—has been labeled an anachronistic, out-of-date concept."

"We embrace change," he maintained, "but we recognize that change for its own sake is little more than an emotional response to a problem."

Complicacy is not NBC's forte, he went on, citing the network's initiative in being the creator, innovator and spark plug behind RADAR, the four-network-sponsored research study, and in noting that NBC Radio sold duPont the "first blockbuster network radio special—the sponsorship of all of Monitor, 16 hours, on a single weekend last June."

"Nothing Radical" • NBC, he said, is not being forced into the radical changes being proposed by the other networks. "The route of revolutionary change, it seems to us, is trod only by those who have allowed so many serious problems to accumulate so long that only extreme actions offer some hope of a solution."

In a speech, which he himself categorized as a "talk" and not an "address"—the difference being 45 minutes—Julian Goodman, NBC president, told the affiliates NBC Radio's "highly favorable position" is a result of "our experience, leadership and ability." NBC created the radio network system and others followed, he said, adding that network radio has changed over the years and "NBC Radio has grown with these changes."

Mr. Goodman said the network's philosophy had two points: to "keep sharpening, perfecting and modernizing what we regard as a good and well-rounded service," and "to make the network programing as compatible as possible with your station's program structures."

NBC Radio, he pointedly noted, is not "scrambling as some of our competitors are to make a network operate smoothly and profitably. We don't have to undertake costly experiments in modern networkting."

Rosy Finances • The affiliates got a bright financial picture from Marion Stephenson, vice president for administration. Overall, she said, 1967 should be one of the network's "better years, despite a major cutback in tobacco revenues and the Ford strike." Although it's too early to see definitive patterns in 1968, she continued, "we are planning on at least the same high level of sales we are experiencing this year."

Affiliate compensation payments, she said, would be the "same or slightly higher than in 1966" and they may be "pleasantly higher" in the last half of this year. She cited Radio Advertising Bureau figures that show a sales gain for NBC Radio in the first seven months compared with 1966.

Discussing program moves made in the past year, Robert Wogan, vice president, programs, pointed to the news content in Monitor and specifically to the recently begun final half hour of the Sunday night Monitor segment, which features NBC News correspondents with in-depth analysis of world events.

He also noted that the Monitor jingles, which began this year, have added "brightness, stronger program identi-
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NBC newsmen brief affiliates on journalism

It was as if an "introduction to journalism" class had been moved en masse from a state side classroom to the Americana hotel in San Juan, P. R. Behind the microphones were the experts: five newsmen, properly attired in long pants, neckties and jackets.

In the audience were more than 250 NBC Radio affiliates—dressed in shorts, slacks, sport shirts. The affiliates wanted to know the inner workings of the news they were getting. Unlike past years, they didn't show great concern over who was handling a news broadcast or how long it was or when it was being fed.

They asked the panel if the network-owned stations should editorialize? The answer from David Brinkley and Bill Ryan, NBC news correspondents, was a terse: "no." From William B. Monroe Jr., director of NBC News, Washington, the answer was "yes." The network, Mr. Monroe said, should not editorialize, "but if I would like to see the owned stations work it out."

The question was raised in response to the comments of another panel member, Gene Slaymaker, news director of WFBM Indianapolis. He had urged the network to start developing more imaginative documentaries on current issues and felt that "it's time serious thought be given to the opinion-shaping role of a network, not just the views of its personalities."

Network Limited = Stephen Labunksi, NBC Radio president and moderator of the panel, did not touch on the subject of editorializing by the owned stations, but did say the network itself cannot editorialize since it is not a licensee and because it cannot speak with one voice for its 211 affiliates.

In a related area, a question directed primarily at Mr. Brinkley asked if a newsmen's comments are often an editorial. Mr. Brinkley replied that he's often been accused of bias, but not to that implying that if he'd said the opposite thing, the accusers would be in agreement with his thoughts. "A biased opinion," he said, "is simply one you don't agree with."

Noting that objectivity is a gallant goal but one that is influenced by a person's frame of reference, he said "I make no pretense at being objective. But fairness is a goal that is reasonable to be striven for and most of the time we achieve it."

The affiliates also wondered if stories on the network about black-power advocates such as H. Rap Brown and Stokely Carmichael are being blown out of proportion. Mr. Ryan felt that "all media at some time or another have been guilty" of such action. However, he added, newsmen are increasingly searching for the strength of the statement from persons like Messrs. Brown and Carmichael. Newsmen are looking, he said, at just how many people these men speak for.

Controls = Concern over alleged government censorship of news from Vietnam was hit by Howard Tuckner, NBC News correspondent, who recently returned from 18 months there. He strongly denied that there is any military censorship or that the newsmen on the scene are merely spokesman for the Pentagon's line.

"There are stories the military doesn't want you to have," he said, "but once you get the story no one in Vietnam or Washington stops you from using it. And they don't see it or hear it until it's on your radio or TV station. In no war has the U.S. newsmen been given as much freedom or cooperation as this one."

Mr. Monroe offered two predictions to the affiliates: there will be no great debates in 1968 because the White House doesn't want them; and racial tension and disorders will increase and so will charges that broadcasting, especially television, stirs up trouble by its news coverage. "To which my five-word reply is: we cannot suppress the news."

Radio transfers TV's imagery

NBC study shows that 72% carry over image of ad on hearing sound track

Imagery transfer does work in radio for television advertisers, but only those advertisers "who have created commercials with strong, memorable themes and planning, and was presented to the NBC Radio affiliates convention in San Juan, P. R., last week.

In the first public report on an imagery-transfer study made in six markets last spring, Mr. Eichmann noted that on the average of 12 commercials tested, 72% of the respondents got imagery transfer.

That same session of the convention heard Miles Daavid, president of the Radio Advertising Bureau, point out
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that “against more than minimal odds,” radio has grown, served the public better and “defined a wholly new role for ourselves.”

The NBC study, which was conducted in New York, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and San Francisco markets where NBC owns stations, was conducted to determine the levels of imagery transfer an advertiser could expect and how these levels varied according to brand usage, radio-TV exposure and audience demographics.

**Technique**  Audio tracks of 12 different TV commercials were played over the phone to samples of about 200 respondents per commercial. After hearing the sound tracks the respondent was asked to describe what was happening on the TV screen. The scores ranged from a high of 91% for a food-product commercial to a low of 41% for a beverage commercial. Of the 12 commercials, nine ranged 72% or better.

There was virtually no transfer differences by sex with 71% of men and 72% of women getting imagery transfer. By age, however, there were noticeable differences: young people under 35 had imagery transfer score of 81%, 35-49 age group had a score of 73% and those over 50 had a score of 60%.

Broken down by education, respondents with grade-school education had a transfer score of 56%; with high-school education, 73% and college education, 72%.

Users of the various product categories tested had an imagery transfer score of 76% while nonusers of the product categories had a 68% score. Those who said particular brands tested were the ones they used most often scored 80%.

In a separate study, brand names were deleted from the commercial and replaced by “blips.” Four commercials were tested among 77 respondents in New York, Chicago and San Francisco at the time of the main study. The “blip” study showed 50% could identify the brands being advertised and 53% did get imagery transfer.

Thus, Mr. Eichmann concluded, the imagery transfer works, “even when subject to the stringent test of deleting the brand name from the commercial.” But a necessity, he said, is a strong theme and substantial TV investment.

Results of the study, he felt, show that there are advantages in preparing the radio and TV spots simultaneously; that discontinued TV campaigns can be adapted to and rerun on radio while a new campaign breaks on TV, that radio campaigns could be used between flights on TV, and radio campaigns can fill in seasonal gaps in TV advertising.

**What’s Coming**  Mr. David predicted seven radio developments:

- More major package good companies, following the lead of Colgate-Palmolive, General Foods and Bristol-Myers, will make radio a basic medium for consideration by all brands and use by many.

- Soaps will be back as a result of Fab’s “historic” decision to use only radio this summer.

- Progress will be made in automotive field as documentation is added. Auto dollars are becoming more locally oriented and rapport with dealers can be crucial.

- “There is short-term opportunity for rebuilding some of our tobacco billings . . . there will be a gradual return at least in part of some of the lost tobacco business.”

- Cosmetics are a new frontier now that radio has proof that various female groups are “remarkably well reached” by the medium.

- Drug companies are learning about radio with Anacin and Excedrin leading the way.

- Retail horizons are limitless. Sears,
Roebuck & Co. has sent to all its stores a manual—written by RAB—on use of radio.

Mr. David noted that radio has finally broken through with new research studies that are removing it from the dark decade, 1955-65.

He mentioned a new RAB study from the American Research Bureau that shows that "radio delivers enormously high percentages of people with affordable schedules. It delivers them with repetition of the message. It delivers a combination of more reach and more repetition than any other medium for the same dollars. And it does all this in a controllable, efficient, pinpointed manner."

**ABC-NABET still at loggerheads**

The strike by the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians against ABC is due to enter its 45th day today (Nov. 6) with no indication as of late last week that a settlement might be in sight.

Union and management held several sessions under the auspices of the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service in New York last week and broke off talks temporarily Wednesday evening (Nov. 1) after reaching an impasse on terms of a new three-year contract. Both sides remained subject to call by the federal mediator.

Earlier in the week ABC filed unfair labor charges with the National Labor Relations Board against NABET and also a $1 million defamation suit against the union in the New York state supreme court.

In its NLRB petition, ABC claimed NABET had "illegally" picketed Dennison Clothiers, Union, N. J., a sponsor, "in an attempt to force Dennison and its suppliers to cease doing business with ABC."

One union representative last week said both parties are in "a hopeless deadlock" in negotiations. He claimed that ABC's latest offer centered around a proposed four-year contract that would give employees "a little more" than their counterparts at NBC received in a three-year contract.

An ABC spokesman said that the company had offered a weekly increase from $218 to $272 over a four-year period. He said the proposal "represented the greatest gains ever offered by any network to any union."

More AFTRA Fines • In a related action, the New York local board of the American Federation of Television and Radio Artists levied another round of fines against members who had crossed NABET picket lines in violation of a ruling of the AFTRA national board. Sportscaster Howard Cosell was fined $15,900 (the largest fine levied so far by AFTRA) and news correspondent Marlene Sanders, $1,575.

The strike got more demonstrative in Los Angeles. Handbills urging support for the strike were passed out to the general public on the streets. People going into the "Hollywood Palace" to see a taping of the ABC-TV variety series of that name were asked by pickets to pass by as an indication of their displeasure with the network management.

On Oct. 31, members of some 350 Los Angeles area locals of various unions staged a large-scale demonstration at the ABC Television Center in Hollywood. The rally, sponsored by the Los Angeles county Federation of Labor (AFL-CIO) and the Los Angeles-Orange counties organizing committee, was designed to show massive and unanimous local union support.

The demonstrators paraded for more than an hour. There was audio and camera coverage of the event. It was provided by ABC.

---
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Bob Sarnoff takes over at RCA

He’s named chief executive officer as Engstrom steps aside; General Sarnoff stays as chairman

The succession of Robert Sarnoff to the command for which he had been destined was formally approved last week by the RCA board. The younger Sarnoff was elected chief executive officer of the corporation, a post held by his father, Brigadier General David Sarnoff, during most of the company’s existence.

The elder Sarnoff, president of RCA from 1930 to 1947 and chairman since 1947, relinquished the post of chief executive officer on Jan. 1, 1966, when his son was elevated to the top echelon of RCA from the chairmanship of its subsidiary, NBC. At that time Robert Sarnoff was named president and chief administrative officer of RCA, and Dr. Elmer W. Engstrom, formerly president, was named chairman of the executive committee and chief executive officer.

The responsibilities of chief executive officer will pass from Dr. Engstrom to Mr. Sarnoff on Jan. 1, 1968. Dr. Engstrom will remain chairman of the executive committee. General Sarnoff, now 76, will continue as chairman of the RCA board.

The RCA announcement said that Dr. Engstrom, 66, will work closely with the younger Sarnoff, especially in technical areas and in the search for ideas for corporate growth.

In addition to assuming the duties of chief executive officer, the younger Sarnoff will retain his office as president and chief administrative officer.

Robert Sarnoff, now 49, joined NBC as a salesman in 1948. Later he was named executive producer of the Victory at Sea series of documentaries on World War II. He became an NBC vice president three years after joining the organization, president in 1955 and chairman of the board and chief executive officer three years later. He has been a director of the parent, RCA, since 1957.

As president and chief administrative officer of RCA, Mr. Sarnoff’s remuneration in 1966 was reported as $225,000 in salary and $200,000 in paid and deferred incentive compensation. As chairman of the board, General Sarnoff was paid $295,000 in salary in 1966, but declined incentive compensation. Dr. Engstrom in 1966 was paid $250,000 in salary and $225,000 incentive compensation.

Another of General Sarnoff’s sons, Thomas, is staff executive vice president of NBC in charge of West Coast operations.

According to the official announcement last week, Robert Sarnoff’s appointment as chief executive officer was recommended by Dr. Engstrom.

LBJ plans reactivation of administrative group

The U. S. Administrative Conference, which has slumbered on a stand-by basis for the last five years, is due to become active once again under the leadership of a 51-year-old University of Texas law school professor.

Jerre S. Williams, a constitutional and labor law expert, was nominated by President Johnson to be chairman of the conference. He was confirmed by the Senate on Oct. 19, and will assume his $28,500 a year post after Jan. 1. The permanent conference with a paid chairman was voted by Congress in 1964. Its function is to recommend changes in procedures and practices by regulatory agencies in the interest of cutting red tape. President Johnson, however, during the succeeding years failed to nominate a chairman, until last month.

The administrative conference was established by President Kennedy in 1961, with then U. S. Circuit Judge E. Barrett Prettyman as chairman. It issued its first report in 1962, recommending revisions of procedures on, among other items, hearings, delegation of authority, hearing examiners, discovery techniques, ex parte rules and right to counsel. The FCC adopted some of these suggestions, including the establishment of a review board, of criteria to be used in comparative hearing cases for radio and TV stations, ex parte rules, and the right of witnesses to counsel. It still has a proceeding underway involving the practice to be followed in eliciting information in hearings.

The conference received a $250,000 appropriation from Congress in 1965, but has received no funds since then. Congress will be asked to appropriate $147,000 for the remainder of this fiscal year in the forthcoming supplemental appropriation bill.

Reeves set to buy two Huntsville CATV’s

Reeves Broadcasting Corp., New York, has signed an agreement to acquire two more CATV systems in Huntsville, Ala. Plans now are to link them to Reeves’ existing CATV operation there, to create “the third largest CATV system in the country.”

Reeves, a group broadcaster and CATV owner, bought TV Distribution Inc., Huntsville, in September, paying $5 million in cash and long-term notes for the cable system serving about 8,500 customers (BROADCASTING, Oct. 2). Last week’s acquisitions were of Video Cable Systems Inc., serving about 4,000 subscribers, and T&G Cable Co., serving less than 500.

J. Drayton Hastie, president, said that by combining the three systems Reeves’ total investment in Huntsville will exceed $4 million. They currently serve over 13,000 subscribers with a potential of over 35,000 homes. Once the Huntsville acquisitions are complete, Reeves estimates its entire CATV division will be serving over 30,000 customers with a potential of over 75,000 homes. The company operates nine CATV systems in three cities located in seven states (Alabama, Kentucky, Maine, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Carolina and Virginia). It also owns two TV stations (with 50% ownership in a newly planned TV outlet in Lexington, Ky.), four radio stations, Reeves Sound Studios, and other interests.

Rogers sees need for freedom from protection

An urgent need for a “Fifth Freedom” to add to the Four Freedoms of the Atlantic Charter is called for by Lawrence Rogers II, president of the Taft Broadcasting Co., in an address scheduled today (Nov. 6) before the Canadian Club and the Canadian Broadcast Executive Society in Toronto.

That Fifth Freedom, he explains, could be called “freedom from protection”—freedom from the “zealousness and dedication of the planners, the social engineers and the dreamers, to protect us from ourselves.” It might also be termed “freedom to make a mistake,” he adds.

Citing attacks on advertising by intellectuals and high government officials...
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Earl of Avon on WBC agenda

Sir Anthony Eden, the earl of Avon (c.), and former British prime minister, was a key speaker at the Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. world affairs conference held in London from Oct. 27 through Nov. 1. The conference, whose theme was “Forecast: 1968/World in Perspective,” was attended by approximately 100 marketing-advertising executives from the U.S. at WBC’s invitation.

Sir Anthony, who spoke at the conference on “The Dangers of Disarray,” is flanked by Larry J. Israel, president of the Westinghouse Broadcasting station group (l) and Donald H. McCannon, chairman of the board and president of WBC.

The conference was the setting for an unexpected incident that received worldwide news coverage. On Tuesday (Oct. 31) British Foreign Secretary George Brown delivered some impromptu remarks, in which he denounced Lord Thomson of Fleet, a prominent newspaper publisher, who was host for the dinner that evening. Secretary Brown’s tirade subsequently touched off demands by British newspapers and some prominent citizens for his resignation or dismissal.

specials as an “obvious symptom of the disease of creeping centralism,” Mr. Rogers says their thrust can “cripple the free media that alone can guarantee the continuity of our free institutions.” He defines the current impetus behind educational broadcasting as anti-commercial and not simply non-commercial, and adds that “just as certainly as my name is not George Orwell . . . these noble instruments will become tools of government propaganda—and a decade ahead of 1984—unless the vigilance of the people prevents it.”

Court backs FCC, but adds slap on wrist

A federal court in Washington has affirmed a February FCC decision permitting a CATV system in Santa Fe, N. M., to carry distant signals over the objections of KOB-TV Albuquerque—although the court again chided the commission for not requiring greater detail in petitions for waivers and for not spelling out in more detail its public interest considerations for waiving a rule.

The Santa Fe case—involving that city’s cable TV system carrying the signals of four Los Angeles VHF independents—which it brings in by microwave—is the third in which the D. C. circuit has told the commission it is not specific enough in granting waivers in CATV cases. The others involved Syracuse, N. Y., and Dubuque, Iowa (Broadcasting, Oct. 2).

KOB-TV puts a grade A signal over Santa Fe, which is 55 miles away. Albuquerque at the time of the waiver grant was the 100th TV market. Notwithstanding the top-100 market rule for CATV (which forbids a CATV system from importing distant signals into a top television market without a hearing), the FCC granted the waiver without requiring a hearing on the ground that Santa Fe is on the fringe of the Albuquerque TV market and the CATV system’s use of Los Angeles signals would have no major impact on potential UHF stations in Albuquerque.

The court’s decision, issued Oct. 27, was without signature, although Senior Circuit Judge Wilbur K. Miller dissented, holding that the FCC should be reversed. The other judges were J. Skelly Wright and Carl McGowan.

CATV’s right to view financial reports upheld

Despite broadcaster pleas for reconsideration, the FCC has affirmed its July decision to accord a CATV operator a rare privilege: to examine the confidential financial reports over a four-year span of two television stations opposing it in a CATV hearing (Broadcasting, July 3).

By a 5-1 vote (Commissioner James J. Wadsworth dissented), the commission upheld its prior ruling, with slight modification of the order for one of the stations. And the commission action prompted Commissioner Kenneth A. Cox to spell out the conditions under which the ruling may apply.

The disclosure request came from Multivision Northwest Inc., Dalton, Ga., currently involved in a proceeding with Chattanooga stations WRCH-TV and WTVC(TV). Multivision, which is seeking authority to import distant signals and to be relieved of its nonduplication protection obligations, requested the station records in an effort to make an economic-impact showing in the hearing.

In their reconsideration requests WRCH-TV alleged that distant-signal importation would have an adverse economic impact on its operations; WTVC specifically said there would be no such impact on its operations because of the CATV activity. And the commission in its decision noted the distinction.

The commission said it would appear that record disclosure was not necessary for WTVC. However, it said, “recognizing the need for as meaningful a factual record as possible in determining the impact of major market CATV competition, ‘we are reluctant to conclude at this stage of the proceeding that the information sought by Multivision will not be relevant to issues that may arise in the hearing.’” As a result the commission permitted the record disclosure to the extent that the hearing examiner finds such information to be “relevant and material and essential” to resolving the hearing issues.

In a concurring statement Commissioner Cox supported the action, saying that a broadcaster’s adverse economic-impact claims (as opposed to CATV impact on the market as a whole) would necessitate the disclosure of station records. He further said that use of such data should be restricted to the hearing issues and that the commission’s ruling does not in any way reduce the CATV’s burden of proof on the issues.
We hate to prompt you.

But then, we'd hate to see you flub, too. Because BAND-AID is not a synonym for "adhesive bandage." It's the trademark for the brand of adhesive bandages which are made by Johnson & Johnson.

So if you want to mention our name (and we're delighted when you do), please say BAND-AID Brand, then the name of the product... as in BAND-AID Brand Adhesive Bandages for example.

Johnson & Johnson
Station-ID rule draws crossfire of comments
NEITHER JOHNSON NOR LOEVINGER HAPPY WITH RULING

The FCC's new station-identification rule has been criticized by one commissioner who voted against it as "another rule adopted for the sake of regulation rather than because of any real need or purpose." And a commissioner who voted for it expressed disappointment that the commission did not concern itself with the larger question of whether to revise its policy of licensing stations to individual communities.

The statements of, respectively, Commissioners Lee Loevinger and Nicholas Johnson were released last week. Commission announcement of its action, taken on a 4-to-2 vote, had been made on Oct. 26 (BROADCASTING, Oct. 30).

The rule prohibits stations from making identification or promotional announcements or from carrying material that would "either lead or attempt to mislead" listeners to believe the station has been assigned to a city other than that specified in its license.

KABL Decision - The rule grows out of the commission decision in a case involving KABL, Oakland, Calif., which had been accused of failing to abide by the commission's station identification announcement rules. The commission ultimately ruled that the station had revised its policy letter of the rule but had violated its spirit with announcements tending to link the station with San Francisco (BROADCASTING, Dec. 19, 1966).

But Commissioner Loevinger, in a statement in which Chairman Rosel H. Hyde joined, said that although there have been some cases over the years in which the commission has criticized stations for their identification announcements, "there is no showing whatever either that there is any widespread practice which is objectionable or that anyone has been misled or jured in any way even by the few instances that the commission found objectionable."

Commissioner Johnson said the principal question the commission should resolve is what it means by local service, since the commission is concerned with stations providing that kind of service. "Especially in large metropolitan areas can local service perhaps best be thought of in the context of the entire area, and programing decisions best be made in the context of the total service available to the entire area," he said.

The commission should recognize, he said, that different allocation, licensing and renewal policies and procedures may be appropriate for metropolitan and rural areas. Commissioner Johnson suggested it might be better to drop the "charade that a station is somehow assigned to one of the bedroom communities and 'primarily' serves that community when in fact it is aiming its programing to a specific segment of the population in a large metropolitan area."

Commissioner Loevinger said such considerations argue against adoption of the rule at the present time, adding, "The very foundation of the single-city identification is questionable in this day of metropolitan-area growth and suburban living and commuting."

In a development related to the adoption of the rule, the commission delegated to the chief of its Broadcast Bureau authority to grant requests by AM and FM stations for permission to identify with one or more communities other than the community to which they are assigned. (The new city with which identification is sought must receive minimum principal city signal intensity.) The bureau chief already has such delegated authority in the case of TV stations.

The commission said the station's primary obligation to the community of license will not be affected by grant of the requests for multiple-city identifications. But the authority granted the bureau chief will provide a relaxation of existing requirements and will improve efficiency by achieving greater consistency in the administration of the aural and TV services, the commission said.

Three UHF CP's sold to Evans

The acquisition of three UHF construction permits in top TV markets by Thomas M. Evans, New York financier and industrialist, and his associates was announced last week, with emphasis placed on the group's plans for expansion in the broadcasting field.

The three CP's are for WUHF-TV (ch. 61) Hartford, Conn.; WBATV (ch. 49) Buffalo, N. Y., and WNTU-TV (ch. 33) Norfolk, Va. The ownership changes will be subject to FCC approval.

The buying group is Evans Broadcasting Corp., which initially consists of Mr. Evans and principals of the Mercury Station Group, present holders of the three CP's. Mercury is headed by Albert G. Hartigan and includes 14 other stockholders, the largest block being held by Mr. Hartigan and Sundstan Inc., Florida investment firm (James B. Dineen, president). Mr. Hartigan will become executive vice president of Evans Broadcasting. The Mercury group retains ownership of the permit for WORU-TV (ch. 35) Orlando, Fla.

Mr. Evans will pay $150,000 for half ownership of Evans Broadcasting. He has an option for an additional 30% at a cost of $360,000, not to be exercised until three-and-a-half years after the first station starts program tests. He will finance equipment purchases of up to $900,000 for the Buffalo station and up to $800,000 each for the Hartford and Norfolk stations, and he has agreed to underwrite initial losses up to a maximum of $600,000 for each city.

Mr. Evans is president of Evans and Co., New York brokerage and investment house. He is chairman and 67% owner of H. K. Porter Co., Pittsburgh electrical-equipment manufacturer, and chairman and 16% owner of Crane Co., New York manufacturer of bathroom fixtures and electric controls.

Negotiations for the acquisition were conducted by Thomas E. Carroll, Washington, who is broadcast and fi-
nancial adviser to Mr. Evans. Mr. Carroll, a former Time-Life Broadcast Inc. executive, also holds an option to acquire 5% interest in Evans Broadcasting for $15,000.

Opposition remains to Philadelphia test

Suburban Cable TV Co.'s scaled-down version of its proposed CATV experiment in the Philadelphia market is finding few friends among local broadcasters, some of whom helped to defeat the original Suburban proposal. In October, Suburban, a wholly owned subsidiary of Triangle Publications, Philadelphia, group station and CATV owner, asked the FCC to reconsider its September rejection of the proposed experiment (Broadcasting, Oct. 9).

Stiff opposition to the plan came last week from Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. (KYW-TV Philadelphia), WIBF-TV, same city, and the copyright owners, a group of film producers and distributors. Multiple-CATV-owner National Trans-Video Inc. supported the proposal.

Prime commission objections to the original plan were the length of the experiment, five years (Suburban now has offered to conduct the experiment for a period of six months), and the imminence of copyright legislation that would affect future CATV operations (Broadcasting, Sept. 18).

That such legislation is in the works, Westinghouse said, is one of the major difficulties with the Suburban plan since it will be concerned with a CATV operation that "realistically, will never come into existence." Further, the broadcaster noted the plan fails to take into account other developments that might affect the proposal: the ad hoc Hatch-Stern committee (Broadcasting, Oct. 30) and the FCC's evidentiary hearing process in top-100 distant signal importation cases. Suburban's claim that the commission's hearing process is useless, Westinghouse said, is "premature." With only one such trial to date (the San Diego CATV case, Broadcasting, July 25, 1966, et seq.), the broadcaster suggested the method has not yet been given a chance to either prove or disprove itself.

Goshen, Ind.? * Westinghouse said it is not enough to "simply find a market" where such a plan might prove valuable, but that there is a need to find a CATV operation "consistent with what will in fact come to pass." Perhaps, the broadcaster suggested, the CATV experiment proposed for Goshen, Ind. (Broadcasting, Oct. 16) would pose fewer problems.

(At the Oct. 18 meeting of the Hatch-
Stern committee that group endorsed the Goshen experiment, but not the Suburban proposal.

WGBH-TV claimed that acceptance of the Suburban plan might affect a concentration of control of mass media (Suburban's parent, Triangle, publishes several Philadelphia newspapers as well as national publications such as TV Guide) and have an adverse effect on the competitive status of other Philadelphia CATV's. The broadcaster also alleged that Suburban, by failing to exempt charges specifically in its proposal, might require its subscribers to pay for participation in the experiment. Such charges are against commission rules.

The copyright owners rejected the proposal, saying that the patterns of the CATV industry, "which have prospered thus far on the basis of not paying for the product it sells," are going to be different upon passage of copyright legislation. And the owners said that it makes little difference "in the irrelevance of experimental operations conducted in present free-loading conditions" whether legislation is imminent in one year or even two years. The owners instead supported the "well-settled" policy of the commission in holding evidentiary hearings on similar CATV proposals.

Will a $25,000 gift win a CATV franchise?

A new wrinkle in winning a CATV franchise has unfolded in Jefferson City, Mo. The wrinkle—an outright gift of $25,000—was apparently good enough for the city's councilmen tentatively to award a franchise to the donor, International Telemeter Corp., Los Angeles-based multiple CATV owner and wholly owned subsidiary of Gulf and Western Industries Inc., New York, a holding company that also owns Paramount Pictures Corp., among other interests.

The tentative franchise was granted to International Telemeter after its last-minute cash offer. Capital City Telecable Corp., a local firm headed by LeRoy T. Carlson, holder of CATV franchises in Missouri and Kansas and a major stockholder in Continental Telephone Corp., St. Louis, a multiple CATV owner, who also met all terms of the city ordinance. If council members hold fast against protests, including those from area newspapers and radio stations, International Telecable formally will be granted the CATV franchise today (Nov. 6).

A Capital City Telecable spokesman said that since the council closed its doors to all other applicants, his firm and International Telemeter were to be judged solely on their ability to meet the terms of the city ordinance. "Instead," the spokesman said, "they [International Telemeter] made their $25,000 offer behind closed doors. The only fair thing to do would be to judge our applications according to terms of the city ordinance, or reopen the bidding to all interested firms."

Both firms are prepared to invest up to $800,000 in a 12-channel system. Installation would be free, monthly service would run $4.50 and the city would receive 5% of annual gross revenues or $10,000 yearly, whichever is greater.

NAEB set for convention

NET's White starts sessions with word on 'go for broke' projects

Within the context of 1967 as "a year of decision for public television," John F. White, president of National Educational Television, was to report to NET affiliates in Denver Sunday (Nov. 5), the day before the opening of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters convention.

In prepared remarks, Mr. White was to describe a number of what he called "go-for-broke" demonstration projects, such as the Public Broadcasting Laboratory's two-hour news and cultural affairs show that was to start yesterday (Nov. 5), the joint NET-Eastern Educational Network interconnection project, NET's national interconnection for special events such as the President's State of the Union message and Paul Niven's interview of Svetlana Alliluyeva. But he gave heaviest emphasis to educational-television efforts.

Mr. White praised the active lobbying of the Educational Television Stations (ETS) Division of the NAEB, and added that "contacts with your congressman may have tipped the balance" for passage of the public broadcasting act of 1967, establishing the Corp. for Public Broadcasting. He warned, however, that they faced a second test of "finding some basis of coordination [of demands on the CPB] that might permit it to concentrate on the long-range effort and not spend its precious time refereeing a 'free for all.'"

He also discussed what he called a "semantic smoke screen [that] has obscured the whole subject of interconnection," and said "the best way to eliminate confusion is to demonstrate how interconnection works—including regular network service."

The NET "affiliates committee has created the network allocations council as a subcommittee" to "explore the potential and problems of scheduling a national noncommercial television network," he said.

That council was to receive a report Saturday (Nov. 4) from Donald Quayle, executive director of the Eastern Educational Network, on the joint NET-EN pilot project in regional networking, and the NET affiliates were to be updated on its progress by Gerhard Appy, NET vice president for network operations.

NAEB put the final touches on its convention agenda with the announcement that Ben Holman, assistant director for media relations, Community Relations Service, Department of Justice, will address the Monday evening general session on the crisis in the cities. The convention agenda:

Convention Activities:
Monday, Nov. 6
9 a.m.—Official exhibit opening.
10:30 a.m.—Program screenings begin, to be run continuously except during general sessions. Professional interest section meetings: utilization, engineers, graphic artists, producers, researchers and teachers. Meeting of State Educational Television Authorities: Dr. Lawrence T. Frymire, executive director, Illinois Telecommunications Commission, chairman.
1 Noon—Special session. Details of the Public Broadcasting Act: Jack Burke, NER chairman, chairman; Dean W. Coston, deputy under secretary, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, speaker
12:30 p.m.—Luncheons: ETS copyright committee; ETS labor committee; ETS/PS board subcommittee; Western Educational Network; Editorial board, Educational Broadcasting Review; Eastern Educational Radio Network.
1 p.m.—Armed Forces Program
2:30 p.m.—Second general session. Robert F. Schenck, vice chairman, NAEB board of directors, presiding. Address: Rosel Hyde, FGC chairman.
3:30 p.m.—Concurrent special interest sessions. Educational broadcasting and the copyright law: Rhea Sikes, WQEX(WQEX)-WQED(WQED) Pittsburgh, chairman. Career development: domestic and international—in educational broadcasting: Carol Whitcomb, personnel services, NAEB, coordinator. The efficient use of educational broad-
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A new role in the urban crisis

Nick Johnson proposes new FCC office to study cities' communications

The nation's cities—their streets choked with traffic, their white and Negro populations increasingly distrustful of and hostile to each other and their other characteristics which frequently make them ungovernable—obviously need all the help they can get. So why not bring the marvels of the communications revolution to bear on their problems?

This was the burden of the speech that FCC Commissioner Nicholas Johnson delivered in Boston last week, at a regional fall meeting of the National Association of Broadcasters (see page 70C). His leading recommendation was for the creation within the commission of an Office of Urban Communications, whose principal function would be the study of communications regulations in terms of cities.

But the obligation he feels broadcasters have for involvement in community affairs, as indicated in the speech, appears to go beyond anything other commissioners have expressed. He would, for instance, have broadcasters grant access to their facilities to "everyone" in the community; "spokesmen" would not be sufficient.

The commissioner, who talked of the need for communicators and "urbanologists" to reshape their approach to urban problems along lines that would merge, saw the proposed Office of Urban Communications as a key element in the new approach the commission might take. The office would comprise "a very small number of professional employees" who, besides thinking of communications regulations in terms of cities, would facilitate the exchange of information.

Duties • They would, among other things, study the research and development being done in communications to gauge the extent to which they are addressed to improving contacts between cities, as opposed to within cities, and to examine measures broadcasters in different areas are taking to meet their respective needs, and to determine which seem to be useful.

He also said the commission should step up its "presently less-than-energetic efforts to give life to the policies" behind the U. S. Court of Appeals decision in the WLBTV Jackson, Miss...
check Blackburn about financing!

Arranging the proper financing that responsible buyers and sellers need to do business is just one of the full range and depth of services of Blackburn, the reliable broker. Others, equally important, include an accurate appraisal of actual as well as potential; a good name that is worth more to us than any single commission could ever be.

BLACKBURN & Company, Inc.
RADIO • TV • CATV • NEWSPAPER BROKERS
NEGOTIATIONS • FINANCING • APPRAISALS

WASHINGTON, D.C.
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Caznell
Joseph M. Strick
Jack V. Harvey
RCA Building
333-9270

CHICAGO
H. W. Caznell
W. D. Ryan
Hub Jackson
Eugene Carr
333 N. Michigan Ave.
346-5460

ATLANTA
Clifford R. Marshall
H. C. Smith
1055 Peachtree Rd.
873-5230

BEVERLY HILLS
Calvin M. Spiegel
Robert A. Marshall
9445 Wiltshire Blvd.
274-6151

ANNOUNCED = The following station sales were reported last week subject to FCC approval. (For FCC activities see FOR THE RECORD, page 77).

= WHFR-TV Hartford, Conn.; WBAU-TV
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Buffalo, N.Y., and WNTU-TV Norfolk, Va.: Construction permits sold by Albert G. Hartigan and associates to Evans Broadcasting Corp., in which Mr. Hartigan and group will hold 50% interest initially, for $150,000 for 50% ownership by Thomas M. Evans plus option to acquire 30% more for $360,000 (see page 68).


- Wqm and WOIA(FM) Saline, Mich.: Sold by Herbert W. Lester to Ronald E. Fely, Thomas J. Boodel Jr., James A. Peterson, I. Henry Curtiss and Theodore C. Anderson for $180,000. Mr. Fely is minister and is president of WBART Bardstown, Ky. Mr. Curtiss is president, and Mr. Anderson vice president of insurance brokerage firm. Mr. Boodel is attorney. Mr. Peterson is national representative of insurance company. Wqm is daytimer on 1290 kc with 500 w. WOIA(FM) operates on 102.9 mc with 10 kw.

- KKJO St. Joseph, Mo.: Sold by Joseph W. Marti and the estate of John Marti to Thomas R. Elkins and others for $150,000. Mr. Elkins is president of Marti Broadcasting Corp., licensee of KKJO. KKJO operates fulltime on 1550 kc with 5 kw.


**NAB flies red flag on subscription TV**

The National Association of Broadcasters is sounding the alert that pay TV is just around the corner and that Congress cannot be depended upon to head it off unless a prompt campaign to influence lawmakers can be mounted.

In Boston last Monday (Oct. 30), Paul B. Comstock, NAB vice president for government affairs, warned broad-
Macdonald ready to tackle all of communications?

Indications are that Representative Torbert Macdonald (D-Mass.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee's Communications Subcommittee only since early this year, is rapidly warming to his new congressional specialty. Pleased by his subcommittee's progress on communications matters so far this year—and gaining confidence in his ability to meet and master many of the intricacies of what he terms America's fastest growing industry—the 50-year-old congressman from suburban Boston has already started making additional waves on the communications industry's none-too-peaceful waters.

And larger perturbations seem to be on the horizon. Last month, signs in the wind became abundant:

- The first on-the-record congressional action that pay TV since the days of former Commerce Committee Chairman Oren Harris—an arch foe of subscription television—found a subcommittee chairman in charge whose mind was not made up in advance (or at least not firmly precommitted). Mr. Macdonald's first hearing on a broadcasting matter since he exercised his seniority and took over the reins of the communications panel from its previous chairman, Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), also revealed him as a chairman with no particular ideological commitment to commercial broadcasting as it is now constituted (Broadcasting, Oct. 16, 23).

- Two weeks ago, he reaffirmed before an Electronic Industries Association audience in Los Angeles a stand he had taken earlier at a cable-television gathering—that the nation's basic communications law was in serious need of revision (Broadcasting, Oct. 30, July 3).

- And at the Los Angeles meeting he went a step further with a concrete suggestion that a new cabinet-level department based on the White House’s Office of Telecommunications Management be assigned the chore of allocating frequencies. (An EIA news release subsequently said Mr. Macdonald had “proposed” such an agency or department. “Not so,” says the congressman. “I said it may be the solution to the coordination of government and public allocations.”)

Administration Could Act * Last week in an interview Mr. Macdonald told Broadcasting that as he understands the law the administration could take the major step of creating a department of communications without prior congressional approval.

Under its reorganization powers, he explained, the administration could consolidate many communications-oriented executive functions into one agency, which the Congress could block or modify only by taking positive action within 60 days. This route was followed, he noted, in the establishment of the Department of Transportation.

He also noted that President Johnson’s task force on communications (Broadcasting, Aug. 21) has at least the potential for prescribing radical changes in the present scene, some of which would be sent to the Hill in the form of legislative proposals. Thus, at least for now, he admits, the administration has the ball.

But this does not rule out preparatory action by his subcommittee; in fact, in the light of the complexity of the issues it almost man-

lottery and violated sponsorship-identification rules. The commission also directed that the examiner find the hearing record does not warrant denial of license renewal, he should recommend what fine should be imposed (Broadcasting, July 18, 1966).

According to Examiner Cooper’s findings, Mr. Bigham did not relinquish control of the station. However, the examiner said the record supported the other charges.

What really piqued Examiner Cooper was Mr. Bigham’s alleged practice, for about six months, of doctoring the KCTY logs to indicate that a first class engineer had been on duty at the station at all times. The facts showed, said the examiner, that “either he or one of his engineers had been too lazy to get out of bed” to put the station on the air.

Although the FCC’s broadcast bureau had urged denial of the license renewal on this charge alone, the examiner found that such denial “which would be tantamount to a fine or penalty in excess of $100,000 is rather severe for acts which while stupid were not motivated by either avarice or malice.” Instead, the examiner concluded, the rule violations were more “occasioned by either ignorance or lack of understanding of the reasons for the necessity” of complying with the commission’s rules.

NAB radio code gains 15 stations

The National Association of Broadcasters radio code showed a net gain of 15 stations (eight of them noncommercial), as 30 stations were added and 15 stations were withdrawn between July 15 and Aug. 15.

In the same period, the TV code picked up one station, KTVR(TV) La Grande, Ore.

Radio additions: KTMN Truman, Ark.; KOMY Watsonville and KMKS Redding, both California; WPKM(FM) noncommercial, Tampa, and WSAP Sarasota, both Florida; WDOO Douglasville and WRWH Cleveland, both Georgia; KYME Boise, Idaho; WREZ(FM) noncommercial, Chicago, Illinois; KSAC-AM-FM noncommercial, Manhattan, Kan.; WHEY Richmond and WMTA Central City, both Kentucky; KDWA Hastings, Minn.; KBLI Liberty, Mo.; KFMQ(FM) and KKLX, both Lincoln, Neb.; KSB Scottsbluff, and KUVR Holdrege, all Nebraska; KUVR(FM) noncommercial, Reno; WRUR-FM noncommercial, Rochester, N. Y.; KDSU(FM) noncommercial, Fargo, N. D.; WSLN (FM) noncommercial, Delaware, Ohio; KELI Tulsa, KVIN Vinita and KWLG Wagoner, all Oklahoma; KIXZ Amarillo and KTRN Wichita Falls, both Texas; WANT Richmond, Va., and KWYZ Everett, Wash.

Radio withdrawals: KPCA Marked Tree, Ark.; KAHB Redding, KCNO Alturas and KXCG Stockton, all California; WBRY Waterbury, Conn.; WRN Renesselaer, Ind.; WGLI Babylon and WOTT Watertown, both New York; WMGS Bowling Green, Ohio; KVYL Holdenville, Okla.; KMMM McMinnville and KQEN Roseburg, both Oregon; WQOR Orangeburg, S. C.; WQIC Salt Lake City, and KEDO Longview, Wash.

Levittown to break another barrier

People who live in Levittown, Pa., about 10 miles north of Philadelphia, are accustomed to being stared at—after all Levittown was one of the first new, low-cost towns built in the U. S. Pretty soon Levittowners are going to be the object of the broadcasting industry’s interest; it soon will have the nation’s first 24-channel cable television system.

The start of construction of the $1-million system was announced last week by Lower Bucks Cablevision Inc. Jerrold Electronics Inc., Philadelphia, is the turnkey contractor for the 250-mile
dates it, he added. And although it is too late in this session to begin the monumental task that communications-law revision portends, Congressman Macdonald said that hearings on the possibility would very likely begin next year.

His growing sense of urgency in the matter, he notes, comes from three considerations:

* The FCC, as it is presently organized and funded, is overburdened.
* The Communications Act itself is clearly outmoded because of many unforeseen developments since it was adopted in 1934.
* Because technology is on the march, "I can foresee fantastic advances in the next decade," he said, "and frankly we don't have the personnel and machinery to keep up with it, let alone exploit it for the public interest. It [the Communications Law] needs revamping."

And as an indication of the importance with which he now views the subject, he adds: "If politics can ever catch up with the technology—if legislators would really become aware of what's possible in this field—communications would become the number-one subject for Congress."

system that will reach some 28,000 homes in Levittown and adjacent areas. The first 50 miles are expected to be completed by January; the entire system later next year.

Initially the system will carry 18 channels of TV programs and other services, including eight Philadelphia TV stations and four New York inde- pendents. The other six channels will include four devoted to local programing and public service, a time-weather channel and a special news channel.

Because the Philadelphia TV signals come in strong in Levittown, resulting in interference to the stations carried "on-channel" on the cable, the 24-channel system was chosen to permit those stations, as well as the New York stations which put a grade B signal into the community, to be converted to other channels on the cable. New York stations put a grade B signal into Levittown, thus taking it out of the top 100 market rule which would have required a waiver from the FCC.

The 24-channel system will result from dual cable construction, actually two coaxial cables. Each customer's TV set will be equipped with a switch, permitting him to choose between the two 12-channel systems at the flick of a finger.

Lower Bucks Cablevision Inc. is principally owned by multiple cable owner Philadelphia Community Antenna Television Co., a subsidiary of the Philadelphia Bulletin. John Zettick is president and Pat Deon, vice president of the system. PCATV operates CATV systems in Santa Barbara, Calif., where the Bulletin owns the Santa Barbara News-Press (KTBX-AM-FM) and in Sarasota and Venice, Florida. PCATV also holds franchises for CATV in more than 30 communities in the Philadelphia area, as well as one for the eastern portion of northeast Philadelphia proper.

Nebraska completes network

The seventh and last of the Nebraska Educational Television Network went on the air last Wednesday (Nov. 1) when ch. 19 KXNE-TV Norfolk started broadcasting. Engineering Director William Ramsey said the station has color capability.

It is broadcasting with 282 kw visual, 56.2 kw aural with antenna height of 1,110 feet above average terrain.

CATV cracks down on subscribers initiative

CATV subscribers in the little town of Walton, N. Y. (1960 population 3,855), have been told that their do-it-yourself projects—hooking up a second TV set to the one already connected to the cable—has to cease. And the deadline is Nov. 1.

Walton Community Antenna System, which has operated a five-channel cable system in that upstate New York community for 15 years, took a full-page advertisement in the local newspaper to warn its 1,200 customers that second TV connections performed by subscribers themselves were forbidden. The reason: customers buying color TV sets—and according to Edwin Miller, president of the CATV system, about 200 of his customers have already done so—have been connecting the color set to the cable on their own, and then, using a 300-ohm lead, reconnecting the black-and-white set to the same terminals. The split of the incoming signal reduces the signal strength going into the color set, with resultant poor pictures for which the cable operator has been getting the blame.

The Walton CATV system is offering to install second sets to the cable without an out installation charge—but of course subscribers will have to pay an additional monthly fee for the second connection. Walton feeds its customers three TV signals from Binghamton, N. Y., and two New York independents via microwave.

FANFARE

NCTA plans new film for its national week

To celebrate National Cable TV Week, Feb. 4-10, 1968, the cable-TV industry is going to rely heavily on a color documentary film. The National Cable Television Association announced last week that it has commissioned Irving Gitlin Productions Inc., New York, to produce a 16mm color documentary film on the CATV industry. Cost is estimated at $50,000 range. Prints will be sold by NCTA for a nominal fee to members, who will be urged to use them for showings to local civic groups, as well as to buy time to run them on local TV stations.

The new documentary will supersede the existing 16mm film on CATV produced about five years ago.

The choice of the Gitlin firm to produce the film was made by NCTA's public relations committee, which is headed by Irving B. Kahn, Teleprompter Corp. H. Taylor Vaden, Triangle Stations, will represent NCTA in the production of the film.

Drumbeats...

Off the presses—Fifth edition of the National Association of Broadcasters' booklet of awards and scholarships in radio-TV lists a total of 293 now available. The figure is nearly double those contained in the fourth edition of "Awards, Citations and Scholarships in Radio and Television." Booklet shows availability of 194 scholarships, 92 awards to networks, stations, ad agencies and individuals, and 22 engineering awards.

TV games at home—Bresee, Smith & Associates, Hollywood, television merchandiser, has been appointed as the exclusive merchandising representative for ABC-TV's upcoming How's Your Mother-in-Law? series. Bresee and Smith also represent The Dating Game, The Newlywed Game, The Family Game and Dream Girl of '67, Parlor game versions of The Dating Game and The Newlywed Game already are on the market, with an estimated 1 million games to be sold this Christmas. The play-at-home version of The Family Game is also expected to be marketed soon across the country. All shows involved are out of Chuck Barris Pro-
PGW's Colonel is life of the birthday party

Peters, Griffin, Woodward at a special meeting of employees in its New York office last week distributed English Toby mugs whose quality of workmanship has made the small jug collectors' items the world over. The event was held to mark PGW's 35th year in the business of station representation and to point up the vigor of the company as depicted by its Colonel trademark, one of the oldest in the broadcast industry.

The Tobys, in the image of the jovial Colonel, bright-eyed, white-haired, hailed in a pearl-gray Hom- burg and wearing a white carnation in his lapel, were mailed and delivered to PGW clients and friends. Though the ceremony and the distribution of the jugs were made for a simple procedure, the preparations were complex and took about one year from idea to execution, including PGW's commissioning Beswick, of Stoke-on-Trent, the English pottery firm that made and flew to New York several casts of the Colonel before producing the jugs.

At the ceremony Nov. 1, in New York, presided over by H. Preston Peters, chairman, and Lloyd Grif-fin, president, Mr. Peters presented an historical explanation of the Colonel identification. He noted the company (Free & Peters, founded by James L. Free in Chicago in 1932 with Mr. Peters opening the New York office a year and a half later) in attempting to increase business and add to the station list "often encountered resistance from prospective station managers [who felt] that we were too young to sell and handle their important stations.

"Our advertising agency at the time created the Colonel [in 1934] to symbolize maturity, perhaps even experience and wisdom . . ." and Mr. Peters said that when small clay statuettes of the Colonel were issued in 1942 as a 10th anniversary event, President Roosevelt, who enjoyed knickknacks and the like on his desk, was included in the mailing. "The Colonel is now in President Roosevelt's museum in Hyde Park," Mr. Peters said.

Retail-print promo = A newly syndicated monthly newsletter for radio stations to mail to local retail merchants is being used by wcrf Lima, Ohio. The four-page two-color format is geared to the retailer with a brief news concept of what's happening in the national retail trade. The Retail Marketing Newsletter, covering most major categories in retailing, was sent to more than 250 merchants and regional advertisers in November with over 40% return of favorable comment. More than 25 stations have signed up for the service.

Golden Mike to Freeman = Doris Freeman, account executive and broadcaster at wdxl Jackson, Tenn., has been presented American Women in Radio and Television's southern area Golden Mike award for her contributions of community service in broadcasting and as an individual. Mrs. Freeman in 1947 and 1955 created the character "Cousin Tuny" for wdxi and wxdi-TV, respectively, and has been highly active in many charity organizations.

Talent search = Remember those old-time movie talent searches—the kind that discovered Lana Turner eating a chocolate frappe in Schwab's? NBC-TV and Universal City Studios are resurrecting them as a promotion for their joint World Premiere two-hour feature films for television. The search will be conducted at the local station level by NBC-TV affiliates. Winners are promised a key role in one of Universal's future motion pictures to be produced for broadcast on NBC-TV. Applicants are required to submit a photograph and resume of their acting background to the participating NBC-TV affiliate in each local area.

SAI awards CBS = An award for "the finest television series in the serious-music field" has been presented to CBS by Sigma Alpha Iota, women's national music honorary. The award is for the New York Philharmonic Young People's Concerts and marks the fourth consecutive year that CBS has received the award.

Sarnoff gets Freedom Award

Brigadier General David Sarnoff, board chairman of RCA, was presented last week with the annual Freedom Award of the International Rescue Committee for "distinguished service in the cause of freedom." In accepting the award, General Sarnoff told a gathering at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in New York that a new type of lifetime profession must be created to cope with the impact of technology on the human and natural environment. He warned that the danger of technology slipping away from human control "compels us to look to new approaches to keep this earth both tranquil and habitable."
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News costs perplex Europeans

International TV news directors meeting hears that

U.S. techniques result in more news at lower budgets

What was conceived as a "get-acquainted" meeting of European and North American news executives may result in substantive changes in European broadcast news operations.

U.S. participants recently returned from a two-day meeting of the International Television News Directors Association in Paris report that European news executives displayed keen interest in American techniques of news gathering and presentation.

The participants said European interest was piqued by staffing and funding comparisons made during the conference, which was attended by more than 70 news directors from 17 nations throughout the North Atlantic Community and the U.S.S.R. (Broadcasting, Oct. 30).

Presentations made during the meeting showed that the television system of one European country—The Netherlands—spends the equivalent of about $700,000 annually to produce 24 minutes of news (not including commercial time) daily. The staff needed to produce this daily quota of news consists of close to 300 people, including stringers. In addition, the Dutch News Service subscribes to the Associated Press, United Press International, Reuters, and the Netherlands National News Agency.

In comparison, Robert Gamble, news director of WFMN-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis, revealed that his staff of 22 turns out 12 hours 50 minutes per week of locally produced television news on an annual budget of about $510,000.

Efficiency: American participants reported that European newscasters "seemed very anxious to find out how we do it. Our presentations apparently left some of the Europeans with the feeling that they were terribly overstaffed, or inefficient," one participant said.

U.S. news executives, however, were impressed by one aspect of the European news operations. "Their equipment is fantastically good," said one participant, "especially the French color system. It's the most life-like I've ever seen."

American television news did come in for some criticism from Sir Geoffrey Cox, editor-in-chief of Great Britain's commercial Independent Television News, who said he found the number of commercials in American newscasts a "bad thing." Sir Geoffrey had made a study of American newscasts before making a decision to insert a commercial in ITN's nightly 30-minute newscast. The decision was a wise one apparently: "In fact the one two-minute commercial that we carry...brings us in three times the total cost of making the news program," Sir Geoffrey said.

U.S. representatives to the meeting described the conference as very successful. "I think all of us were impressed by what the other fellow is doing," said one participant. "We set out to have a face-to-face exchange of ideas, and that we did."

Rediffusion, ABC form production firm

London's ABC Television and Rediffusion Television have agreed on the formation of a joint company to provide weekday programs in the London area beginning July 30, 1968. The new company, Thames TV, will have a capital of about $68 million, equally divided between the partners, but with the majority of the voting control in ABC's hands. This arrangement is in accordance with the ITA directive that ordered a merger of the two companies last June, when program contracts came up for renewal.

One problem still to be settled is the future of Rediffusion's Wembley studios, now on a three-year lease to London Weekend TV. The studios could either revert to Rediffusion or become the property of Thames TV.

BBC requests rise in radio/TV license fee

The BBC, needing another $42 million annually for its development program, has asked the government to increase the radio/TV license fee from $14 to $16.75. Although the BBC converted last year's deficit of $5.6 million into a surplus of over $9 million this financial year, these funds will be quickly absorbed by color TV facilities, the new pop-music service and local broadcasting stations.

The BBC also disclosed that the radio pirates gave a more extensive pop-music service than it has been able to provide so far. "The demand for continuous popular music," it says, "can to some extent be met within the law, but up to a dozen seaborne transmitters operated in anarchy could not help but meet it more profusely."

FATES & FORTUNES

Patrick E. O'Rourke, formerly executive VP and advertising director of Family Weekly, Chicago, joins Knox Reeves Advertising, Minneapolis, as VP and marketing director, responsible for coordinating media, research and marketing departments. Arthur Cady, formerly with Norman, Craig & Kummel and Young & Rubicam, both New York, joins Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, as art director-producer. Stan M. Goldstein, copy supervisor with Foote, Cone & Belding, New York, joins Knox Reeves, Minneapolis, as copy supervisor.

Harold J. Hogan, with Campbell-Ewald Co., Detroit, named VP.

John B. Andersen, with Eastern Airlines, New York, named division VP-advertising and merchandising of newly named and enlarged advertising and merchandising unit of Eastern.

Dona Davies, production manager on Mattel account for Carson/Roberts/Inc., Los Angeles, named administrative head of broadcast production de-
Carol Gilbert, director of research-sales development, for Robert E. Eastman & Co., New York, elected VP.

Hugh H. Graham, senior VP of Chirurg & Cairns, Hartford, Conn., given additional duties in area of industrial and corporate communications. Charles H. Gardner, senior VP of Chirurg & Cairns, Hartford, named general manager in charge of Hartford operations.


Frank A. Wolfsen, research analyst at Ted Bates & Co., New York, joins Laroche, McCaffrey and McCall there as research project director.

J. William Axtell, director of advertising and promotion at WXYZ Detroit, named advertising and sales promotion manager of WBBM Chicago, succeeding Arthur H. Barnes, who joins WFLD(TV) Chicago as director of advertising and sales promotion. Charles Mann, with PR staff of General Motors Corp., Detroit, appointed director of advertising and promotion for WXYZ.

Malcolm D. MacDougall, VP and creative director for BBDO, Boston, named associate creative director at BBDO, New York. Robert F. Schmahlenberger, VP and head art director at BBDO, succeeds Mr. MacDougall as creative director in Boston.


Jean F. Anderson named associate research director of Clinton F. Frank Inc., Chicago, and Jack L. Jasper named VP of subsidiary Market Measurements Inc.

Donald Stewart, senior VP, creative director for Fletcher Richards Co., New York, joins Filmex Inc., that city, as director of TV commercials and feature films.

William T. Latham, national sales manager of WFTV(TV) Orlando, Fla., also appointed general sales manager.

Byron Bellville, with KMOX St. Louis, appointed general sales manager.

James L. Shannon, account executive, WJAS Pittsburgh, appointed sales manager.

Kenneth Bryan, with WGO Atlanta, named sales manager.

John Trojahn, with KDOC Scottsdale, Ariz., named sales manager.

Richard Novik, sales manager, WLIR-FM New York, adds WLIR to his sales manager responsibilities. Larry Kingen resigns as WLIR sales manager to form advertising agency (Broadcasting, Oct. 16).


Leo P. Murray joins Bauer-Tripp-Hening & Bressler, New York, as account executive.

Richard R. Ruggles II, with Doyle Dane Bernbach. New York, joins de Garmo, McCaffrey Inc., that city, as media buyer.

J. Robert Holland, news director of WCAS-TV Philadelphia, joins PR department of Lewis & Gilman, that city.

MEDIA

William J. Wheatley, formerly operations manager and head of program department of KFMB Los Angeles, named general manager of WIBC Indianapolis.

Ken Stephens, with KTOP Topeka, Kan., named manager of WTCK Ashland, Ky., replacing Seeb Tweel.

Walter L. Jones, sales manager of WAMO-AM-FM Pittsburgh, appointed general manager.

Dan Hollingdale, manager of WQOD Calais, Me., named general manager of WQOD, WBOU Houlton and WMKX Millinocket, all Maine.

Jeffrey Sprung, program director for WVOX New Rochelle, N.Y., appointed station manager for WVOX-AM-FM.

Ed Wallis, WIND Chicago, elected president of Illinois Broadcasters Association, succeeding Guy F. Main, WCIA-TV Champaign. Other new IBA officers: VP-TV, Milton D. Friedland, WICS(TV) Springfield; VP-radio, Roger Coleman, WOJt Galesburg, and secretary-treasurer, M. H. Stuckwisch, WTM Taylorville.

Allan Land, WMTZ Zanesville, Ohio, elected president of Ohio Association

NBC Radio affiliates elect officers

Elmo Ellis, WSA Atlanta, and Reggie Martin, WSPD Toledo, Ohio, were re-elected chairman, and vice chairman, respectively, of NBC Radio affiliates executive committee at meeting in San Juan, P. R., last week (see page 58).

Also re-elected to committee was Herbert L. Kreuger, WTAG Worcester, Mass.


Mr. Jones
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of Broadcasters, succeeding Collis Young, WCOT Columbus, D. T. (Sandy) Dressbach, WPFB Middletown, elected first VP of OAB; Paul Gilmore, WNCV Canton, elected second VP.

Ben Falber Jr., WTHI Terre Haute, elected president of Indiana Broadcasters Association. Other officers named: Paul L. King, WAWK Kendallville, VP; James Hilliard Gates, WKG Fort Wayne, VP-TV; Frank Haas, WMT Marion, VP-FM; Robert B. McConnell, WSB-TV Indianapolis, secretary-treasurer; Jack T. Brandt, WITZ Jasper, assistant secretary; William Quigg, WBNW Bedford, assistant treasurer, and Eugene Strack, WXLW Indianapolis, coordinating director.


Jerome W. Morris, formerly with ABC, WJJD and WMAT-AM-FM-TV, all Chicago, appointed business manager and chief accountant of KTAR-AM-FM-TV Phoenix.

Adolf F. Luca, with NBC legal departement, New York, since March 1966, appointed senior attorney.

John Lawrence Mansfield, labor relations technician for Armour Agricultural Chemical Co., Atlanta, joins WSB-AM-FM-TV there as personnel director.

Colonel Harry Tabor, U.S. Army, joins Office of Telecommunications Management, Washington, as special assistant to Cole Armstrong, deputy director of OTM. Colonel Tabor moves to OTM from year's assignment as director of Beirut, Lebanon, research and development field office, Department of Defense.

**PROGRAMING**

Eugene H. King, formerly with Voice of America, work and WEBS, both New York, named VP and executive director of Broadcasting Foundation of America, that city.

Abraham Schneider elected to newly created post of board chairman of Columbia Pictures Corp., New York. Leo Jaffe, executive VP, succeeds Mr. Schneider as president. Mr. Schneider continues as executive officer of Columbia Pictures, whose television subsidiary is Screen Gems Inc. Serge Semenenko, vice chairman of First National Bank of Boston, becomes vice chairman of board of Columbia Pictures. Mr. Semenenko played key role earlier this year by warding off efforts by dissident stockholders to take control of company (BROADCASTING, Aug. 7).

Donald J. Sheaff, assistant plant manager of TV division laboratory for Technicolor Inc., Hollywood, named VP and general manager of division.


Cecil Brown, veteran newscaster now at noncommercial KCET-TV Los Angeles, named TV consultant at Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corp., Chicago.

Julian Bercovici, executive with Films Inc., New York, resigns to enter independent production.

Allan Hotlen, formerly assistant program director and music director of WPW Philadelphia, appointed program director.

John H. Rook, operations director at KQV Pittsburgh, joins WLS Chicago as director of operations in charge of programing.

Andy Moore, with KDOT Scottsdale, Ariz., named program director. Gene Sturla becomes music director of KDOT.

Steve Vallensky, executive producer of The Barry Farber Show, also named general manager of Syndicated Features Inc., New York.

Howard Linkoff, producer and sales representative for EUE/Screen Gems, New York, appointed sales manager of...
Savage-Friedman Inc., that city.


NEWS

Bruce Lang, director of sales liaison and administration, CBS News, New York, named manager of program administration.

Carlos Schiebeck, with UPI newspicture staff, named Los Angeles news-photo bureau manager. He succeeds Gary Haynes, named UPI central division newspictures manager, Chicago.


Sam A. Donaldson, reporter and producer at WTOP-AM-TV Washington, joins ABC News there as staff correspondent.

Wanda Ramey, with KPIX (TV) San Francisco, joins noncommercial KOED (TV) there as West Coast correspondent for Public Broadcast Laboratory of National Educational Television.

Alan Walden, assistant news director, WNEW New York, named news director, replacing Jack Plunzke, who will soon announce his plans.

Edward Mullen, with WAK Garden City, Mich., appointed news director of WTAE-AM-FM Pittsburgh.

George Luis Navarro, with KWAQ San Juan, P.R., appointed news director of WADO New York.

M. Larry Litwin, with news staff of WJJZ Mount Holly, N. J., appointed news director.

Bud Kelley, with KDOT Scottsdale, Ariz., named news director.

Logan Stewart, previously with WKOI New Orleans, XTRA Tijuana, Mexico, and CHML Hamilton, Ont., named associate news director of KIXI-AM-FM Seattle.

Jim West, newsmen with WNUS Chicago, named assistant news director of KBTR Denver.

Duane Brady, program director for KPOOL Phoenix, joins KTAR-AM-FM-TV there as news coordination director.

Stan Carmack, news director of WKYT-TV Lexington, Ky., joins WCKY Cincinnati as morning news editor.

Robert R. Irvine, assistant news director for KNX Los Angeles, named to newly created post of executive news producer.

Ed Hardy, WABC New York, elected president of New York State AP Broadcasters Association.


FANFARE


Richard Ballinger, sales promotion manager of WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York, named to newly created post of assistant director of information services.

Howard Jaffe, advertising and promotion writer/producer at WNEW-TV, becomes sales promotion manager. Howard Burkat, advertising and promotion writer/producer at WNBC-TV New York, succeeds Mr. Jaffe.

John J. (Chick) Kelly, VP for advertising and promotion for Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami, resigns to become partner in Research Engineering Corp., Miami-based sales and promotion firm.

EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING


Bernard Lazarus, VP and controller of Bogen Communications division of Lear Siegler Inc., Paramus, N.J., named executive VP.


Dr. S. W. Herwald, VP, electronic components and specialty products group, Westinghouse Electric Corp., Pittsburgh, elected president of Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers.

He succeeds Walter K. MacAdam of American Telephone & Telegraph Co. Lynn C. Holmes, with General Dynamics Corp. electronics division, Rochester, N. Y., elected VP of IEEE.


Simon I. Degulis appointed Southern California branch manager.

Chris Rager, assistant chief engineer of noncommercial WMHT (TV) Schenectady, N. Y., named chief engineer for all-media department of instructional services, University of West Florida, Pensacola.

James W. Barnes, manager of instrumentation and switching systems for Cohu Electronics Inc., San Diego, named assistant chief engineer of San Diego division.

Homor C. Kornman, chief engineer of WSLST-TV Roanoke, Va., appointed technical operations manager of Maryland Educational Cultural Broadcasting Commission, Baltimore.

Raymond A. Swanson, with Gates Radio Co., Quincy, Ill., appointed manager-mechanical engineering.

Ray Stolzman, with Bruno-New York, appointed director of marketing for Fidelipac division of TelePro Industries Inc., Cherry Hill, N. J.

Donald Humphreys joins Michigan Magnetics, Vermillion, Mich., as manager of marketing.

Edward W. Butler, Speer Carbon Co., St. Mary's, Pa., selected to receive annual Medal of Honor of Electronic Industries Association at organization's spring conference in Washington in March. Mr. Butler, present chairman of EIA's parts division, is VP, planning and electronics for the Speer company.

INTERNATIONAL

Roly Koster, program manager of CHFT Toronto, appointed station manager of CHM Hamilton, Ont. Norm Marshall, sports coordinator for CHCH-TV Hamilton, Ont., named operations manager and sports director of CHM, that city. Earle Bradford, assistant news director of CHFT Toronto, named news director of CHAM.

Russ Ramsay, CFJR Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., elected president of Central Canada Broadcasters Association. Other officers elected: John Radford, CFJR Brockville, Ont., VP and convention chairman; A. A. Bruner, CHCH-TV
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### STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS

As compiled by Broadcasting, Oct. 26 through Nov. 1, and on filings, authorizations and other actions of the FCC.

**Abbreviations:** Ann.—announced; ant.—antenna; ATSC—Public Television; CATV—community antenna television; CH—critical hours; CP—construction permit; D-DAY—directional antenna; ERF—effective radiated power; ke—kilometers; kw—kilowatts; L.S.—local sunset; mag—magnetic; Mod.—modification; N—night; SCA—secondary communications authorization; U.S.—specified hours; SSSA—special service authorization; STA—special temporary authorization; UHF—ultra high frequency; U—unlimited hours; VHF—very high frequency; vis.—visual; w—watts; —educational.

### New TV stations

**APPLICATIONS**

Anahiem, Calif.—Orange County Television, seeks UHF ch. 56 (722-728 mc); ERP 127 kw vis., 29.63 kw aud. Ant. height above average terrain 1,051.18 ft; ant. height above ground 1,484.52 ft. P. O. address: 2201 South Haster. Suite 5D, Anaheim 92802.

Estimated construction cost $758,100; first-year operating cost $725,300; revenue $656,000. Geographic coordinates 33° 36’ 20.2” north lat.; 117° 40’ 36.6” west long. Type trans. GE TT56A. Type ant. GE TV-22. Legal counsel Julian F. Freret. Washington: consultant engineering Robert Hall, Crestline, Calif. Principals: David Mathews, president; Harrison W. Hertzberg, vice president, and Kirk Munroe, secretary-treasurer; Arnold Laven and James Levy (each 13.15%); Harry Zevin (5%); and Harry Goldstein (0.4%). Munroe is vice president and branch manager of Henry Christal Co., New York station representatives, and is applicant for new FM in San Clemente, Calif. Mathews is free-lance writer-producer for radio and television in Los Angeles; applicant for new FM in San Clemente for Strip Hunt market, and for vice president and director of broadcast activ-

---

**STATION AUTHORIZATIONS, APPLICATIONS**

---

**DEATHS**

Leon R. Brooks, 55, VP and general counsel of CBS Inc., died of heart attack in Harvard Stadium in Cambridge, Mass., on Oct. 31 while attending Harvard-Dartmouth football game. Mr. Brooks joined CBS in 1950 as its Washington attorney and was appointed VP and general counsel of CBS in June 1964. He was graduated in 1933 from Harvard College, where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa, and from Harvard Law School in 1936. He practiced law in Boston from 1937-39 and served various federal agencies from 1940 to 1950. He is survived by his wife, Stacy, and three children.

Hugh R. Murchison, 71, founder and until recently major stockholder of KPOL Los Angeles, died Oct. 24 in his home in Los Angeles. Mr. Murchison was stock broker and investment banker with Walston & Co. for many years but was best known for his work with nation’s largest skidrow rehabilitation center, Union Rescue Mission of Los Angeles. He is survived by his wife, Pauline, and three children.

Charles S. Sakoski Sr., chief engineer of WHRE-AM/FM-TV Wilkes-Barre, Pa., since all three stations went on air, died Oct. 18 in Wilkes-Barre’s General hospital. Mr. Sakoski joined WHRE organization in 1923.

Ronald A. Moline, 35, assistant chief engineer at noncommercial WTTW-TV Chicago, died Oct. 24 of heart attack. He had joined WTTV station in 1956.

---

**FOR THE RECORD**

---

**EDWIN TORNBERG & COMPANY, INC.**

Negotiators For The Purchase And Sale Of Radio And TV Stations - CATV Appraisers - Financial Advisers

New York - 60 East 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y. • MU 7-4242
West Coast - 1357 Jewel Ave., Pacific Grove, Calif. • FR 5-1664
Washington - 711 14th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. • DI 7-5331
Thomas Davis, president, Davis Broadcasting Co. is 100% owner of applicant. Mr. Davis is attorney and owns 96% of 4 farms and a new and a new stock of KLOK San Jose, Calif. Davis Broadcasting owns KWZI-A, the city's own station, and owns KSLX, Salem, Ore. - Channel 3 Inc. Seeks VHF ch. 3 (60-66 MHz) ERP: 11 kw vs. 3.8 kw on-air; height above average terrain 186 ft.; net: height above ground 169 ft. P. O. address 1400 State Street-Salem 97308. Estimated construction cost $19,600; first-year operating expenses: revenue $132,000. Geographic coordinates 44° 51' 17" north latitude; 122° 44' 59" west longitude. New GE TV-58. Type ant. GE TY-BD-50. Legal counsel Julian Freeret, Washington; counsel for Thomas B. Nelson, Pacific Palisades, Calif. Principals: Us. P. O. address 1400 State Street-Salem 97308. Freeet was president (9% of the rate) and Mr. Page was president with 16% interest in the insurance company. Mr. Tomlinson is Marion county clerk. Ann. Oct. 31.

Anastin, Ala., Anastin Broadcasting Co. - Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of CP for new commercial television to operate on ch. 40, to change ERP to 200 kw vs. 39.8 kw on-air; change type trans. and ant.; increase ant. height to 880 ft. Action Oct. 30.

OTHER ACTIONS
- Review board in Atlantic City television bureau granted license covering changes in existing new noncommercial educational television station; retrans. of trans. to locate point 3222 Washington Ave. -1500. Board granted license covering change in existing noncommercial educational television station; retrans. of trans. to locate point 1075 E. Atlantic City Blvd. -1050. Action Oct. 30.
SUMMARY OF BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lic.</th>
<th>CP's</th>
<th>On AIR</th>
<th>Not On AIR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial AM</td>
<td>4,130</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial, FM</td>
<td>1,550</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV-VHF</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial TV-UHF</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV-VHF</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational TV-UHF</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AUTHORIZED TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING, Nov. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VHF</th>
<th>UHF</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noncommercial</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATION BOXSCORE
Compiled by FCC, Aug. 31, 1967

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMM</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>FM</th>
<th>TV</th>
<th>EDUC</th>
<th>EDUC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Licensed (all on air)</td>
<td>4,124</td>
<td>1,683</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's on air (new stations)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's not on air (new stations)</td>
<td>993</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total licensed stations</td>
<td>4,241</td>
<td>1,978</td>
<td>807</td>
<td>346</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Licenses deleted</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP's deleted</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, two AM's operate with Special Temporary Authorization.

In addition, one licensed VHF is not on the air, two VHF's operate with STA's, and three licensed UHF's are not on the air.

Oct. 25
Mountain City, Tenn.—Johnson County Broadcasting Inc. Broadcast Bureau granted 1390 kc, 500 w-D, P. O. address: Mountain City. Estimated construction cost $11,525; first-year operating cost $3,925; revenue $33,400. Principal: Thomas Atkinson, president and treasurer (54%), Stuart Clifton Droke Jr., vice president (42%) and Frances Anne Atkinson, secretary (4%). Mr. Atkinson is manager of WKBY Bluefield, W. Va. Mr. Droke is self-employed in equipment and supply. Mrs. Atkinson is housewife. Action Oct. 30.

INITIAL DECISIONS

Grant of application of Edward A. Romanee trading as Mt. Carmel Broadcasting Co. to operate daytime AM on 1390 kc, 50 kw, in Mt. Carmel, Ky. Application has been proposed in an initial decision issued by Examiner H. Glifferd. Action Oct. 30.

Grant of application of Robert Kerris and Edward Herdich d/b/a K H Radio Co. for same facilities to operate in Mt. Carmel was denied (Doc. 17412; BP-1753). Applications were designated for hearing on May 11. One hearing session was held Aug. 1, and record was closed on that date. Proposed findings and conclusions were submitted and reply briefs were filed Oct. 6. Examiner Irion based his determination of grant to Mt. Carmel on extensive experience Mr. Romanee has had in broadcasting and his proposed "full-time" participation in management of station. Action Oct. 30.

Grant of application of Tennessee Valley Broadcasting Co. to operate new daytime AM on 1390 kc, 10 kw, with directional antenna, has been proposed in an initial decision issued by Examiner Millard F. French (Doc. 17068; BP-18699), subject to condition. Tennessee Valley, by its application, was designated for hearing in consolidated proceeding with applications of Rocket City Broadcast- ing Co. for same facilities in Huntsville and of Fine Music Inc. (WFM1) Montgomery, Ala., for frequency change and power increase. Review board on Aug. 30, approved settlement agreement between Tennessee Valley and Rocket City and Rocket City application was dismissed (Doc. 17068). Mutual exclusivity between Tennessee Valley's proposal and of Fine Music was eliminated by engineering amendment to Tennessee's application and application of Fine Music was severed from proceeding (Doc. 17068). Examiner found that Tennessee Valley has proven availability and suitability of its proposed ant. and trans. sites, and has demonstrated its financial qualifications, and was otherwise qualified to construct and operate proposed station. Action Nov. 1.

OTHER ACTION


ACTIONS ON MOTIONS


Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick on Oct. 31 in Bridgeport, N. C. (W.W.B. Inc.) AM proceeding, on Examiner's own motion, continued Nov. 13 further prehearing con- ferece to Nov. 27 (Doc. 17680).

Hearing Examiner Gifford Irion on Oct. 27 in Tucumcari, N. M. (Norman W. Henning) AM proceeding, granted request for general continuance of procedural dates until commission rules on petition to set aside under Sec. 1369 of the FCC (What the Bible Says Inc. (Docs. 17074-3)).

Hearing Examiner Iadora A. Rongon on October 31 in Lima, Henretta, Genesee and Warsaw, all New York (Eilem Bible Institute Inc., What the Bible Says Inc., Oxhaw Broadcast Corp. and John B. Weeks), AM proceeding, granted request for general continuance of procedural dates until commission rules on petition to set aside under Sec. 1369 of the FCC (What the Bible Says Inc. (Docs. 17075)).

Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on Oct. 25 in Bellville, Tex. (T. J. Shrinier), AM proceeding, continued without date hearing scheduled for Nov. 8 (Doc. 17655). On Oct. 26 in Statesboro, Ga. (Farnell O'Quinn), AM proceeding, scheduled certain procedural dates; and continued hearing from Dec. 5 to Dec. 18 (Doc. 17222).

Hearing Examiner Forrest L. McClennen on Oct. 25 in Sioux Falls, S. D. (Sioux Empire Broadcasting Co. and John L. Breece) AM proceeding, admitted into evidence John L. Breece exhibits numbers 1, 2, and 3 and closed record (Docs. 17178). CALL LETTER APPLICATION

Gleason Brothers, Wayne, Neb. Re- quests KTCJ.

CALL LETTER APPLICATION

Grand Canyon Aircasters, Williams, Ariz. Granted KCYN.

Existing AM stations

APPLICATION

KTHO South Lake Tahoe, Calif.—Seeks mod. of CP which authorized change ant. transmission to change hours of operation from daytime to unlimited, with power of 5 kw, to change from non- DA to DDA-AN. Nov. Ann. Oct. 28.

FINAL ACTIONS

WANL Lineville, Ala.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license to change hours of operation from unlimited time to specified hours (5 a.m. to 8 p.m. Mon. through Sun., 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. Oct. 20.


WROD Daytona Beach, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering use of former main trans. at main trans. site as an alternate main trans. Action Oct. 31.

WMLN DeLand, Fla.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering changes in ant. system. Action Oct. 31.

WNDEM Monac, Ga.—Broadcast Bureau granted license covering new AM. Action Oct. 31.

KMVI Wailuku, Hawaii.—Broadcast Bu- reau granted license covering increase in power and installation of new trans. Action Oct. 31.

KMAQ Maquoketa, Iowa.—Broadcast Bu- reau granted license covering changes in ant. system. Action Oct. 31.

WBBM Belfast, Me.—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to install auxiliary trans. at main trans. location for auxiliary pur- poses only. Action Oct. 31.


OTHER ACTIONS

In accordance with commission's action of Oct. 22, granting warning notices of violation 1 and 171(1) of its rules, to permit accept- ances and expeditious filing of an application to re-establish the deleterious facilities of WATZ-YEZZ and WATZ-BOY. On this day, as is hereby given that Dec. 5 following applica- tion from Boynton Beach, Fla.—North Ameri- can Broadcasting Inc. requests to file 1 kw, class D, station will be considered as ready and available for processing. Approved Oct. 31.


In accordance with commission's action of Oct. 22, granting warning notices of violation 1 and 171(1) of its rules, to permit accept- ances and expeditious filing of an application to re-establish the deleterious facilities of WATZ-YEZZ and WATZ-BOY. On this day, as is hereby given that Dec. 5 following applica- tion from Boynton Beach, Fla.—North Ameri- can Broadcasting Inc. requests to file 1 kw, class D, station will be considered as ready and available for processing. Approved Oct. 31.

Loevinger and Wadsworth. Sharon Broadcasting Co., licensee of WPIC, has been granted stay of commission's action of Oct. 17 granting it permission to add to station's service area at 158 w. WPIC was granted operation with 156 w because of foreign co-channel interference. No. 14817. on Camden, Que., denied petition by Vernon KQXI, Oct. 17, 1967, by Hearing Examiner Lee, Cox, Loevinger and Johnson. WPIC was authorized by commission to operate between 6 a.m. and 1 a.m. and a.m. local sunset power not to exceed 500 w. Action by commission on, and continued without date proceeding by Commissioners Hyde (chairman), Lee, Cox, Loevinger and Johnson.

Stations are prohibited from making identification announcements, promotional announcements or broadcasting any material that tend to identify the station with any political party or candidate, or publication. New Order, Par. 27, 1967, has been taken by commission to prohibit stations from making identification announcements.

PRESUNRISE ACTIONS

FCC has ordered an end to all presunrise operations on 930 kc channel using for signal of WBEN Buffalo and WLOU, N. C. action in light of the Order entered October 2, 1967, by Court. WPIC on petition of Appeals (Second Circuit) staying the grant of any presunrise service authority. This would cause interference within the protected service area of Radio Station WBEN Buffalo. Action in Court on petition for re-hearing of Order of Oct. 11 action is revised to prohibit any presunrise operation--if it would cause interference to WBEN, until WBEN suit is decided. There are 47 standard broadcast stations on 930 kc channel, eligible for PTA's. Two of these stations are WPIC in Washington, N. C., and WEEV Seville, Tenn. are currently operating presunrise. These stations, and any others continuing similarly, will have to cease presunrise operation under terms of commission order. WPIC has asked for court review of commission's new presunrise rules. Action by commission, Oct. 25, by order, (Doc. 1418), Commissioners Hyde (chairman), Lee, Cox, Loevinger and Johnson.

PRESUNRISE OPERATIONS

Class III stations, or class II stations which afford North American Regional Broadcasting System service, are prohibited from operations between 6 a.m. and 1 a.m. and local sunset power not to exceed 500 w. Action by commissioners on, and continued without date proceeding by Commissioners Hyde (chairman), Lee, Cox, Loevinger and Johnson. (Doc. 1418).

SPECIAL REPORT

reprints available

Middle of the Road Radio

October 23, 1967

24 pages

BROADCASTING, Inc.

1735 DeSales Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

SPECIAL REPORT reprints available

30¢ each
25¢ each in quantities of 100 to 500
20¢ each over 500

Plus shipping costs

BROADCASTING, INC.

1735 DeSales Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

(For the record)

BROADCASTING, November 6, 1967
172: WDVH Gainesville, Fla., 500; WDTO Marion, Fla., 500; WBOP Pensacola, Fla., 500; WGNX Tallahassee, Fla., 500; WPCG Perry, Ga., 500; WRIF Rossville, Ga., 500; WFRG Florence, Ala., 500; WCJC Charleston, S. C., 500; KFAB Omaha, Neb., 500; WXYZ Birmingham, Ala., 500; WVOX New Rochelle, N. Y., 500; WHOF Columbus, Ohio, 500; WAAM Dayton, Ohio, 500; WZUP Canton, Ohio, 500; WJRQ Cleveland, Ohio, 500; WJCL Savannah, Ga., 500; WRRO Rockford, Ill., 500; WQED Pittsburgh, Pa., 500; WPRN Wheeling, W. Va., 500; WJZ Baltimore, Md., 500; WJRJ Philadelphia, Pa., 500; WPIC Altoona, Pa., 500; WQAM Miami, Fla., 500; WQAM Orlando, Fla., 500; WPFW Fort Valley, Ga., 500; WZEM Valdosta, Ga., 500; WQKX Savannah, Ga., 500; WXYC Columbia, S. C., 500; WCOR Charleston, S. C., 500; WBBN Chicago, Ill., 500; KFED Rosenberg-Richmond, Tex., 500; KJSW Shreveport, La., 500; WSNX New Orleans, La., 500; WACS Alexandria, La., 500; WGNW Peoria, Ill., 500; KEMP Visalia, Calif., 500; KJKZ Flagstaff, Ariz., 500; KDMZ El Dorado Springs, Ark., 500; KAIZ Gilroy, Calif., 500; KACL Santa Barbara, Calif., 500; WTOK Houston, Texas, 500; WTUW Wittenberg, Wis., 500; KMIS Kenosha, Wis., 500; WBBQ Spokane, Wash., 500; WSHF Sheffield, Ala., 500; WMLS Sylvia, Ala., 500; ZXNS Manhasset, N. Y., 500; WAWT America, Ga., 500; WCHX Canton, Ga., 500; WCCQ Columbus, Ohio, 500; WBBK Kent, Ky., 500; KJJF Jennings, La., 500; WJLC Griffin, Ga., 500; WBCO Wills, Mich., 500; WOIB Saline, Mich., 500; KKMW Benison, Minn., 500; KALM Thief River Falls, Minn., 500; WKID Sanford, N. C., 500; WOMP Belleisle, Ohio, 500; KZTG Minneapolis, Minn., 500; WXWJ Colonias Heights-Petersburg, Va., 500; WAGE Leesburg, Va., 500; WMIL Milwaukee, 500; and WTJZ New York, N. Y., 500.

1290: WSHF Wittenberg, Wis., 351; and WYAL Yuma, Ariz., 351.

1630: WWSL Clearwater, Fla., 351; and WYUL Clearwater, Fla., 351.

1790: WQAM Miami, Fla., 351; and WMMN Minot, N. D., 351.

1950: WQZQ Falmouth, Va., 351; and WMDY New York, N. Y., 351.

2110: WQXQ Roanoke, Va., 351; and WTMQ Roanoke, Va., 351.

2270: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

2420: WQBC Burlington, Vt., 351; and WMDY New York, N. Y., 351.

2570: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

2720: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

2870: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

2970: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

3120: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

3270: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

3420: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

3570: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

3720: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

3870: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

4020: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

4170: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

4320: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

4470: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

4620: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

4770: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

4920: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

5070: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

5220: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

5370: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.

5520: WQF Baltimore, Md., 351; and WMDR Miami, Fla., 351.
Service Directory
Fairfield, Ohio, 500, WQXR; Bboi, Tenna, 250, WQXR; WWGM Nashiville, Tenn., 250, WQXR; WQXR; KGHO Houston, Wash., 500, KFMC; WQXR; WQXR; WQXR; WQXR; WQXR; WQXR; WQXR; WQXR.

New FM stations

APPLICATION

Martinsville, Ind.—Morgan County Broad- casting Co., Inc. (Paul C. Smith, m); 161.9
kHz; ERP 300 w; ant. height 250 ft.

APPLICATION


APPLICATION


Clarksburg, W.Va.—American Broadcasting Co.—MTS (James C. Stoops, d); proposed in an initial decision issued by Hearing Examiner Charles C. Moore on June 29 (Doc. 17684). Originally, this proceeding was designated for hearing with mutually ex- clusive application of Eastern Broadcasting Co., Inc., 250 kw, ant.; reapply ERP, in width and height; and change ERP to 250 kw, ant. height 245 ft. Action Oct. 13. FM broadcast proceeding. Docs. 17604-7.

APPLICATION

Juliet, Ill.—Robert J. Sitton, 250 kw, ant.; apply ERP to 250 kw, ant. height 244 ft. Move in Moline, Ill., FM 107.9 (_class D) for new trans.; change ERP to 250 kw; ant. height 250 ft.; operate on ch. 201 (88.1 mc). Action Oct. 30.

APPLICATION

Employer; to operate on ch. 201 (88.1 mc). Action Oct. 30.

APPLICATION

Keokuk, Iowa.—King Broadcasting Co., Inc. (Leslie R. Hall, v); 104.7 kHz; ERP 2,000 kw, ant. height 1,200 ft. Action Oct. 28.

APPLICATION


APPLICATION

Sycamore, Ill.—Sycamore Broadcasting Co., Inc. (Robert F. Emison, d), 150 kw, ant.; apply ERP to 250 kw. Action Oct. 28.

APPLICATION


APPLICATION

KIBU—Provo, Utah—Broadcast Bureau granted CP to change trans-location of station to Peak, 62 miles southwest of Provo, Utah. Action Oct. 28.

APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION


APPLICATION

**Classified Advertising**

**Deadline:** Monday preceding publication date

**Display ads:** $25.00 per inch. Stations for sale wanted to buy stations, employment agencies, and business opportunities display space. Single insertion rate: 35c per word—$4.00 minimum. No charge for blind box number. Address replies: c/o BROADCASTING, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

---

**Announcers—(Cont'd)**

Exceptional opportunity for experienced sportscaster. Must have 5 years experience, know production for 24-hour operation. Good starting salary, regular hours, paid holidays, vacations, security. Afternoon and early morning shifts. Location: Washington, D.C. area. Box L-1, BROADCASTING.

Announcer for good small market Pennsylvania station. Happy, no smoke break. Third phone necessary. Tape and resume to Box L-18, BROADCASTING.

Pennsylvania small market radio station looking for experienced announcer, MOR. Commercial listing. First box letter. Box L-24, BROADCASTING.

Major market Ohio independent wants to create personality for drive time shift. MOR format. Great pay and fringe benefits. Beautiful studio and pleasant working conditions. Send resume and tape to Box L-38, BROADCASTING.

Experienced announcer, FM stereo, must be stable, responsible, have mature voice and knowledge of FM music. Good working conditions on highly automated station. Send resume and tape to Box L-64, BROADCASTING.

Major midwest group making more productive use of their stations by hiring more announcers. Two new owners have arrived. Group offers great security, good salary, excellent conditions with top pro people. In news, digging for that important DJ, first phones desired, but not necessary. In any event, if you are ready for the right move to the right group, send tape and full information to Box L-70, BROADCASTING.

Two experienced announcers. Straight board shift. Work to the best of your ability. Good salary, benefits. Reply at once. Box L-77, BROADCASTING.

**Classical music announce/producer, KLJFF, Lamar Tower, Houston 77096.**

**KLJK radio in Jefferson City, Missouri is looking for announcing team who can produce and sell commercials. Experienced announcer and talent mixer.** Send resume and tape to DP, 1-75, BROADCASTING.

**KLK**

Young, aggressive salesman, good opportunity San Francisco area. Send resume, photo and salary requirements to Earl Goldmant, KWUN Radio, Concord, California 94522.

**Young, aggressive salesmen, good opportunity San Francisco area. Send resume, photo and salary requirements to Earl Goldmant, KWUN Radio, Concord, California 94522.**

Countrymiller member of midwest group has accounts waiting for aggressive applicant. Outstanding account opportunities and position available. Contact our manager, WITL, Lansing, Michigan.

Southwestern Louisiana's number one station needs a sales manager. Good account list and sales background if you want a good record. Phone Bill Edgar 318-435-7277.

**Announcers—(Cont'd)**

Help Wanted—good singing announcer wanted for N. C. station. Also chance to sell. Send resume and picture to Box K-255, BROADCASTING.

**5 kw-network AM/FM affiliate outside nation's capital needs 1st ticket announcers. No maintenance. Top pay, benefits. Box K-296, BROADCASTING.**

Western Pennsylvania station has immediate opening for announcer with experience for night duty; MOR format. Salary and benefits, no maintenance or selling. Box K-301, BROADCASTING.

**Morning man with sales experience. Immediate opening for experienced morning personality for night duty: MOR format. Good pay/fringe benefits.**

**Morning man with sales experience. Immediate opening for experienced morning personality for night duty; MOR format. Good pay/fringe benefits.**
Technical

Chief engineer—$300 weekly to start with raises based upon merit. Must have 3 years of experience in FM. MUST HAVE LANDLINE. Send resume and recent picture to Box J-146, BROADCASTING.

Four broadcast technicians needed, strong on news, TV. Four years experience in midwest. Good pay. Send resume and references to Box J-297, BROADCASTING.

Chief engineer for major eastern market 50,000 watt AM with FM facil-ity. Must be experienced, knowledgeable, familiar with space. Send resume, references and recent picture to Box L-376, BROADCASTING.

Engineer-announcer (1st class license). Good exclusive station, small city, Kansas. Box L-89, BROADCASTING.

Engineer for full time AM with automated FM. Short board shift. Excellent equipment. Michigan. Send resume and tape to Box L-746, BROADCASTING.

Chief and recording engineer in Sunny south Texas. Turn over full technical re-sponsibility. Knowledge of KVOZ Laredo, Texas.

First phone man for transmitter. Will train beginner. WAMD, Aberdeen Maryland.

Experienced chief engineer for 10,000 watt directional. Capable of top maintenance job. Formerly second engineer of department KDAM, Richmond, Virginia. Call 703-366-1678.

If you're presently qualified as chief en-gineer in smaller market and want unusual opportunity to grow with growing diversified company. You can join us in key engineer-ship. Contact Art Silver, Director of Engineering, Box 1320, Princeton, New Jersey or call 609-224-3600.

Chief engineer, excellent opportunity for an-other chief engineer for the Goldman Group, Excellent working conditions. Send resume and pertinent information to: J. O. Goldman, Goldman Group, P. O. Box 1139, Jamestown, New York 14702.

Immediate opening for a Radio Studio Engineer. Applicants should be experienced in maintenance, operations and studio equipment for station. FCC license required. Opportunity to become an engineer depends on education and experience. Send resume and references to Personnel Office, The University of Michigan, 1154 Administration Building Ann Arbor, Michigan. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

NEWS

Top-rated, professional, midwest market contemporary station seeking ag-gressive newscaster who feels ready for his first stab at news directorship. Here's your chance to become a key man in a growing organization. Send tape and resume to Box R-283, BROADCASTING.

We are looking for two exceptional radio newscasters. These two men would have to do everything well. Very well. Each would have to know six years of good heavy pure news experience. They must consider the news recorder indispensable. They must know how to use tape effectively. We want men who have handled all kinds of news—national, international, sports, weather, etc. We want men who can put their own honest stamp on every delivery. We want men who are thoroughly familiar with the function of a broadcast newscaster and the importance of accurate and dependable reporting. Send to Box K-271, BROADCASTING.

News—(cont'd)

Needed immediately news director for AM-FM-TV in upper midwest. Must have some experience with camera. Beautiful medium sized city with exceptional re-creational area. Good starting salary. Employees enjoy the country club. A good place to settle down. Send a recent photo and resume to Box K-252, BROADCASTING.

News photographer-reporter. Medium market midwest VHF. Send resume and salary requirements to Box L-293, BROADCASTING.

News director—Gather, write and deliver local news for top rated central New York station. Immediate opening. Excellent future. Send resume and recent picture to Box B-72, BROADCASTING.

Michigan regional looking for good newscaster ready to go to the world. To medium market. WPAG, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Radio-TV newsmen, Gather, write and air local news for midwest market. Send tape, resume and photo to Ed Huey, WJNC, Elkhart, Indiana.

Production—Programming, Others

Program director for outstanding Top 40 operation in mid west coast market. He must be an idea man, convey enthusiasm, make the station sound exciting, and be promotion-minded and contest-oriented. He must work well with people. Small daily shift. Salary open, resume and photo with photo to Box K-230, BROADCASTING.

PD/OP, DIB, needed by fast-paced Texas Top-10. Only experienced heavyweights who can be creative and be imaginative about what they need apply. Complete details in confidence first letter. Excellent benefits and permanence. Box L-37, BROADCASTING.

Program Director for west coast 50 kw quality station. Growing operation and staff expansion offer an unusual opportunity for a man with fresh ideas plus good on-air and administrative ability. Send resume and work background, resume and tape to Box L-61, BROADCASTING.

Program director—must be creative, imaginative and idea laden. MOR located in highly competitive 7 station market in heart of Florida. Salary open. Send tape and resume to Box L-74, BROADCASTING.


RADIO

Situations Wanted Management

17-year professional offers old-fashioned hard work, loyalty, dependability. Box K-293, BROADCASTING.

Manager: Family, veteran, 32 yrs. old, record. Good references. 15,000 to 50,000 market. In Tennessee, Arkansas, Missouri, South Kentucky or Oklahoma. Box L-3, BROADCASTING.

Manager: Heavy sales and promotion over 15 years all phases management in subur-ban markets. Proven record. 17 years experience. 43 family. Box L-9, BROADCASTING.

Successful general manager with outstanding record seeks improvement. Box L-13, BROADCASTING.

Station sitting, or station doing well but can do better? Or do you simply need a good man to make your station stand out? Here's your chance. Box L-357, BROADCASTING.

Sales

38-year-old experienced college graduate, listed in corporation trained, sober. Family map seeks challenge with permanent future and room to be executive salesman, mixer, businessman. Best refer-ences, weight attitude. Five figures. Box L-36, BROADCASTING.

Small midwestern MOR AM. Experienced, college, family man will handle your sales, promotion and programing directorship. Will stay with and go to grow with right station. Intense interest in radio. All de-tails to Box L-40, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

I know how to make ‘em smile in the morning. I've done it for 10 years, college, 3rd, married. Box L-17, BROADCASTING.

After midnight a no-man's land? I'd like to jump in and change that personality and gimmick. Top-40, 4 yrs. exp., married, college. Box L-23, BROADCASTING.

Soul stations, break the dull repetition of all soul brothers. Do something different (and forget the linea-ry). Let young, enter-ey soul sister play your soul music. Excellent news and comercials, solid good sales and production. Third class endorse-ment and a soul expert. Box L-19, BROADCASTING.

Strictly Top 40, less than one year experi-ence. want to learn "Good" production, 3rd, married, broadcast school grad. Box L-21, BROADCASTING.

Nationally known Top 40 personality at no. 1 station in a major market, available to relocate. Versatile, dependable. Box L-22, BROADCASTING.

Hot 100 format personality ready for larger market. Production and promotion minded. Box L-29, BROADCASTING.

Top rated top 26 major market contempor-ary personality, with past pd experience seeks program director or operations man-ager position in large market. Ideas innov-ator, college, first phone, family. Box L-25, BROADCASTING.

Negro D.J. announcer, recent graduate, 3rd, married, willing to relocate get 1st phone. Box L-26, BROADCASTING.

Experienced newswoman working currently in large market likes midwest. Box L-27, BROADCASTING.

D.J. announcer, Broadcast school graduate. 3rd endowed. Heavy voice. Married, child-less, affectionate. Box L-28, BROADCASTING.


You are . . . a friendly MOR in a west or southwest medium market of at least 100,000. I am . . . . a bright, conscientious 26-year old personality with a family. 2 years experience and third. Let's talk about the future. Box L-49, BROADCASTING.

Responsible D.J., recent endowed, tight budget, will relocate to stable, dependable. Box L-51, BROADCASTING.

Sportscaster, 5 years experience. Some TV, College graduate. First phone. Box L-55, BROADCASTING.

Mature, personable and single. Prefer MOR or C&W format, 2 yrs. experience. Past ex-periences include: Field work and reporting on community stability. Box L-53, BROADCASTING.

D.J. with 12 years experience—first phone-look for pd position to station mid-west market. Top 40 format. Presently em-ployed. Tape sent at your convenience. Box L-57, BROADCASTING.
Announcers—(Cont’d)

Fast paced major market job seeks relocation—First phone, set transmitter-top ratings—answer now! Box L-58, BROADCASTING.

Young, eager broadcast school grad with 3rd endorsed desire experience in midwest. Prefer Top 40. Box L-60, BROADCASTING.

First phone, experienced, presently working in 100,000 market. Prefer Top 40. Box L-61, BROADCASTING.

Mature man, graduating broadcasting institute, 2 years college. Small writing experience. 20 years sales and management experience. Articulate, personable. Box L-71, BROADCASTING.

Negro DJ, good voice, needs break, broadcast graduate, 3rd endorsed. Box L-72, BROADCASTING.

(Soul man) eight yrs. exp. 1st phone, production news, etc., R&B specialist, top 40. Your man. Box L-73, BROADCASTING.

Negro, 3rd phone, R&B, DJ, broadcast school experience, brunt of delivery but no experience. Will travel any place for job. R. Johnson, 3014 Milligan Dr., San Jose, California. Box L-25.

Negro DJ/announcer. Tight board, Middle of road or jazz format. 3rd phone. William McRae, 522 W. 138th St., N.Y.C.

1st phone—Disc Jockey, 6 year pro combo, bright, tight board, $6, will consider sales. Call Lynn Gibson, 746-9107 before 5 P.M. or write Box 125, N. Muskegan, Mich.

Two major market experienced MOR announcers seeking station wishing to improve sound and profile. Extremely strong on news and sports and management experience. Currently employed. Phone 305-884-1117 or 212-629-7456. Willing to travel.

Technical

Twentv 8 years operation, construction, maintenance, AM and FM, directionals, fifteen years chief. Capable announcer. Responsibility cheerfully accepted for adequate salary. No snow, no slop! Box L-44, BROADCASTING.


NEWS

Experienced radio newswoman. Know best coverage, writing, newsmanship. Six years radio, A. S. degree, single, veteran. Prefer eastern suburb market, but will consider all replies. Box K-278, BROADCASTING.

Major market newswoman seeks news or News Director position with growing news department. Top 40 or MOR. Would be an asset to your station. Excellent references. Available almost immediately. Box L-9, BROADCASTING.

News Director, top station major market southeast. Experienced pro. Seeking opportunity to grow. Box L-15, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Sports Director, 17 years experience. Not greatest, so try harder. Box K-269, BROADCASTING.

Copywriter with platform now working for station that can’t shell out. You get money! Maybe 50% of cost. Friendly, but the station is Bank X. Box L-14, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Continued

Program Director, Announcer, DJ. Sales: Promotional, design, production, sell. Good chance to relocate. Seven years of commercial radio experience. Prefer all-country station with opportunity to sell voice, steady, reliable, good know-how with live shows, remotes, interviews. Send resume and all detailed references. Box L-59, BROADCASTING.

Morning man . . . program director. Family, veteran. Solid on morning drive. Available now. Box L-20, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Sales

Great opportunity for "Hungry" and professional broadcast salesman to make money, must have good contacts in western Pa., N.E. Ohio, northern W. Va., area. Good base and incentive. Write Box L-54, BROADCASTING. Include all information and references.

Northeast TV station has two openings—Sales representative and sales research and presentation man. Complete employee benefits. Send full resume and resume to Box L-65, BROADCASTING.

Looking for an experienced and mature announcer to handle all "on-air" assignments, including hosting a movie. Good grow with the station. Salary open. Send resume and audition tape video tape. Box K-260, BROADCASTING.

Mature on-camera announcer desired by midwest TV station. Opportunity to learn direction and production. Submit resume, audition, photo or write for details. Box K-258, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for mature, versatile professional announcer. Major market mid-Atlantic area. VHIF network affiliate. Send complete resume with a brief film or VTR at once to Box L-69, BROADCASTING.

Palm Beach Florida, full color NBC affiliate needs an announcer for weather show, booth work and commercials. Send complete resume and video tape of weather show and commercial copy to: WPTV, 5 Coconut Row, Palm Beach, Florida.

Technical

Multi-station owner on California coast has opening for TV Engineer with first class license and some experience. Some transmitter. Write Box K-825, BROADCASTING.

Broadcast engineers with first class ticket. Permanent position in mid-west VHIF. Some transmitter or maintenance experience helpful. Send resume to Box K-259, BROADCASTING.

Chief Engineer TV-Radio combination in medium mid-west market. Wants a chief who is a strong leader and good organizer. We want a good technician who can establish a good maintenance program. Experience in directional radio, color television and construction is needed. We are a stable VHIF network affiliate. Send your qualifications, past experience and snapshot, in confidence, to Box K-350, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for experienced television engineer licensed to work with instructional television station. Ability to assume full responsibility for all technical operation of station Dallas, Fort Worth. Excellent benefits. Send resume to Box L-29, BROADCASTING.

TV engineer: Nov. opening. First class license, experience in VTR, cameras, AM-FM, remote operation and maintenance required. Aids in sales. Send resume to Box L-30, BROADCASTING. Box L-55, BROADCASTING.

First phone engineer for television station. No experience necessary. Location: Northern Michigan. Box L-59, BROADCASTING.

Technical—(Cont’d)

Expansion of facilities has created a position for a transmitter engineer—WCDT-TV, a McLendon Station. Top salary, fringe benefits. Will require graduate's starting salary $100 per week with adjustment for graduate and experienced personnel. Will consider handicapped applicants. Contact Mr. Walter Lang, 701-585-4929, Pembina, North Dakota.

Enlarging our facilities, immediate opening for transmitter man, and one studio man. Experience helpful. Contact Weldon Paulson, KXLF-TV, Butte, Montana.


TV studio engineering supervisor-minimum 5 to 10 years experience desired. Must be capable of working close with chief in systems planning, construction, and operat- ing personnel relations. Located at pro- duction center station of five station ETV state network. Send immediately full resume and general salary requirements to Chief Engineer, WENY-TV, Box Z, Durham, New Hampshire 03824.

Facility expansion has created openings for engineering positions. Contact Chief Engineer, WICD, Television, Innhot, C, Champaign, Illinois. Phone Area 217-327-7673.


Wanted to operate and maintain TRT-1B colorized video tape recorder. Excellent conditions and benefits. Send resume and salary requirement to Curran Wade, Operations Manager, WNYF-TV, Trend Broadcasters Inc., Hurricane, West Virginia.

Studio engineer with first phone—permanent position. Contact Ray Krueger, Chief Engineer, WTTW/WXH, 3003 Park 10th St., Moline, Illinois 61265.

General Electric technicians for WRGE, union scale to $12,000. Exceptional addition to engineering staff. Send experience required. Write or phone: C. B. King, 518-371-2281, Schenectady, N. Y.

Immediate opening for experienced studio and general salesman maintenance at top ETV operation. Contact W. G. Allis, Chief Engineer, WTVW/WWXX, 2400 North St. Louis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.


TV Chief Engineer responsible total technical operation and maintenance of CCTV system. Queens College Radio and TV Engineering Center, Flushing, New York. (212) 443-7500.

Television studio engineers wanted for expanding color and mono-chrome campus facilities. Should be experienced in operation and maintenance. Starting salary de- pendent on education and experience. Liberal fringe benefits. Send resume to Pennsylvania State University, University of Michigan, 1020 Administration Bldg., Ann Arbor, Michigan. An equal opportunity employer.

Opportunity for engineer with black and white television experience to learn color and black and white television design. Must have plumbicon cameras and high band VTR’s. Call Chief Engineer collect today. 313-239-6611.

NEWS

Top regional station needs Broadcast Manager. Call Bill Miller, Editor to Broadcast Manager. Con- tacts required of five man department. Must be able to keep all air and deliver all the news, and keep abreast of outgoing news, bringing greater depth in our news coverage and reporting. Send complete resume to Box K-294, BROADCASTING.
Newsman, journalism school or some experience in TV & Radio writing, editing, editing as area reporter. Midwest. Must be able to work on own, but will be part of staff. Send complete data, resume, picture, and tape. Box K-299, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Production supervisor. Immediate opening for man to take full charge of production for independent station in major eastern city. Must have experience in both sales for good commercial results. Full knowledge of equipment, remote technique, and over-all station operation. Must. Rush resume to Box H-136, BROADCASTING.

Art Director for ETV station. Well versed in all fields of on-air TV art and familiar with print requirements. One man shop. Send resume and samples of work. Box K-240, BROADCASTING.

Big Ten University needs experienced TV professional. Immediate openings — no teaching! VT engineer. Producer/Director, camera operator. Send complete background information—salary requirements to Box L-12, BROADCASTING.

TV research director—major network owned television station in midwest has immediately opening for experienced, "numbers man". Work closely with local, national and network research department. Creativity, originality, imagination a must. Rush resume to Box H-136, BROADCASTING.

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted Management

Has your national spot suffered? I have 18 years proven experience selling and managing top stations across the country. Will relocate for right opportunity. Box K-247, BROADCASTING.

Available November 1st, 10 years television, operations management, network-local programming Director, top weatherman, live-book anchor-man, network master control operator, for management or weather. Art Christ, 605-225-6535.

Situations Wanted—Sales

Successful medium market radio station seeks professional sales position. Box L-10, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

Kovacs-type TV personality/writer. Brilliant, funny. Reasonable. Box K-120, BROADCASTING.

NBC and ABC Television and Radio networks announce openings in all areas. Excellent opportunities for experienced and available. 17 years experience, all phases. St. Joseph, College. Box K-389, BROADCASTING.

Congenial TV personality desiring to host a "Mike Douglas" type show. Intelligent, hardworking, talented. Box L-3, BROADCASTING.

Technical

Engineer with considerable TV/AM construction/maintenance and staffing experience management oriented, desires to relocate. preferably to BHM area. First phase engineer desires permanent connection. No vacation relief or other short term deals please. Recently led team of 24 to build 864 rack space television facility. Have had eighteen months tech school and ten years experience in studio and remote work. The Etkins. Age 43, divorced, and free to travel anywhere. Box K-247, Market St. Box L-20, BROADCASTING.

Seeking radio/TV technician work N.Y. N.J. Conn. First phone. UHF/TV experience. Three years college, Draft exempt, Box L-30, BROADCASTING.

Young draft exempt technician willing to relocate. Desires work with NBC station, WCVB. Would like some endorsement. Some network work in NYC. Will relocate. Box L-84, BROADCASTING.

NEWS

News Director wishes change. Experience includes all phases of TV production. News and weather, station breaks, documentary, variety show, game show, sports, news. runs camera, projection, some VTR-audio. Board-you name it. If you need a top man-hard working-Six year experience. It's talk. Box L-64, BROADCASTING.

Production—Programming, Others

Photographer, SOF, still commercially oriented. Expert slide production. Box L-11, BROADCASTING.

Television news and commercial photographer. Imaginative, desires to relocate. Experienced in all phases of television news and commercial photography, hard working. Box L-33, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY—Equipment

We need used, 250, 500, 1 kw & 10 kw AM tube transmitters. Write E. W. Radio Supply Corp., 1314 North St., Laredo, Texas 78040.

Wanted immediately used heavy duty self-contained, 250-500 Watt power amplifier. Will bid. Urgent! Box K-49, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, used good working equipment for new 250 watt AM and 20 kw ERP FM station. Studio and discriminating. Route lowest price and give details on equipment. Box L-50, BROADCASTING.

Wanted, used or new equipment to be used in TV weather forecasting. Can't beat preferred. Box L-86, BROADCASTING.

Wanted 215 to 5 kw AM transmitter, used, for a rural community educational station. Please write and quote price and condition of equipment to Father Doug Venne, Maryknoll Fathers, P.O. Box 149, Davco City, Philippines.

1,000 and 250 watt transmitter in good condition. Needed Immediately. Call collect 305-406-1536 or write to the above, Bevatlo, Colorado. No junk please.

New college in Palm Beach County needs complete black and white studio, remote. Will include two video tape decks excursions and pay transportation — Thur G. White, 1007 Mariborough Road, West Palm Beach, Florida, A.C. 305, 653-0998.

FOR SALE—Equipment

Television radio transmitters, monitors, tubes, microwave, cameras, audio, Electrolund, 440 Columbus Ave., N.Y.C.

Co-axial switch 3-wire, Andrews #7270, 50 ohm 4 pole pressurized, mated. Two second automatic switching. Unused §400.00 each. Sierra Western, Box 4668, Oakland, Calif. 94623. Phone 415-553-5867.

Equipment—Top brands, buy, sell, trade. Special offers, Audiovox, Box 7007-58, Min. Florida 33155.


Used remote truck only with 12 ft. body (approx.) Write or call Robert G. Engel 7320 SW 54th, KEMO, P.O. Box 657, Sioux City, Iowa.

Used for Sale: Gates 4 channel studioconde p. console, CB-4 deals two CB-11 tables with gray armchairs, Westwood, MA. 4 enclosed racks, Raytheon Limiter. Rush 106 remote control sataudio school bus, accessories, and pre-wired audio jack strips. For personal or institutional, contact RUMA, Pendleton, Oregon.

Equipment—(Cont’d)

McMartin TBm—3500 modulation monitor in excellent condition. Presently tuned to 108.3 MC. $659.00, sold new for $895.00. WASK, Lafayette, Indiana.

Amplex recorders, cond. 1 each 350-F, 350-H, 600, 601 and 2 S8 disc recorder, ping-pong sets, racks, etc. About $800. Best Offer, Northwester, Inc., 611 S. W. Hooker St., Portland, Oregon 97201.

Amplex 390, 350, 350, 400, 450, 459 users, for all N/S ratio choke, PC-1257 with our plug-in transistor 100MW from Instek, Inc. Box 105, 5925 E. 12th St., Laredo, Texas 78040.

3 Spottern stereo cartridge machines, 1 record-playback, 2 playback, 4 years old. All 3 machines $600.00, WCNF, Fairfield, Ohio. Phone 513-884-5959.

Riverside AM modulation monitor model 7312—$35.00 RCA field intensity meter TMV-78 $145.00, Belden 2500, Raymond Road, Madison, Wisconsin 53711.

FTR 3 KW FM transmitter, General Electric BM-1-A FM generator. Approximately 270 fee on line box 352, Atlanta 4-R FM antenna with brackets. Above items in operating condition or better. WRB ZW when re- moved from service this year. Also, West- ington FM-10, 10KW FM power amplifier in good working order. 147F rack. Please operate in conjunction with the above FTR as driver, for 10KW output. All available. Prefer inquiries for entire package $5,000.00. Contact Lewis Edge, WQKA, 1910 Peachtree St., NE, Atlanta 30309.


2-RCM color camera chains. TK-40A's in working order and ready to go. Here is your opportunity to be color competitive for $2,500.00. Inspection invited. Call area 813-553-6477 or write P.O. Box 18151, Tampa, Florida 33607.

MISCELLANEOUS

17400 Professional Comedy Lines! Topical laugh service features constant introductions. Free catalog. Orben Comedy Books. Atlantic Beach, N. Y.

Deejays! 6000 classified gag lines. $5.00. Catalog FREE. Ed Orrin, Boyer Rd., Mariposa, Calif. 95333.

Newsmen: "Ideas Unlimited," 250 angles, $3. Newsfeatures, Box 1483, St. Louis, Mo.

New concept—Available at no cost. Series of one minute devotional spots. No financial or denominational pitch. Professionally produced by United Communications, Inc., Route 3, Box 289, Orlando, Florida 32811.

Instant eager for Deejays—Thousands of one-liners, gags, bits, station breaks, etc. Listed in free "Broadcasting" catalog. Write Show-Biz Comedy Service—7150 East 20th St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11239.

Composite week log analysis and complete preparation of Section 4-C license renewal. Also between renewal log analysis for management control of programing percentage. Reasonably priced, completely accurate. Noyes, Moran & Company, Inc., Box 409, Dowsent Grove, IL 60135, phone 969-5553.

"365 Days of Laughs!"—daily radio gag serv- ice—may be available in your market. Same week! $3,000.00, Merchand- ise Mart Sta., Chicago, 60654.
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INSTRUCTIONS

FCC License Preparation and/or Electronics Apprenticeship. Correspondence courses: resident classes Schools located in New York City and Washington, D. C. For information, write Grantham School of Electronics, 1020 W. North Ave., Hollywood, Calif. 90027.

Elkins is the nation's largest and most respected name in First Class FCC licensing. Complete course in six weeks. Fully approved for Veteran's Training. Write Elkins Institute, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75226.

The nationally known six-weeks Elkins Training for an FCC first class license. Conveniently located on the loop in Chicago. Fully approved for Veteran's Training and approved for the School of Minneapolis, 4119 East Lake Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55406.


Announcing, programing, production, news-casting, console operation, disc jockeying and all phases of Radio and TV broadcasting. All taught by highly qualified professional teachers. The nation's finest, most modern and most complete facilities including our own, commercial broadcast station-KERI. Fully approved for veterans training. Elkins Institute, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas, Texas 75226.

Since 1946, Original course for FCC first class radio telephone operators license in six weeks. Approved for veterans. Low-cost dormitory facilities at school. Reservations required. Enrolling now for January 16, April 16. For information, references and reservations write William B. Ogdin Radio Operators School, 7979 W. Warner Avenue, Huntington Beach, California 92647. (Formerly of Burbank, California).

"Warning" accept no substitute. REI is #1 in training, San Francisco—lowest tuition—highest reliability of all five (5) week schools. FCC let phone license in five (5) weeks. Tuition $255. Rooms and apartments included. Five year placement record—95% of REI graduates pass the FCC exams. Classes begin Nov. 16. Write Radio Engineering Institute, 1338 Main Street in beautiful Sarasota, Fla.


Be sure to write, RADIO-HELP WANTED

INSTRUCTIONS (Cont'd)

First phone in six to twelve weeks through tape recorded lectures at home plus one week personal instruction in Washington, Memphis, Seattle, Hollywood, or Minneapolis. Fifteen years FCC license teaching experience. Proven results. 95% passing. Bob Johnson Radio License Instruction, 20900 Duncan Place, Manhattan Beach, Calif. 90266.

F.C.C. First phone quickly and easily via new concept in correspondence training, Easy Jerky, Mid-America Broadcasting Service, P.O. Box 7522, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53222.

THE BEST WILL ALWAYS COST A LITTLE MORE

If you want an honest, educated appraisal of your air work, send your tape and $7.50 to:

PROFESSIONAL CRITIQUE
59 Finney Blvd., Malone, New York

Number 1 maior market contemporary station wants—number 1 morningman.

BIG STATION
BIG JOB
BIG BUCKS

Tape and resume with first reply:

Box L-2, Broadcasting.

SELLING VICE PRESIDENT WANTED

$15,000.00 starting salary, plus travel, plus override. You must live out of a suit case about half the time and must be able to hit the street cold (with run-of-the-mill local salesmen in our AM/FM eastern chain) and bring in a sheaf of orders at the end of each week. This is a tough, hard, slave-driving job available only to a selling son-of-a-gun who wants to make $50 thousand a year. Sell me, the company president, in your detailed reply and I'll call you for an interview.

Box L-68, Broadcasting.

ANNUAL SELLER WANTED

$10,000.00 starting salary, plus travel, plus override. You must live out of a suit case about half the time and must be able to hit the street cold (with run-of-the-mill local salesmen in our AM/FM eastern chain) and bring in a sheaf of orders at the end of each week. This is a tough, hard, slave-driving job available only to a selling son-of-a-gun who wants to make $50 thousand a year. Sell me, the company president, in your detailed reply and I'll call you for an interview.

Box L-68, Broadcasting.

ANNOUNCER WANTED

$8,000.00 starting salary, plus travel, plus override. You must live out of a suit case about half the time and must be able to hit the street cold (with run-of-the-mill local salesmen in our AM/FM eastern chain) and bring in a sheaf of orders at the end of each week. This is a tough, hard, slave-driving job available only to a selling son-of-a-gun who wants to make $50 thousand a year. Sell me, the company president, in your detailed reply and I'll call you for an interview.

Box L-68, Broadcasting.

INFORMATIONAL WANTED

$8,000.00 starting salary, plus travel, plus override. You must live out of a suit case about half the time and must be able to hit the street cold (with run-of-the-mill local salesmen in our AM/FM eastern chain) and bring in a sheaf of orders at the end of each week. This is a tough, hard, slave-driving job available only to a selling son-of-a-gun who wants to make $50 thousand a year. Sell me, the company president, in your detailed reply and I'll call you for an interview.

Box L-68, Broadcasting.

SALES

Broadcast Consulting Firm seeks Experienced Broadcast Engineer or Technician for Position of Junior Engineer. Applicants must possess background and experience and responsibility in all phases of broadcasting and a willingness to travel. Engineering Degree Desirable. Send Resume and References to:

Jules Cohen & Associates
729 15th Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20005

CHIEF ENGINEER

for small New York State radio group. Young, capable man preferred. Call:

Don Kelly, Nation-wide, 312-337-5318

Production—Programming, Others

MOR PROGRAM DIRECTOR

for group station in Northeast. Top 40 background preferred—college degree required.

Call Don Kelly, 312-337-5318
No Fee

TOP-RATE NEWSMEN AVAILABLE NOW!!

Nationwide has just completed a search assignment for a newsmen to fill a key opening on the news staff for one of our major clients. We located four top-rate newsmen, but since our client needed only one man, we wanted to advise other broadcasters that these other three newsmen are available for the right opportunity.

Call Jerry Jackson for complete details at Nationwide Broadcast Personnel Consultants in Chicago. Phone: Area Code 312-337-5318.
Situations Wanted

Management

Broadcast permanent opportunity in the West. Will participate in ownership or working interest with option to buy radio property. Management, sales, sports, promotion and programming background. First, second professional in present capacity. Prefer urban community with excellent high schools and urban youth baseball. Contact me about a possible offer in your market. Age 27. Box K-303, Broadcasting.

Announcers

FUNNY, FUNNY TWO-MAN DJ TEAM
Available now for top 40 or M-O-K. This creative, dynamic team is available to build ratings and make clients love you. Experienced. Contract. For tape, resume and photo: Box L-45, Broadcasting.

TELEVISION—Help Wanted

Technical

BROADCAST FIELD ENGINEERS RCA

If you have experience in the maintenance of UHF or VHF transmitters, television tape or color studio equipment we can offer you a career opportunity as a field engineer. Relocation unnecessary if you are now conveniently located near good air transportation service.

RCA offers outstanding benefits, including liberal vacation, eight paid holidays, life insurance, retirement plan. Plus free medical insurance for you and your family.

Write: Mr. F. V. Maguire, RCA Service Company, CHIC, Bldg. 225 Cherry Hill, Camden, N. J. 08101

An Equal Opportunity Employer

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Production—Programming, Others

Attn.
Cameramen
and
Photographers

Send us your Broadcast Kennedy slides and films. We are editing educational TV and textbooks. Royalty money if accepted. All return. Father Henry, R. L. B., Inc., Suite 914, 513 Broado Bldg., Mpls., Minn.

INSTRUCTIONS

The Don Martin School of Radio & Television has furnished fully qualified personnel to the Radio & TV Industry over 20 years.

If you are interested in becoming a GOOD Broadcaster contact the:

DON MARTIN SCHOOL

1653 No. Cherokee

Hollywood, Calif.

Employment Service

527 Madison Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022

BROADCAST PERSONNEL AGENCY

Sharlee Barish, Director

THE AMPS AGENCY

BY BROADCASTERS—FOR BROADCASTERS

We fill all job classifications for men and women in broadcasting and allied occupations—management, sales programming, engineering, traffic, secretarial, promotion, publicity, on-air talent, etc. We have immediate job openings listed with us by stations, packagers, Ad agencies, clients, commercial producers and others. Send us your resume or, if close by, come in or phone us.

★ THE AMPS AGENCY ★

All Media Placement Service

3924 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles, Calif.

Telephone DU 8-3116

FOR SALE—Stations

FLORIDA DAYTMER

Top Market. 100% financing with long term payout to financially responsible buyers. $140,000.00.

Box L-6, Broadcasting.

FM—FOR SALE

Midwest area, market 152 million. Profitable main and sub with own real estate. Other more demanding businesses compel sale. With reply give cash available.

Box L-7, Broadcasting.

CATV FINANCING

Equity financing offered for new franchises from well established individuals. Prefer large situations, but will examine all offered. Can move rapidly. All replies confidential. References exchanged.

Box L-47, Broadcasting.

LOWER MICHIGAN

5 KW DAY TMER

with CATV FRANCHISE

Highly accepted station in rich county. Good staff, excellent future. $137,600 cash, or terms. Principals only.

Box L-48, Broadcasting.

CLITHERO & HEROLD

Licensed Brokers. Sales Appraisals Consultants.

100 Spain West, Sarasota, Florida.

Confidential Listings

RADIO—TV—CATV

N.E.—S.E.—S.W.—N.W.

G. BENNETT LARSON, INC.


BROKERS-CONSULTANTS

La Rue Media Brokers Inc.

116 Central Park South

New York, N. Y.

265-3430

FOR SALE SCHOOL

ATTENTION
GROUP OWNERS

Having trouble recruiting good help? Diversify. For acquisition.

A. Electronic School

B. Broadcast School

"East Coast" Estimated yearly gross $120,000. Easy to run. Staff to remain. Growth potential. 29% down. 10 year payout if qualified.

Box K-226, Broadcasting.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

For Sale

Production Company

TV commercials, industrial films, radio commercials and phonograph records. A well established, profitable facility. Yearly sales $350,000. Sale price $150,000.

Box K-264, Broadcasting.

For Sale

Gulf single daytime $ 70M nge

Ore. small daytime 50M 17.5

N.E. medium daytime 150M 29% N.W. metro 47% VHF 1MM cash

West major daytime 200M 29%

CHAPMAN ASSOCIATES

1025 Peachtree, Atlanta, Ga. 30309
COMMUNITY ANTENNA ACTIVITIES

The following are activities in community antenna television reported to Broadcasting, through Nov. 1. Reports include applications for permission to install and operate CATV's, grants of CATV franchises and sales of existing installations.

- Indicates franchise has been granted.
- Indicates franchise has been denied.
- Indicates franchise has been transferred.
- Indicates franchise has been canceled.
- Indicates franchise has been revoked.

**WANTED**

**CATV Chief Engineer**

Starting salary $13,000 to $15,000 depending on experience.

Write, preferably phone, Bill Adler, Capitol Cablevision Co.

Box 2673....Phone 304-343-8927

Charleston, West Virginia

92 (FOR THE RECORD)
O NE impression you get upon meet-
ing Wally Schwartz is that here for a change is a guy who's really loose, genuinely affable and very sharp. You find yourself saying this guy's a stand-
out, especially in a business where hyper-
tensive types abound; where affability and congeniality are often a turn-on, turn-off gambit, and where sharp, bright people—they would have you believe—are in every nook and cranny.

If first impressions are valid, and Mr. Schwartz's colleagues say in his case, at least, they are, ABC executives couldn't have made a better choice than Wally Schwartz as directly responsible for getting the network's bold four-part radio plan off the ground. The plan itself—four separate services feeding material to affiliates with differing formats—is novel and innovative, but that's no guarantee of success. Responsible for the plan's success is the youth-
ful-looking Mr. Schwartz, late of WABC, and now president of the ABC Radio network. Along with Ralph Beaudin, corporate group vice president for radio, Mr. Schwartz has his work cut out for him.

By most estimates, it would be a tough job for any man. Mr. Schwartz is in charge of implementing a plan calling for separate radio services—American Contemporary, Information, Personality/Entertainment and FM Networks. The final arbiter of the plan's concept and execution will be the balance books at the end of 1968—a full year from January, when the new network operations kick-off. While differences of opinion on the plan's chances of success do exist, the New York broadcasting community generally agrees that failure, if it should come, won't be Wally Schwartz's doing.

Optimistic = Mr. Schwartz leaves one with the impression that he wouldn't al-
low failure to happen. For one thing, he comes to his new duties with a record that fairly shines for a person recently turned 44.

Before being named head of the ABC Radio network, Mr. Schwartz was vice president and general manager of the network's successful New York radio outlet, WABC. He assumed that job in 1963 and until being boosted to the ABC Radio top spot, he presided over a station that is considered one of the top billers in the country. Coincidental with keeping a close eye on costs and program content, he delivered the station's editorials, some 100 each year.

Before joining WABC in 1963, he spent a year as assistant general man-
ger of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s WINS New York, and before that, a year as Westinghouse's national radio sales manager.

Mr. Schwartz joined Westinghouse in Detroit, his hometown, after four years at WXYZ, that city, filling succes-
sive posts as account executive, national sales manager and sales manager. In 1959 he was named manager for AM Radio Sales (now Radio Advertising Representatives) by Westinghouse in the Motor City.

It was in Detroit that Mr. Schwartz got his start in broadcasting. After two-
and-one-half years in the Army Air Corps during the war, Mr. Schwartz resumed his interrupted education at Wayne State University, where he gradu-
ated in 1951.

Plans to enter commercial broadcast-
ing were foiled by the Korean conflict: Like many others, he was called to active duty once more and served with the Air Force until 1953.

During the vagaries of world politics and the demands of higher education, Mr. Schwartz found time to marry the former Virginia Mayers. He and his wife have two children and live in Man-
hasset, N. Y.

Now, however, Mr. Schwartz is see-
ing less and less of his family as a re-
sult of his recent promotion. While head of WABC he travelled, of course, to conventions and other industry events, but now there's a lot more travel. He says that while ABC's four-

network plan is the concept of his boss, he's the man in charge of making it work, the man who must make the affiliates and shape the sound and print images of the services.

"This new plan is really going to take off," he said recently. "Radio network-
ing hasn't changed in years, and it's become painfully apparent that one net-
work can't be all things to all people. "The trend in broadcasting, especial-
ly radio, is towards more specialization, and our networking plans reflect this," he said.

"The idea behind our plan," he con-
tinued, "is simple: provide separate and distinct network programming to affiliates with separate and distinct formats.

"Not only will the affiliate have net-
work news and other material tailored more closely to his format, but the ad-
vertiser will know that when he buys a particular service he will be reaching the audience he wants, and only that audience. His cost per thousand will be lower, more efficient. He won't be selling luxury cars to a teen-age audience and, on the other hand, won't be selling medicine for adolescent skin blemishes to middle-age listeners."

Mr. Schwartz said he felt it an "ex-
tremely tough proposition running a radio operation, regardless of format or market size." The toughest obstacles are "solving the problems of your prod-
uct—streamlining your format, making it more appealing—and then marketing the product along the lines laid down by good, aggressive business practices."

Solid Fooling = Mr. Schwartz's busi-
ness practices, according to those who know him, are a product of in-depth knowledge about his product and a genuine ability to sell within the para-

meters of sound business practices. His knowledge of the radio business is the result of close and continuing as-

sociations with all the facets of broad-
casting—programming, engineering and sales. Technicians at ABC Radio studios in New York were surprised when, two days after being named network presi-
dent, Mr. Schwartz took a tour of the organization's technical facilities. Ac-

According to one engineer, it had been a long time since corporate management came around asking questions.

His apparent desire to learn all about what's going on in the business, coupled with an affable sales ability—"He could sell ice as well as ice boxes to the Eski-
moes," said a long-time associate—seems to make Wally Schwartz the man who can implement ABC's bold plan.

ABC's salesman for its bold radio services

WEEK'S PROFILE

Walter A. Schwartz—president, ABC Ra-
dio network, b. Oct. 31, 1923, Detroit,
U. S. Air Corps, 1943-1945; BA, Wayne
State University, 1951; U. S. Air Force,
1951-1953; account executive, national
sales manager, sales manager, WWJ De-
troit, 1955-1959; manager, AM Radio
Sales (now Radio Advertising Representa-
tives), Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
Detroit, 1959-1961; national radio sales
manager, WBC, 1961-1962; assistant gen-
eral manager, WINS New York, 1962-
1963; vice president and general man-
ger, WABC New York, 1963-1967; re-
cipient of many public-service awards;
m, Virginia Mayers, Oct. 5, 1945; two
children—Leslie, 21, and Kerry, 16; hob-
bies—tennis, golf.
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EDITORIALS

How not to win friends

According to advance plans, the Public Broadcasting Laboratory, which was to air its first program last night (Nov. 3), is thinking of itself not only as noncommercial but also as anticommercial. As the complaining Oct. 30, PBL intends to attack the credibility of some kinds of advertising.

Indeed in its own audience-promotion advertising (which we must accept as absolutely reliable, of course) PBL specified, among the features it intends to include in its Sunday-night programs, "The anticommercials. Exclusive reports on misleading commercials, fake advertising claims and phony testimonials." PBL spent some $225,000, mostly in newspaper and magazine space, to advertise its opening show, so presumably some advertising will escape its censure.

This publication would be the last to suggest that commercial broadcasting and its advertisers are immune to reasonable criticism. But the emphasis placed on "the anticommercials" in the PBL ads raises questions about the judgment of PBL's editors. We doubt that PBL will succeed by disparaging the commercial system. It's got to offer something more than that to its audience.

Gag rule

By an action of last week the FCC served notice that as long as its fairness doctrine is on the books, editorializing by radio and television will be effectively stifled.

The details are recited elsewhere in this issue, but they boil down to this: KING-AM-FM-TV Seattle prepared a single editorial, 20 seconds long, endorsing five candidates for election to the city council. The editorial was planned for broadcast 24 times on each of the stations. In advance, the stations notified each opposing candidate that he would be given six broadcasts of 20 seconds each on each station in comparable time periods. This meant that each candidate was offered more time for response than the stations were devoting to personal mention of his opponent in their editorials.

One candidate complained to the FCC that he wanted more than six exposures. The commission staff advised the stations that it agreed that six exposures on each station did not constitute "reasonable opportunity" for response to 24 editorials and therefore was in violation of the fairness doctrine. The stations petitioned the FCC for review of the staff's order and were turned down.

In rejecting the petition for review, the FCC not only upheld its staff but established the principle that frequency as well as length of broadcast opportunities will from now on be invoked as a criterion in fairness-doctrine cases. The commission hinted that the total time of 120 seconds granted to each unendorsed candidate would be acceptable, but it as much as said that the candidate—not the station—had the right to say how the time could be used and in what segments.

"Although you have decided to broadcast an editorial campaign in which you reach the audience 24 times with your editorial endorsement of selected candidates," said the FCC, "you have offered Mr. Cooley [the complaining candidate] an opportunity to reach that audience on only six occasions—a disparity of four to one." With that the FCC was saying that one-to-one in total time, or indeed one-to-more-than-one, is not good enough to overcome a four-to-one ratio of frequency. If this is not a case of the FCC's substituting its judgment for that of the licensee, there will never be one.

At the time this editorial was written the KING stations were considering an appeal, which in our view would have to rebuff the commission. There are all kinds of unconstitutional infirmities in the FCC's reasoning, not the least of them being the inhibiting effect this sort of ruling must inevitably have on the whole practice of broadcast editorializing.

As a practical matter it is becoming impossible for any station, however reasonable it tries to be, to undertake effective editorializing on persons or issues about which there may be some disagreement. Any station that attempts, as did KING, to take a position on an election campaign must assume the probability that it will be engaged in expensive exchanges between its lawyers and the FCC and conceivably in even more expensive litigation. This condition can only suppress free discussion—which is what the First Amendment was adopted to encourage.

Next time an FCC member makes a speech exhorting broadcasters to make waves in their communities, he ought not to be surprised if he is booed off the rostrum.

Home to roost

Six months ago the Admiral Corp. announced it wouldn't use television this "season" because of disenchantment with programing. It got lots of play in the printed-page press.

Last week Admiral advised its stockholders it had suffered a net loss of $1.221 million in the third quarter, compared with a net profit of $2.25 million in the corresponding 1966 period (when it used both network and spot schedules). For the nine months of 1967 its net loss was $4,392,000, compared with a profit of nearly $9 million for the same months in 1966.

While business hasn't been too hotsy-totsy all over, we do note that such companies as RCA and Zenith, which also manufacture TV sets, report record highs. But then they used network and spot all season long. They still do.

On this page last June 19 we commented that Admiral's 1967-68 campaign probably will be remembered in marketing history as "Ross D. Siragusa's folly." That observation stands.

"Think we're in trouble? He's opposite the Friday night movie."